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Abstract 
 

New Zealand engineers currently use ‘The Seismic Assessment of Existing Buildings’ guideline as the 

technical basis for carrying out seismic assessments on existing buildings. The objective of this 

investigation was to evaluate the efficacy of the New Zealand guideline and ASCE 41-13, the standard 

used in the United States, in capturing the capacity of older reinforced concrete walls and to provide 

recommendations for the improvement of the New Zealand guideline if required. Reinforced concrete 

walls were chosen for evaluation due to their importance as lateral load resisting elements and the 

unexpected and brittle failure mechanisms observed during the 2010 Chilean earthquake and the 

2010/2011 Canterbury earthquake sequence. 

The accuracy of strength and deformation capacity predictions made by the New Zealand guideline and 

ASCE 41-13 standard for older reinforced concrete walls were evaluated using a collated database of 

experimental tests. From the evaluation it was concluded that ASCE 41-13 adequately captures the 

deformation capacity of walls controlled by shear. The current New Zealand guideline procedure 

adequately captures shear capacity while neither the current New Zealand guideline nor the ASCE 41-

13 standard adequately capture the deformation capacity of walls controlled by flexure.  

To address the deficiency in the New Zealand guideline methodology regarding the deformation of walls 

controlled by flexural actions, potential modifications to the guideline procedure were investigated. A 

parametric analysis of the current guideline procedure indicated that modifications to the yield point and 

the use of alternative plastic hinge length models do not sufficiently improve deformation capacity 

results. The subsequent use of regression analysis techniques indicated the deformation capacity of 

older reinforced concrete walls to be primarily a function of axial load ratio, longitudinal reinforcement 

ratio and the ratio of neutral axis depth to wall length. Models developed using these identified 

parameters significantly improved ultimate rotation and curvature ductility prediction accuracy in 

comparison to the current guideline procedure.  

Based on the results of this investigation and in conjunction with the fact that the use of a curvature 

ductility limit would align the New Zealand guideline with NZS 3101:2006, a curvature ductility limit was 

recommended for inclusion in the New Zealand guideline for the determination of the deformation 

capacity of walls controlled by flexure. A parametric analysis carried out using two dimensional non-

linear finite element software Vector2 verified the significance of the predictor parameters identified in 

the regression analysis and the proposed curvature ductility limit equation.  
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

 

 

New Zealand as a highly earthquake prone region requires seismic considerations in the design of new 

buildings and the assessment of existing buildings. Although seismic design provisions have been 

incorporated in design standards for several decades (NZS 3101:1982, NZS 3101:1995, 

NZS 3101:2006), the 2010/2011 Canterbury earthquake sequence resulted in the severe damage and 

collapse of several reinforced concrete buildings. The performance of these buildings during the 

earthquakes highlighted the vulnerability of New Zealand’s existing building stock and heightened the 

public awareness of seismic risk. The need to identify earthquake prone buildings and initiate their 

seismic retrofit through the use of seismic assessments became of immediate and paramount 

importance. 

Currently, New Zealand engineers use ‘The Seismic Assessment of Existing Buildings’ guidelines 

(MBIE, 2017) (New Zealand guidelines) as the technical basis for carrying out seismic assessments on 

existing buildings. Internationally, several other standards and guidelines have been developed for the 

seismic evaluation and retrofit of existing buildings including ASCE 41-13 (ASCE, 2014) the standard 

used in the United States. These standards and guidelines are created based on the knowledge 

available from past seismic events and experimental testing. As more experimental tests are 

undertaken and the base of knowledge widens, it is important to reassess these standards and 

guidelines to ensure their accuracy and reliability.  

In response to the need to accurately assess the seismic capacity of buildings in New Zealand and 

evaluate the efficacy of seismic standards and guidelines, a study was undertaken that is reported 

herein. The ability of the New Zealand guidelines and ASCE 41-13 standard to predict the strength and 

deformation capacity of older reinforced concrete walls was evaluated using a database of experimental 

tests. The experimental tests included in the database were collated from a wide variety of sources and 

were designed to different design standards to achieve different objectives, allowing for an impartial 

assessment. The objective of this comparison was to determine the accuracy of the guideline and 

standard as well as to investigate potential New Zealand guideline methodology modifications and to 

develop improved capacity models if required. 



Chapter 1: Introduction  
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1.1 Development of the New Zealand guidelines 

The seismic risk of existing New Zealand buildings has been recognised for many years amongst the 

civil engineering community. In 2006, the New Zealand Society for Earthquake Engineering (NZSEE) 

released guidelines ‘Assessment and Improvement of the Structural Performance of Buildings in 

Earthquakes’ (NZSEE, 2006)  to accompany the earthquake-prone provisions of the Building Act 2004. 

Within these guidelines, particular focus was given to unreinforced masonry (URM) buildings due to the 

1931 Napier earthquake and pre-1976 multi-storey steel and concrete buildings due to the 1994 

Northridge and 1995 Kobe earthquakes (MBIE, 2017). 

Following the 2010/2011 Canterbury earthquake sequence, the recommendations provided by the 

Canterbury Earthquakes Royal Commission (CERC) led to a review of the earthquake prone building 

regulatory framework. This review subsequently led to the amendment of the Building Act 2004 through 

the Building (Earthquake-prone Buildings) Amendment Bill 2016 which took effect in July 2017. The Act 

divides New Zealand into three seismic areas – high, medium and low risk. Based on these seismic risk 

areas, time frames have been set for territorial authorities to identify earthquake-prone buildings, notify 

owners who are required to obtain seismic assessments and for building owners to seismically upgrade 

their buildings if deemed necessary (New Zealand Parliament, 2016). This legislative change was one 

the key reasons for the revision of the engineering assessment guidelines. Additionally, following the 

Canterbury earthquake sequence, an extensive number of seismic assessments were required within 

the Canterbury region for insurance purposes and nationally due to the heightened awareness of 

seismic risk (MBIE, 2017). At the time there were only a limited number of structural and geotechnical 

engineers with experience conducting seismic assessments. This experience gap with the lack of 

guidance provided by the 2006 NZSEE guidelines regarding low-rise buildings led to very conservative 

estimates of low-rise building capacities (MBIE, 2017). This trend further highlighted the need for a 

revision of the engineering assessment guidelines.   

 A new assessment guideline methodology was required to offer a straightforward, effective method to 

calculate the probable failure load, deformation capacity and failure mechanism of all vulnerable 

buildings. The guideline was required to use the knowledge gained from past seismic events and 

experimental testing to achieve a reliable assessment methodology that considers risk and the 

repercussions of failure without compromising on accuracy. It is essential for the guideline to avoid over 

conservatism that would lead to the excessive seismic retrofitting and unnecessary demolition of 

buildings. The methodology needs to be clear to achieve consistent results across engineers and clarity 

in reporting outcomes between engineers, the authorities and building owners. 

The New Zealand guidelines ‘The Seismic Assessment of Existing Buildings’ (MBIE, 2017)  

(New Zealand guidelines) was developed to meet these requirements - based on the limited data 

available. Released in July 2017, the guidelines were written with life safety as its primary objective. 

This means the earthquake scores or ratings produced from the methodology are based primarily on 

life safety considerations rather than the building’s serviceability performance. Damage to the building 

itself or its contents is not of primary concern unless they might lead to damage of an adjacent property. 
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‘The Seismic Assessment of Existing Buildings’ guidelines has three parts with two levels of 

assessment.  

Part A: Assessment Objectives and Principles – provides an overview of the seismic assessment 

process along with the underlying principles of life safety. It outlines the link between ‘The Seismic 

Assessment of Existing Buildings’ guidelines and Building Code requirements, associated regulations 

and Earthquake-prone Building (EPB) methodology (MBIE, 2017). 

Part B: Initial Seismic Assessment (ISA) – is the recommended first step in the seismic assessment 

process aimed to give a preliminary indication of the likely seismic performance of a building based on 

as few resources as is reasonably possible. An Initial Seismic Assessment can range from a basic to a 

comprehensive building assessment. The main tool for carrying out an ISA is an Initial Evaluation 

Procedure (IEP). An IEP is a broad and subjective process whereby a building is graded based on basic 

criteria such as the building’s age, location, shape regularity, size and building materials etc. A basic 

assessment involves undertaking an IEP using basic building data, an exterior inspection, and the 

identification of structural weaknesses. A comprehensive assessment further includes sourcing all 

available building data, an interior inspection, reviewing drawings and completing supplementary 

calculations as required (MBIE, 2017). The output of an ISA is a corresponding earthquake rating. 

Part C: Detailed Seismic Assessment (DSA) – provides engineers with a methodology to assess load 

paths within the structure, strength and deformation capacities of structural components, likely inelastic 

mechanisms, the global building response to seismic actions and provide a corresponding 

earthquake rating (MBIE, 2017). Acceptance criteria are provided for all structural components, 

including structural walls. The methodology for calculating the acceptance criteria for structural walls 

according to Part C is detailed in Section 2.1.  

The earthquake scores or rating output from ISA’s and DSA’s represent the expected seismic 

performance of the building compared to the minimum performance required by the Building Code for 

a new building. Rating are expressed as the percentage of New Building Standard. 

 

1.2 Development of the ASCE/SEI 41 standard 

ASCE/SEI 41 is the standard used in the United States to assist engineers with the seismic assessment 

and retrofitting of existing buildings. Based on the FEMA 273 (1997) guideline and FEMA 356 (2000) 

prestandard, ASCE/SEI 41 provides a performance based engineering framework with a three tiered 

(screening, deficiency-based and systematic) seismic evaluation procedure.  

ASCE/SEI 41 was originally released as two separate standards - ASCE/SEI 31 ‘Seismic Evaluation of 

Existing Buildings’ in 2003 and ASCE/SEI 41 ‘Seismic Rehabilitation of Existing Buildings’ in 2006. In 

2013, the two standards were combined into one as ASCE/SEI 41 ‘Seismic Evaluation and Retrofit of 

Existing Buildings’. The primary reason for this amalgamation was to eliminate the inconsistencies 

between the standards, many of which were intentional. The largest inconsistency was the conflicting
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ingrained philosophies of each standard. The philosophy of ASCE/SEI 31-03 was that buildings being 

evaluated should be held to a lesser standard than new buildings whereas the philosophy of ASCE/SEI 

41-06 was that if a seismic retrofit were to be undertaken on a building, it should be done to a standard 

commensurate to a new building unless another performance objective is intentionally and explicitly 

chosen (Pekelnicky & Poland, 2012). The combined standard ASCE/SEI 41-13 coordinated the 

evaluation and retrofit procedures, incorporating the three-tiered approach from ASCE/SEI 31-03 with 

the technical provisions from ASCE/SEI 41-06 for analytical procedures (Chen, 2015). 

The ASCE/SEI 41 standard uses a range of building performance levels to align targeted structural 

performance with the performance of non-structural elements (ASCE, 2014).The performance levels 

define the expected damage state of the building post-earthquake. When comparing capacity, 

ASCE/SEI 41 provides three performance levels – Immediate Occupancy, Life Safety and Collapse 

Prevention (ASCE, 2014). Immediate Occupancy (IO) refers to a damage state where the building is 

safe to occupy post-earthquake. The building has sustained very limited structural damage and in-effect 

has retained its pre-earthquake strength and stiffness. The Life Safety (LS) performance level applies 

to a damage state whereby the building has sustained structural damage but the risk of life threatening 

injury from this damage is low. Post-earthquake the building still maintains a margin against collapse 

however the building should not be reoccupied until structural repairs have been implemented or 

temporary bracing has been installed. Collapse Prevention (CP) is the post-earthquake damage state 

whereby the structure has sustained severe structural damage to the extent that it is on the verge of 

collapse. At this performance level, the building remains able to carry gravity loads but should not be 

reoccupied due to the risk of collapse during an aftershock. Within ASCE/SEI 41, each of these 

performance levels have associated limits on the acceptable force and deformation capacity of an 

element. The probable demands for various seismic hazards are compared to these limits to determine 

acceptance. The ‘Concrete’ chapter of ASCE/SEI 41 provides the modelling parameters and 

acceptance criteria for the reinforced concrete components of the seismic force resisting systems of 

existing buildings, including structural walls which are the focus of this thesis. The ASCE/SEI 41 

methodology for determining the modelling parameters and acceptance criteria of shear walls is detailed 

in Section 2.2.  

 

1.3 Performance of walls in past earthquakes 

Seismic design codes are developed over time with the greatest advancements often made due to 

damage observations from severe earthquakes. The performance of walls in 2010 Chile earthquake 

and the 2010/2011 Christchurch earthquake sequence had a significant impact on reinforced concrete 

wall provisions of codes both in New Zealand and internationally.  

1.3.1 2010 Chile earthquake 

On February 27th 2010, the central coast of Chile was struck by a magnitude 8.8 earthquake (EERI, 

2010). According to Alarcon, Hube and, de la Llera (2014), tall reinforced concrete buildings with 9 or
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more storeys performed well during the earthquake with damaged buildings representing about 2% of 

the total inventory. The damage observed in the reinforced concrete structural walls of these buildings 

was typically crushing and spalling of concrete, buckling and fracture of vertical reinforcement, and 

opening of transverse reinforcement (Hube, Marihuén, de la Llera, & Stojadinovic, 2014). The buildings 

damaged were mostly constructed after the year 2000 with the structural wall damage observed being 

significantly different to the damage seen during the 1985 Chile earthquake (Alarcon et al., 2014; 

Westenenk et al., 2013). The exceptional building performance in the 1985 earthquake was attributed 

to the high stiffness provided by the large numbers of reinforced concrete walls used to resist loads 

(Wood, 1991). Based on the performance of buildings during this earthquake, the requirements for 

special wall boundary elements with closely spaced transverse reinforcement were excluded when 

Chile adopted a new concrete code in 1996 (Massone et al., 2012). However, after 1985 Chilean 

construction practices evolved with buildings heights increasing and wall thicknesses decreasing, 

resulting in increased load demands on the walls (Hube et al., 2014). Consequently, the structural wall 

damage observed in the 2010 earthquake was attributed to poor confinement, deficient transverse 

reinforcement detailing, low wall thickness and high axial loads (Alarcon et al., 2014). Inspections of 

wall boundary elements uncovered relatively large spacing of hoops and web transverse reinforcement 

as well as 90° hooks (Wallace et al., 2012). Without the required confining reinforcement, damage often 

did not distribute along the boundary elements of walls. This resulted in damage localising in a reduced 

region of the walls characterised by a brittle flexural-compressive failure (Alarcon et al., 2014). Induced 

by concrete crushing and longitudinal reinforcement buckling, a diagonal failure plane resulted 

extending through the thickness of the walls and along the length, as depicted in Figure 1.1. This failure 

mode, referred to as ‘through-the-thickness’ in this thesis, is of concern due its brittle nature and the 

rapid loss of axial load carrying capacity that follows. The mode has not been correlated into standards 

and guidelines internationally due the limited data available. Models produced from this research need 

to adequately capture this failure mode.  

  

Figure 1.1: Typical flexure-compressive failure of reinforced concrete walls during the 2010 

Chile earthquake - Alarcon et al. (2014) 

Authorised reprint from Engineering Structures, 73, with permission from Elsevier 
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Following 2010, modifications were made to the reinforced concrete design code in Chile including 

modifications to structural wall design provisions (Hube et al., 2014). The most significant modifications 

included a limit of 35% for the ultimate axial load ratio applied to walls, a limit to the storey height to wall 

thickness ratio of 16 to prevent lateral instability and new requirements for the detailing of wall boundary 

reinforcement. 

1.3.2 2010/2011 Canterbury earthquake sequence 

The 2010/2011 Canterbury earthquake sequence refers to the September 4th 2010 Canterbury 

earthquake and the following aftershocks. The strongest aftershock at a magnitude of 6.3 occurred on 

February 22nd 2011 and is known as the Christchurch earthquake. The aftershock was centred much 

closer to the city of Christchurch and therefore was much more destructive, causing severe damage 

particularly in the Central Business District (CBD) of Christchurch. Two mid-rise reinforced concrete 

office buildings collapsed as a result of the earthquake and 16.2% of the 833 buildings with reinforced 

concrete systems in the Christchurch CBD observed severe damage (Kam & Pampanin, 2011).  

Reinforced concrete walls designed prior to the release of the New Zealand concrete code in 1982 

(NZS 3101:1982) were not detailed for ductility and were designed with inadequate levels of longitudinal 

and transverse reinforcement in critical wall regions to accommodate the deformation (Kam, Pampanin, 

& Elwood, 2011). Consequently, these older walls generally contain insufficient reinforcement to 

prevent brittle confinement and buckling failures. Examples of typical damage observed for pre 1970s 

wall design are shown in Figure 1.2.  

 

  

a) Lightly reinforced 1950 reinforced 

concrete wall compression failure 

b) Shear/axial failure of composite 

reinforced concrete wall/steel column 

system 

Figure 1.2: Brittle failure mechanisms of pre-1970s reinforced concrete buildings from the 

2010/2011 Canterbury earthquake sequence – Kam and Pampanin (2011) 

Authorised reprint from Structural Concrete, 12, with permission from John Wiley and Sons
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Walls constructed after NZS 3101:1982 were designed using capacity design principles to ensure 

against brittle shear failure. While this design approach was successful for modern wall buildings, 

unexpected flexural compression and tension failures in numerous shear walls indicated the need to 

modify shear wall design provisions (Elwood, 2013). 

The walls of several multi-storey buildings formed single cracks or developed limited cracking in the 

plastic hinge region due to low levels of longitudinal reinforcement present. For example, the walls of 

the Gallery Apartments which were designed with minimum longitudinal reinforcement in accordance 

with NZS 3101:1995 formed single or widely space cracks as opposed to the expected distributed 

cracking (New Zealand & Canterbury Earthquakes Royal Commission, 2012). The reason for this was 

that the low levels of longitudinal reinforcement present were insufficient to develop the tension force 

required to form secondary cracks. Consequently, inelastic deformations were concentrated in a 

significantly reduced length which resulted in the fracture of the longitudinal reinforcement (Lu, Henry, 

Gultom, & Ma, 2017).  

Reinforced concrete walls designed to NZS 3101:2006 limited or nominally ductile requirements with 

limited reinforcement confining boundary elements were observed to exhibit brittle shear-compression 

failure or premature reinforcement fracture (Kam & Pampanin, 2011), as depicted below (Figure 1.3). 

Reinforced concrete walls meeting NZS 3101:2006 (Amendement 3) nominally ductile and non-ductile 

requirements are the focus of this thesis.  

 

Figure 1.3: Damage to a post-1970s reinforced concrete structural wall from the 2010/2011 

Canterbury earthquake sequence – Kam and Pampanin (2011) 

Authorised reprint from Structural Concrete, 12, with permission from John Wiley and Sons
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1.4 Research objective and thesis outline 

Reinforced concrete walls were chosen for evaluation in this investigation due to their prevalence and 

importance as lateral load resisting elements in conjunction with the brittle and unexpected failure 

mechanisms observed during the 2010 Chilean earthquake and the 2010/2011 Canterbury earthquake 

sequence. The accurate prediction of wall capacity aids in the understanding of overall building 

performance and is essential to avoiding excessive seismic retrofitting and the unnecessary demolition 

of reinforced concrete buildings. 

The objective of this investigation was to evaluate the efficacy of the New Zealand guideline and the 

ASCE 41-13 standard in capturing the capacity of older reinforced concrete walls, and to provide 

recommendations for the improvement of the New Zealand guideline if required. An assessment of the 

current guideline and standard strength and deformation procedures was conducted. Where 

deficiencies in the New Zealand guideline methodology were encountered, potential modifications to 

improve the accuracy of the guideline were investigated. These investigations included undertaking a 

parametric analysis of the current procedure and utilising regression analysis techniques to develop 

improved capacity models. Each chapter of this thesis describes a distinct step in the research: 

Chapter 2: The methodologies for calculating the strength capacity of unconfined reinforced concrete 

walls according to the New Zealand guideline and the ASCE 41-13 standard are outlined. An earlier 

study undertaken to assess the performance of ASCE 41-07 wall modelling and acceptance criteria by 

Birely, Lowes, and Lehman (2014) is presented. 

Chapter 3: The criteria for wall specimen inclusion in the database of this investigation is outlined in 

along with a summary of the test series incorporated. 

Chapter 4: The capacities of the experimental wall tests included in the database are compared the 

capacities predicted by the New Zealand guideline and ASCE41-13. Recommendations are made 

stating that an updated methodology is not required for the calculation of shear capacity as both the 

New Zealand guideline and ASCE 41-13 generate reasonably accurate predictions. The deformation 

capacity of shear controlled walls is adequately captured by ASCE 41-13 therefore ASCE41-13 shear 

provisions should be incorporated into the New Zealand guideline. The deformation capacity of flexure 

controlled walls is poorly predicted by both the New Zealand guideline and ASCE41-13, therefore 

further investigations are required, as detailed in Chapters 5-7. 

Chapter 5: A parametric analysis of the New Zealand guideline procedure for flexure walls is 

undertaken. Modification to the approximation of yield curvature and plastic hinge length are 

investigated. 

Chapter 6: The accuracy of alternative deformation capacity prediction models for flexure walls are 

evaluated. Regression analysis techniques are used to modify the evaluated methodologies and 

develop improved deformation capacity models to better capture the behaviour of the database walls. 

Equations for the prediction of ultimate rotation and curvature ductility of flexure walls are proposed.
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Chapter 7: A parametric analysis using numerical modelling is carried out to independently verify the 

trends found in the experimental curvature ductility values of the flexural database walls during the 

regression analysis. Consistencies and discrepancies in the parametric analysis, regression analysis 

and literature review findings were determined and potential reasons for the variations identified.  

Chapter 8: The main conclusions of the investigation are presented, recommendations for the New 

Zealand guideline are provided and areas of potential future work are identified 
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Chapter 2  

NZ guideline and ASCE 41 standard procedures for 

calculating wall capacity 

 

 

The New Zealand guideline and the ASCE 41-13 standard procedures for calculating the capacity of 

unconfined reinforced concrete walls are presented in this chapter. The New Zealand guideline is 

reported first as the focus of this research is domestic. Being recently released, limited research has 

been carried out on the accuracy of the New Zealand guideline. ASCE 41 as a more established 

standard has allowed for several updates and performance assessments. Large databases of 

experimental tests have been used to assess and develop empirical acceptance criteria for structural 

components such as columns. In the case of structural walls, relatively few experimental tests have 

been done which has limited the number of investigations undertaken as the variation in loading and 

design properties required are not available. One study conducted to assess accuracy of the ASCE 41-

07 wall modelling and acceptance criteria was by Birely et al. (2014). The results of this study are 

presented in this chapter to provide an overview of the performance of ASCE 41 wall modelling and 

acceptance criteria when considering walls of all shapes and levels of detailing. 

 

2.1 New Zealand guideline procedure 

In order to evaluate the global capacity of a building, the capacities of structural systems need to be 

assessed and within those systems the capacities of the individual components, the likely inelastic 

mechanism and the level of deformation at which this mechanism will occur. Section C5 of ‘The Seismic 

Assessment of Existing Buildings’ guidelines (NZ guideline) outlines the provisions for the detailed 

seismic assessment of concrete buildings. The general procedure for determining the probable capacity 

of reinforced concrete components is to evaluate their probable flexural strength, shear strength and 

deformation capacity. The general procedure for calculating the capacity of reinforced structural walls 

is shown in the Figure 2.1 flowchart below, followed by the methodologies for calculating wall flexural 

strength, shear strength and deformation capacity.
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Figure 2.1: General procedure for calculating the capacity of reinforced concrete walls 

according to the NZ guideline 
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2.1.1 Calculation of probable flexural strength 

The probable flexural strength of a wall can be calculated by undertaking a traditional moment curvature 

section analysis using probable material strengths and basic flexure theory assumptions such as linear 

strain profile and strain compatibility. The probable yield curvature, ultimate curvature and ultimate 

moment values calculated from the analysis are then used to plot a bilinear moment curvature curve, 

as illustrated in the Figure 2.3 flowchart. 

The equivalent yield curvature for walls can be calculated using the approximation by Priestley and 

Kowalsky (2000) shown below. 

φ% = 	
2f%
E+l-

 …(2.1) 

 

The ultimate curvature and corresponding moment are defined by the NZ guideline to occur either when 

the concrete reaches εcu or the reinforcing steel reaches εs,max, whichever occurs first. The values for 

limits εcu and εs,max depend on whether the wall is limited by bar buckling and whether the wall can be 

considered confined or unconfined. If the wall is considered unconfined εcu is assumed to be 0.004. If 

the wall is considered to be confined, Equation 2.2 is recommended for computing εcu. 

ε/0 = 0.004 +	
1.4ρ+7f%8ε79:

f′//
≤ 0.015 …(2.2) 

 Where: ρ+7 = Volumetric ratio of confinement reinforcement 

 f%8 = Yield strength of the confinement reinforcement 

 ε79: = Available strain at the tensile strength of the reinforcing steel 

 f′// = Compression strength of the confined concrete 

 

For older construction, the NZ guideline recommends taking εs,max as 0.03. Where the spacing of the 

transverse reinforcement is less than 6 times the longitudinal bar diameter (s < 6db), it is recommended 

to compute εs,max using Equation 2.3.  Where the spacing of the transverse reinforcement is greater than 

or equal to 6 times the longitudinal bar diameter (s ≥ 6db), it is recommended to compute the probable 

ultimate curvature (φcap) using Equation 2.4.   

ε+,?@A = 	0.06	 ≤ 0.6ε79: …(2.3) 
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φ/@C = 	
ε∗C
γL-

 …(2.4) 

         Where: ε∗C = 	
11 − 54 F

s
dI
J

100  
…(2.5) 

 
γL- is shown in Figure 2.2.  

 

Figure 2.2: Definition of KLM 

 

According to the NZ guideline, unconfined conditions are present when at least one of the following 

conditions applies.  

• only the corner longitudinal bars are restrained against buckling by a bend of transverse 

reinforcement 

• the hoop stirrup ends are not bent back into the core (i.e. 90° hooks are present) 

• the spacing of hoop or stirrup sets in the potential plastic hinge are greater than or equal to half 

the effective depth of the section or sixteen times the diameter of longitudinal reinforcement.  

A confined core may be assumed in the presence of a good level of transverse reinforcement such that 

hoop or stirrup sets in the potential plastic hinge are spaced at less than half the effective depth of the 

section or twelve times the diameter of the longitudinal reinforcement.  

If the wall is poorly confined according to the NZ guideline, the confining effects on the concrete strength 

are neglected. Alternatively, if the wall appears confined, the confined concrete strength may assumed 

to be twenty percent higher than the unconfined concrete strength.  

Using the calculated yield curvature, ultimate curvature and ultimate moment values, a bilinear moment 

curvature curve can be plotted. The moment capacity of the wall is assumed to reach ultimate at yield 

and remaining constant until ultimate curvature is reached, as shown in Figure 2.3. 

The general procedure for calculating the flexural strength of a wall component and examples of bilinear 

idealisation curves are summarised in the flowchart below.
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Figure 2.3: General procedure for calculating the flexural capacity of reinforced concrete walls 

according to the NZ guideline 
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2.1.2 Calculation of probable shear strength 

The probable shear capacity of a wall is calculated using the shear model proposed by Krolicki, Maffei 

and Calvi (2011) which is a modified version of the UCSD shear model by Kowalsky and Priestley 

(2000). The shear model calculates capacity as the sum of the contributions from the transverse 

reinforcement, axial load and concrete (Equation 2.6 & Figure 2.5). 

 …(2.6) 

 

The contribution from the transverse reinforcement (Vs) is based on the number of transverse 

reinforcing bars that would cross a critical inclined flexure-shear crack, transferring the shear force. The 

shear force capacity depends on the strength of these transverse bars and the angle at which the load 

is applied.  

V+ = 	
APf%8h/R

s  …(2.7) 

Where: h/R = 	
lS

tanθ/R
 …(2.8) 

 lS = l- − c − cY …(2.9) 

 θ/R = 45 − 7.5 F
M
Vl-

J ≥ 30° …(2.10) 

 

The axial load contribution to shear capacity accounts for the increase in shear capacity with an 

increase in axial load. This is calculated as the horizontal component of the compression strut that forms 

from the point of applied axial load at the top of the wall and runs to the bottom transferring the load. 

For a cantilever: 
 

…(2.11) 

For a member in 

reverse bending: 
 

…(2.12) 

 

The contribution from the concrete to shear capacity is based on a combination of coefficients that are 

derived from the longitudinal reinforcing ratio of the wall, the shear span ratio of the wall, the area of the 

wall and the concrete strength. Unlike the contribution from the transverse reinforcement and axial load, 

the contribution from the concrete varies with displacement ductility demand. As displacement ductility 

demand increases, concrete degrades due to widening cracks reducing aggregate interlock and closing 

cracks grinding aggregate protrusions reducing surface roughness, resulting in the reduced 

effectiveness of the crack surface to resist shear. This deteriorating behaviour reduces the concrete 

contribution to shear capacity and is accounted for through the use of a degradation factor which is high 

V/@C = 	0.85	(V/ + 	V+ + 	VC) 

V: = N∗ F
l-	 − C
2h-

J 

V: = N∗ F
l-	 − C
h-

J 
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at low levels of ductility (μ∆ ≤ 2.0), low at high levels of ductility (μ∆ ≥ 6.0) and varies linearly for levels 

of ductility in between (2.0 < μ∆ < 6.0).  

 

Figure 2.4: Concrete shear degradation factor as a function of ductility 

 

V/ = αβγff′/g0.8Ahi …(2.13) 

Where: 1 ≤ α = 3 −
M
Vl-

≤ 1.5 …(2.14) 

 β = 0.5 + 20ρj ≤ 1 …(2.15) 

 

γ = k
	0.29MPa	for	low	ductility	µ	 ≤ 2.0

	
0.05	for	high	ductility	µ ≥ 6.0								

 

Linearly interpolate for values of displacement ductility 

between the above limits 

 

…(2.16)  

 

 

The sum of the three components, transverse reinforcement, axial and concrete, contributing to shear 

capacity can be plotted as a shear capacity envelope (shear capacity curve) showing the reduction in 

strength with increasing displacement ductility. 

The general procedure for calculating the shear strength of a wall component along with an example of 

a shear envelope is outlined in the Figure 2.5 flowchart below. 
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Figure 2.5: General procedure for calculating the shear capacity of reinforced concrete walls 

according to the NZ guideline 
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2.1.3 Plotting of the flexure shear capacity interaction curve 

The interaction between the bilinear idealisation curve and the shear capacity envelope indicates the 

failure mechanism of the wall and provides the probable shear and ultimate displacement capacities, 

as illustrated in Figure 2.6. In order to combine the curves onto a single plot, the two curves need to be 

graphed as the same units. A simple way to do this is to convert the moment-curvature bilinear 

idealisation curve to a force-displacement ductility bilinear idealisation curve (flexure capacity curve). 

This can be achieved by dividing the ultimate moment from the bilinear idealisation curve by the shear 

span of the wall (M/V or the height of the load applied for a single cantilever wall) to give the ultimate 

shear force for the wall (the calculation of flexural strength as described in Section 2.1.1 & Figure 2.3). 

Converting the yield (Equation 2.1) and ultimate curvatures obtained in the section analysis to yield and 

ultimate displacements using the equations below, the bilinear idealisation curve can be re-plotted, with 

shear force reaching ultimate at yield (i.e. μ∆ = 1.0 = δy / δy) and remaining constant until the ultimate 

displacement ductility is reached (i.e. μ∆u = δu / δy).  

δ% = 	φ%
H9wwx

3   …(2.17) 

φ0 = 	
θC
LC
+ φ%         …(2.18) 

δ0 = θC FH9ww −
LC
2
J + δ%  …(2.19) 

 Where: LC = kL/ + 0.1L- + L+C (plastic hinge length) …(2.20) 

 k = 0.2 F
f0
fy − 1

J ≤ 0.08 …(2.21) 

 L+C = 0.22f%dI …(2.22) 

 L/ = distance from the critical section to the point of contraflexure  

 L- = wall length  

 

Once the flexure capacity and shear capacity curves are combined, the point of curve intersection 

corresponds to the probable shear and ultimate displacement capacities, and the likely failure 

mechanism. If the curves do not interact i.e. the bilinear idealisation curve sits below the shear capacity 

envelope, the probable failure mechanism is flexure-governed. As flexure-governed, the probable shear 

and ultimate displacement capacities are the ultimate shear force and displacement from the flexure 

capacity curve (ultimate displacement is calculated as the ultimate displacement ductility multiplied by 

the yield displacement i.e. ∆u = μ∆u x ∆y). A probable flexure-shear governed failure mechanism is 

characterised by the interaction between the flexure and shear capacity curves after yielding of the
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section (i.e. if the horizontal branch of the flexure capacity curve can be extended out to intersect the 

shear capacity curve at a place of linear shear degradation). If the curves intersect prior to the section 

yielding (i.e. the shear capacity envelope cuts the flexure capacity envelope prior to the ultimate shear 

force being achieved), this signifies a probable shear-governed failure mechanism. For probable 

flexure-shear and shear-governed failure mechanisms, drawing a horizontal line to the y-axis and 

vertical line to the x-axis provides the probable shear (y-axis intercept) and ultimate displacement (x-

axis intercept) capacities.  

Flexure and shear capacity curve intersections corresponding to probable shear, flexure-shear and 

flexure failure mechanisms are shown below. 

 

  

a) Probable shear failure b) Probable flexure-shear failure 

 

c) Probable flexure failure 

 

Figure 2.6: NZ guideline reinforced concrete wall failure mode categories 
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2.2 ASCE/SEI 41 standard procedure 

To complete an ASCE/SEI 41 seismic assessment, an engineer is required to decide between a series 

of procedures to follow. Generally, the static procedure is used for low, regular shaped buildings while 

the dynamic procedure is used for multi-storey buildings and buildings with torsional irregularities or 

non-orthogonal systems (ASCE, 2014). A linear procedure is used for buildings that do not have 

irregularities, as defined within the standard. A non-linear procedure is used otherwise. A component 

can be defined as deformation controlled or force controlled. The capacity of deformation controlled 

components are given by inelastic deformation limits whereas the capacity of force controlled 

components are given by lower bound strengths of the components. 

ASCE/SEI 41 establishes the capacity of deformation controlled walls by categorising them as either 

shear controlled or flexure controlled. Walls with shear span ratios less than 1.5 are considered squat 

(controlled by shear) and walls with shear span ratios greater than 3.0 are considered slender 

(controlled by flexure). Walls with shear span ratios between 1.5 and 3.0 are controlled by both flexure 

and shear, leaving the assessment procedure unclear and up to the judgement of the engineer. The 

behaviour of walls with shear span ratios greater than 3.0 follow the behaviour of the generalised force-

deformation curve shown in Figure 2.7a.  The behaviour of walls with shear span ratios below 2.5 follow 

the behaviour of the generalised force-deformation curve shown in Figure 2.7b.  

 
 

a. b. 

Figure 2.7: Generalised force deformation curves for concrete elements or components - 

(ASCE, 2014) reprinted with permission from ASCE 

The reason for the difference is because the deformation of walls with high shear span ratios are 

dominated by flexure but as the shear span ratio reduces, the shear deformation becomes more 

significant. The relationship in Figure 2.7b is based on the contribution of flexure, shear and slip of the 

reinforcement to the total deflection (ASCE, 2014).  

The linear load-deformation curves shown in Figure 2.7, illustrate the elastic response from point A 

where the component is unloaded to point B the effective yield point of the component. The slope from 

point B to C shows a linear response at a reduced effective stiffness (usually up to 10% of the elastic 

slope) which accounts for factors such as strain hardening. From point C to D, substantial strength 

degradation occurs. Beyond point D, the component has considerably reduced strength capacity and 

for deformation beyond point E, the component has essentially zero seismic strength.
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Following a non-linear procedure, for walls controlled by flexure and shear, modelling parameters and 

acceptance criteria are both tabulated. For flexure controlled walls (Table 2.1), the values depend on 

the wall’s axial load ratio, shear stress and whether or not the boundary elements are confined. 

ASCE/SEI 41 defines a boundary element as confined if the transverse reinforcement exceeds 75% of 

the requirements given in ACI 318 and the spacing of the transverse reinforcement does not exceed 

eight times the longitudinal bar diameter. If the transverse reinforcement in the boundary exceeds at 

least 50% of the requirements given in ACI 318 and the spacing of the transverse reinforcement does 

not exceed eight times the longitudinal bar diameter, it is permitted to take 80% of the modelling 

parameters and acceptance criteria tabulated. If the boundary element does not meet either of these 

criteria, it should be considered unconfined. Within the flexure table, values are given for parameter ‘a’ 

– the plastic rotation at the point of significant lateral strength degradation, parameter ‘b’ – the plastic 

rotation at the point of axial load failure and parameter ‘c’ – the residual strength ratio.  

 

Table 2.1: ASCE 41-13 Table 10-19 - Modeling Parameters and Numerical Acceptance Criteria 

for Nonlinear Procedures—Reinforced Concrete Structural Walls and Associated Components 

Controlled by Flexure (ASCE, 2014) reprinted with permission from ASCE 

 

 

For shear controlled walls (Table 2.2), the modelling parameter and acceptance criteria values depend 

solely on the wall’s axial load ratio. If the axial load ratio of a shear controlled wall or wall segment is 

equal to or greater than 0.15, the wall has to be treated as force controlled and therefore the table 

cannot be used. Within the shear table, values are given for parameter ‘f’ – the shear at cracking,
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parameter ‘g’ – the drift ratio at the point of effective yield, parameter ‘d’ – the total drift ratio at the point 

of significant lateral strength degradation, parameter ‘e’ – the total drift ratio at the point of axial load 

failure and parameter ‘c’ – the residual strength ratio.  

 

Table 2.2:  ASCE 41-13 Table 10-20 - Modeling Parameters and Numerical Acceptance Criteria 

for Nonlinear Procedures—Reinforced Concrete Structural Walls and Associated Components 

Controlled by Shear (ASCE, 2014) reprinted with permission from ASCE 

 

 

Within both the flexure and shear tables, acceptable plastic hinge rotations for performance levels 

Immediate Occupancy (IO), Life Safety (LS) and Collapse Prevention (CP) are also provided. These 

performance level rotation limits are set as fractions of the previously defined modelling parameters.  

ASCE/SEI 41 as an established guideline has been regularly updated to incorporate the latest 

experimental laboratory tests, the models generated from these tests and insights gained from recent 

earthquakes. The last update to the reinforced concrete wall provisions within ASCE/SEI 41 was based 

on the work by Elwood et al. (2007). The work proposed changes to the ASCE/SEI 41 wall provisions 

including the addition of a load-deformation relationship for shear controlled walls, changes to the 

performance and acceptance criteria for slender and squat walls, changes to the performance and 

acceptance criteria of columns under discontinuous walls and changes to the shear strength model for 

walls. The proposed revisions were primarily based on research presented at a EERI/PEER technical 

seminar (EERI/PEER, 2006) and were aimed to make wall modelling and acceptance criteria more 

consistent with observed behaviour, often leading to more liberal assessments of component seismic 

capacity. Further information on the update can be found in (Elwood et al., 2007). 
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2.3 Previous research related to ASCE/SEI 41 wall modelling and acceptance 

criteria 

Birely et al. (2014) evaluated the modelling parameters for flexure controlled walls within ASCE/SEI 41-

07 using a database of experimental tests (Birely, 2012). The database consisted of 66 slender 

reinforced concrete walls with shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0 and without openings. 

Rectangular, barbell, C-shape, H-shape and T-shape wall cross sections were included along with a 

variety of other design and loading characteristics including aspect ratio, the level of confinement, axial 

load etc. Walls within the database ranged from non-ductile and poorly detailed to well-detailed, meeting 

modern design requirements. Limited experimental data was available for walls with axial load ratios in 

excess of 0.1, flanged walls and walls with shear demands between 3fz′{	 to 4fz′{	 psi (0.25fz′{	 to 

0.33fz′{	 MPa). Walls subject to dynamic loading were not included. 

The results of the investigation by Birely et al. (2014) showed that overall ASCE/SEI 41 modelling 

parameter ‘a’ (the plastic rotation at the point of significant lateral strength degradation) is conservative. 

The exception to this conclusion was for the limited number of rectangular walls with higher axial load 

ratios where parameter ‘a’ values were unconservative. There was a general decrease in the 

experimental values of plastic rotation for rectangular walls as the axial load ratio and maximum shear 

stress demand increased. This confirmed the appropriateness of axial load ratio and shear stress as 

selection criteria for ASCE/SEI 41 modelling and acceptance criteria for rectangular walls. The results 

for flanged walls showed no distinct relationship between the experimental values of plastic rotation and 

axial load ratio or shear stress demand. Birely et al. (2014) found the difference between the acceptable 

plastic hinge rotation for Life Safety (LS) and Collapse Prevention (CP) to be minor when compared to 

the relative magnitude of the experimental values. If the limit for CP were achieved, it was very unlikely 

LS would not also be achieved. This observation was consistent with the results of the analysis done 

by Birely, Lowes, Lehman, Aviram, and Kelly (2013) on buildings damaged in the 2010 Chile earthquake 

using the ASCE/SEI 41 acceptance criteria.
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Chapter 3  

Database collation of previous testing of older walls 

 

 

In order to compare the effectiveness of the NZ guideline and the ASCE 41-13 standard in capturing 

the behaviour of older reinforced concrete walls, a comparator database of experimental tests was 

collated. Information on specimen geometry, sectional properties, material properties, loading and 

force-deformation capacity was collected. A summary of each experimental test series wholly or partially 

included in the database is presented in this chapter along with a summary of the wall specimens 

included in the database (Table 3.1) and the distribution of design parameters (Figure 3.1). 

The majority of reinforced concrete walls within New Zealand being evaluated as part of seismic 

assessments are rectangular and do not meet modern design requirements. For this reason, the scope 

of this research was limited to older reinforced concrete walls.  

The criteria set for experimental specimen inclusion in the database comprised: 

• wall specimens had to be rectangular in shape 

• have a length to thickness ratio of at least four 

• have no lap splices within the plastic hinge 

• the transverse reinforcement in the boundary elements of the wall had to be at the same 

spacing as the shear reinforcement within the web of the wall 

• sufficient information on specimen geometry, properties and capacity had to be available 

 

The total number of wall specimens found to meet the above criteria and be included in this research 

was 38. The 38 wall specimens were collected from 11 test series and all met either non-ductile or 

nominally ductile NZS 3101:2006 (Amendment 3) design requirements. 

Further details on the included wall specimens and their compliance with individual NZS 3101:2006 

(Amendment 3) design requirements are reported in Appendix A and B. 

.
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Table 3.1: Summary of walls included in the database 

Author Specimen 
Shear span 

ratio 

Axial load 

ratio (%) 

Drift capacity*  

(%) 

NZS 3101:2006 

(A3) ductility 

classification 

Massone 

wp111 - 9 0.44 10 0.70 Non-ductile 

wp111 - 10 0.44 10 0.95 Non-ductile 

wp1105 - 8 0.44 5 0.84 Non-ductile 

wp1105 - 7 0.44 5 0.67 Non-ductile 

wp110 - 5 0.44 0 0.81 Non-ductile 

wp110 - 6 0.44 0 1.38 Non-ductile 

Greifenhagen 

M1 0.69 3 2.94 Non-ductile 

M2 0.69 3 2.74 Non-ductile 

M3 0.69 9 1.34 Non-ductile 

M4 0.69 4 1.86 Non-ductile 

Kuang & Ho 

U1.0 1.13 14 0.88 Nominally ductile 

U1.5 1.63 12 0.99 Nominally ductile 

C1.0 1.13 12 1.08 Nominally ductile 

C1.5 1.63 12 0.86 Nominally ductile 

U1.0-BC 1.13 13 1.27 Nominally ductile 

U1.5-BC 1.63 12 0.72 Nominally ductile 

U1.0-CT 1.13 11 1.03 Nominally ductile 

Zygouris et al. 

CFP – 1 1.27 0 2.25 Nominally ductile 

CFP - 2 1.27 0 2.26 Nominally ductile 
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Author Specimen 
Shear span 

ratio 

Axial load 

ratio (%) 

Drift capacity*  

(%) 

NZS 3101:2006 

(A3) ductility 

classification 

Chin 

1:4 Column 1.75 30 0.55 Non-ductile 

1:8 Wall 1.27 32 0.84 Non-ductile 

Alarcon et al. 

W1 2.5 15 2.46 Nominally ductile 

W2 2.5 25 1.79 Nominally ductile 

W3 2.5 35 1.38 Non-ductile 

Hube et al. 

W4 2.5 15 1.65 Non-ductile 

W5 1.9 15 1.75 Nominally ductile 

W6 2.5 15 2.13 Nominally ductile 

W7 2.5 15 2.33 Nominally ductile 

W9 2.5 15 2.83 Nominally ductile 

Dazio et al. WSH4 2.28 6 1.61 Nominally ductile 

Lu et al. 

C1 2 4 2.44 Non-ductile 

C2 4 4 2.50 Non-ductile 

C3 6 4 2.50 Non-ductile 

C4 2 0 1.53 Non-ductile 

Oh et al. WR-0 2.0 10 2.08 Non-ductile 

Su & Wong 

W1 4.78 25 1.97 Non-ductile 

W2 4.78 50 1.18 Non-ductile 

W3 4.78 50 1.11 Non-ductile 

 

• *defined as the drift at which strength first drops below 80% of the peak value achieved during 

the test
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Figure 3.1: Parameter distribution within the wall database 

 

The ultimate rotation capacities of database walls appear to trend distinctly downward with increasing 

axial load ratio and maximum shear stress. The majority of database walls have axial load ratios below 

0.2 (82% of database walls) and appear to have a large spread in rotation capacity. Five database walls 

have axial load ratios of 0.0 (13% of database walls) which may be considered unrealistic in practice. 

Arguably, there also appears to be an increasing trend in ultimate rotation capacity with increasing 

shear span ratio. There are significantly more data points below a shear span ratio of 3.0 (87% of 

database walls) compared to above. The data points below a shear span ratio of 3.0 appear to show 
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no trend however the data points above a shear span ratio of 3.0 are, on average, higher but still show 

a large spread in ultimate rotation values. No distinct relationship can be seen between ultimate rotation 

capacity and the ratios of vertical transverse reinforcement spacing to longitudinal bar diameter, wall 

length to thickness and longitudinal reinforcement.  

The relationships between these parameters and the capacity of the database walls are explored further 

in the regression analyses presented in Chapter 6 and the parametric analysis detailed in Chapter 7. 

 

3.1 Massone (2006) 

The experimental program undertaken by Massone (2006) consisted of four spandrels and six piers 

designed to be 3:4 scale replicas of typical wall segments found in Californian buildings from 

approximately 1940 - 1960. The six piers tested were included in this research. The aim of the pier tests 

was to provide information on the degradation of lateral load at large deformations and collapse. All six 

pier specimens tested had identical geometry and reinforcement. The only difference between 

specimens was the axial load ratio applied (0%, 5% and10%). Two specimens were tested at each axial 

load ratio. Each pier specimen had a height of 1219mm, length of 1372mm and width of 152mm. Loaded 

in a double curvature loading condition, the specimens had a corresponding shear span ratio of 0.44 

making them shear controlled walls. One layer of distributed longitudinal and transverse reinforcement 

was placed in the centre of the web of each specimen. Boundary longitudinal bars were placed either 

side of the single layer of transverse reinforcement and were not confined by stirrups. The longitudinal 

reinforcement ratio of the specimens was 0.3%, the concrete strength of the specimens ranged from 

28.3 MPa to 32.0 MPa and the yield strength of the longitudinal and transverse reinforcement was 

425 MPa. 

 

Figure 3.2: Pier specimen geometry and reinforcement detailing – Massone (2006) 
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Lateral strength degradation occurred at drifts of approximately 0.6% and 0.8% for the pier specimens 

with axial load ratios of 10%, approximately 0.8% for the pier specimens with axial load ratios of 5% 

and approximately 0.8% and 1.2% for the pier specimens with no axial load applied. The six pier 

specimens reached peak lateral load capacities of 801 kN and 707 kN, and 787 kN and 854 kN for the 

specimens with axial load ratios of 10%, 654 kN and 645 kN, 707 kN and 658 kN for the specimens 

with axial load ratios of 5%, and 405 kN, and 351 kN and 298 kN for specimens with no axial load 

applied, in the positive and negative directions respectively. The pier specimens with no axial load 

applied were subjected to substantially more drift cycles than the other pier specimens where axial load 

was applied. The largest drift cycles applied to the 0% axial load ratio tests were 3.2% whereas the 

largest drift cycles applied to the pier specimens with axial load ratios of 10% were 1.2%.  

According to Orakcal, Massone, and Wallace (2009), the lateral displacement of the pier specimens 

were governed by shear deformations. These shear deformations were associated with diagonal 

cracking followed by the widening of and sliding along these diagonal cracks. The contribution of flexural 

deformations were found to have a minor influence on the wall displacement history, particularly after 

yield. The degradation of the pier specimen lateral load capacity was due to crushing of the concrete 

close to the centre of the wall as this was the point where the restraint by the pedestal and beam were 

minimised. This crushing was then followed by spalling of concrete at wall mid-height on both sides. 

 

3.2 Greifenhagen (2006) 

Greifenhagen (2006) tested four wall specimens to investigate the behaviour of shear walls not 

designed for seismic actions.  The aim of the test series was to provide more information to improve 

the seismic evaluation of existing shear-wall buildings designed prior to the introduction of seismic 

design recommendations in design codes. The four concrete wall specimens tested were all designed 

at 1:3 scale with shear span ratios of 0.69 making them squat shear controlled walls. The parameters 

varied in the test series were the axial load, the transverse reinforcement ratio and concrete 

compressive strength. The specimens had a length of 900-1000mm, a width of 80-100mm and were 

lightly reinforced with uniformly distributed reinforcement corresponding to longitudinal reinforcement 

ratios of 0.34% and 0.39%.  The axial load ratio of the walls ranged from 1.7% to 10%, the concrete 

strength ranged from 20.1 MPa to 51.0 MPa and both mild steel bars and cold formed bars were used 

with yield strengths of 504 MPa and 745 MPa, respectively. 
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Figure 3.3: Specimen geometry and reinforcement detailing – (Greifenhagen & Lestuzzi, 2005) 

Authorised reprint from Engineering Structures, 27, with permission from Elsevier 

 

The objective of the first two tests were to quantify the contribution of concrete to shear capacity. The 

two specimens tested were identical except one had no transverse reinforcement. The axial load ratio 

and concrete strength were nearly the same for both test specimens. The objective of the remaining 

two tests were to determine the impact of axial load ratio on shear capacity. The test set-up limited the 

maximum axial load that could be applied to the specimens so alternatively the concrete compressive 

strength and cross sectional area of the test specimens were reduced to correspondingly increase the 

axial load ratio. Force and displacement controlled loading histories were applied to the test specimens 

to simulate seismic actions. Due to the limited load capacity of the actuators used for testing, the first 

two test specimens were subjected to cycles of lateral loading at decreasing values of axial load. The 

remaining two specimens were tested at constant axial load with the third specimen being tested at a 

higher axial load than the fourth specimen.  

Failure of the specimens was due to the increase in displacement rather than an increase in force. All 

of the specimens tested managed to develop approximately their nominal flexural strength. This means 

despite the low shear span ratio of the walls, the observed base shear was controlled by flexure rather 

than shear. Damage and cracking was concentrated at the base of the walls as shown in the final crack 

patterns (Figure 3.4).  The damage to the first test wall, which had a transverse reinforcement ratio of 

0.3% was localised at the base of the wall with the upper wall remaining undamaged. Sliding contributed 

substantially to the lateral displacement of the wall with failure occurring at 16.5mm when the outer 

most bars ruptured. Comparatively, at the toes of the second test specimen with no transverse 

reinforcement, cracking extended up to a third of the wall height. The movement of the wall consisted 

of sliding at the load reversal followed by rocking. The tested was stopped at a lateral displacement of 

15mm as the vertical displacements exceeded the capacity of the test set-up. The third and fourth 

specimens tested failed in bar rupture, diagonal tension and concrete crushing. The higher axial load 

of the third test led to an increase in shear stress which in turn increased the spread of cracking over 

the wall. Sliding at load reversal was prevented for the third and fourth tests as the increased normal 

force correspondingly increased stiffness.
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Figure 3.4: Crack patterns of wall specimens – (Greifenhagen & Lestuzzi, 2005) 

Authorised reprint from Engineering Structures, 27, with permission from Elsevier 

 

As the transverse reinforcement concentrated deformation, increasing damage, these tests could not 

verify the benefit of transverse reinforcing. Furthermore, Greifenhagen (2006) proposes that the small 

longitudinal reinforcement ratio of the wall and moderate axial load ratio restricted the flexural capacity. 

This may in turn have prevented a shear mode of failure. The test series showed that non-ductile lightly 

reinforced walls can achieve drifts between 0.8% to 2.1% by developing shear capacities of 1.4 MPa to 

2.0 MPa depending on their concrete strength and axial load ratio. The test series also showed that 

lightly reinforced walls can have similar energy dissipation capacities as ductile walls. Depending on 

specimen configuration, up to 70% of the introduced energy was dissipated principally by sliding in 

cracks.  

 

3.3 Kuang and Ho (2008) 

The aim of the experimental program conducted by Kuang and Ho (2008) was to establish the seismic 

behaviour and available displacement ductility of squat reinforced concrete shear walls designed and 

detailed without explicitly considering seismic design requirements.  In order to achieve this objective, 

the eight large scale shear walls tested were divided into two groups – those with conventional seismic 

detailing and those with improved detailing. The parameters considered in the study were the wall-panel 

aspect ratio, the distribution of longitudinal reinforcement, boundary confinement and the configuration 

of transverse reinforcement. Each specimen had a length of 1200mm, a width of 100mm and a wall 

height of either 1200mm or 1800mm corresponding to an aspect ratio of either 1.0 or 1.5. The 

longitudinal reinforcement ratios were 0.92% for the specimens with uniformly distributed reinforcement 

and 1.05% for the specimens with reinforcement concentrated in the wall ends. The axial load ratio for 
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all specimens was 10%, the concrete strength ranged from 30.4 MPa to 37.7 MPa and the yield strength 

of the reinforcement was 520 MPa. Seven out of the eight specimens tested were included in this 

research. The excluded specimen had additional transverse reinforcement in the wall boundary 

elements which were spaced at half the spacing of the specimen’s shear reinforcement. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5: Specimen geometry and reinforcement detailing – Kuang and Ho (2008) 

Authorised reprint from ACI Structural Journal, 105(2) 

 

The experimental failure loads of the specimens were lower than their theoretical shear strength which 

indicated the strength of the specimens were governed by flexure. During the tests, flexural cracks 

appeared when the specimens were laterally loaded to approximately half their calculated strength. As 

the lateral load applied increased to 75% of the calculated strength, the flexural cracks became 

extensive and diagonal shear cracks formed, running at approximately 45 degrees. Crack width were 

generally small with flexural cracks near the base tensile boundary found to be the largest. Walls with 

longitudinal reinforcement concentrated in the ends of the walls displayed more diagonal shear cracks 

and a greater portion of shear deformation was observed. Kuang and Ho (2008) propose this 

vulnerability to shear failure may be due to the reduction in the ratio of shear to flexural strengths. This 

reduction in the ratio of shear to flexural strengths can also be shown as the reason that generally walls 

with an aspect ratio of 1.0 are more vulnerable to shear failure than the walls with an aspect ratio of 

1.5. However, the strength and stiffness degradation of walls with aspect ratios of 1.0 were shown to 

be steadier than those with aspect ratio of 1.5.
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Figure 3.6: Failure modes and crack patterns of wall specimens - Kuang and Ho (2008) 

Authorised reprint from ACI Structural Journal, 105(2) 

 

The wall specimen test results showed that a displacement ductility factor of 2.5 to 3.0 can generally 

be achieved with current non-seismic design practices. The tests also show this value can be increased 

to a displacement ductility factor of 4.5 to 5.0 by making minor modification to the reinforcement 

detailing. These modification include introducing boundary confinement zones at wall ends, providing 

extra stirrups between the main shear reinforcement in the boundary confinement zones and/or adding 

crossties throughout the wall cross section.  

 

3.4 Zygouris, Kotsovos, and Kotsovos (2015) 

Previous work by Kotsovos, Cotsovos, Kotsovos, and Kounadis (2011) has shown by experiment that 

stirrup reinforcement within boundary elements can be reduced below levels required by the European 

codes for slender walls (walls with a shear span ratios larger than 2.5) without compromising code 

requirements for structural performance. This reduction was achieved by designing the slender walls 

in accordance with the compressive force path (CFP) method. The aim of the work by Zygouris, 

Kotsovos, and Kotsovos (2015) was to complement this previous work by extending the use of the CFP 

method to designing earthquake-resistant short walls (walls with shear span ratios less than 2.5).  

Zygouris et al. (2015) tested four walls designed either in accordance with the Eurocode 8 (2004) 

specifications for medium ductility (DCM) or the CFP method (CFP). All of the specimens were identical 
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in geometry with a height of 1200mm, length of 1060mm and width of 150mm. The longitudinal 

reinforcement ratios of the specimens were 1.55% for the CFP specimens, and 1.85 % and 1.55% for 

the DCM specimens. The transverse reinforcement was the same for all walls except the DCM 

specimens contained additional transverse reinforcement within the wall boundary elements. Two 

different loading histories were applied to each pair of specimens. For the first load history, imposed 

displacements varied between values corresponding to ductility ratios of approximately ±4 until failure 

occurred. For the second load history, the extreme predefined values of displacement were initially set 

to correspond to a ductility ratio of approximately ±1 and increased in equal steps thereafter until 

specimen failure. No axial load was applied to the specimens, the concrete strength was 43 MPa at the 

time of testing and the yield strengths of the reinforcement were 563 MPa, 621 MPa and 600 MPa for 

the ⌀8mm, ⌀10mm and ⌀12mm bars, respectively.   

 

Figure 3.7: CFP specimen geometry and reinforcement detailing - Zygouris et al. (2015) 

 

Only the walls designed using the CFP method were included in this research. The DCM walls were 

excluded due to the additional transverse reinforcement in the wall boundary elements being spaced at 

half the spacing of the specimen’s shear reinforcement. A further four walls (CFPU/C) were tested to 

investigate the possibility of improving ductility beyond the specified code value. These CFPU/C walls 

were excluded as they contained steel elements encased in the wall ends.  

Both of the CFP specimens tested exhibited similar behaviour to the DCM specimens subjected to the 

same loading history, despite differences in the reinforcement arrangements. The DCM specimen 

subjected to the first loading history was slightly stiffer and sustained more load cycles at larger imposed 

displacements than the CFP specimen under the same loading. Zygouris et al. (2015) attributes this to 

the higher longitudinal reinforcement ratio of the DCM specimen (1.85%). Failure and loss of load
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carrying capacity for all wall specimens was preceded by failure of the compression zone at the wall 

base. Zygouris et al. (2015) proposes that this behaviour clearly demonstrates that, under type one 

loading, any reinforcement present in excess of what is specified by the CFP method is essentially 

ineffective. The backbone envelopes of the normalised lateral load displacement curves for the CFP 

and DCM specimens tested using the second load history were identical which Zygouris et al. (2015) 

considers a further indication of the insignificant effect additional reinforcement has on structural 

behaviour. Failure in compression was however followed by buckling of the edge longitudinal bars. The 

additional stirrups in the DCM specimen reduced the rate of loss of load carrying capacity.  

 

  

Figure 3.8: Failure modes and crack patterns of CFP wall specimens - Zygouris et al. (2015) 

 

 

3.5 Chin (2012) 

Chin (2012) tested five half scale specimens including four elongated columns and one wall specimen. 

The objective was to determine their displacement capacity while subjected to constant axial 

compression and reverse cyclic lateral load. The cross sectional thickness to length ratios of the 

elongated columns were 1:1, 1:2, 1:4, 1:8 and the wall specimen was 1:8. Only the 1:4 column and 1:8 

wall specimens were included in this research. The other specimens were excluded due to technical 

difficulties during testing or their thickness to length ratios being less than 1:4 as minimally required by 

the database acceptance criteria.  

The 1:4 column had a height of 1370mm, length of 800mm and width of 200mm. The 1:8 wall had a 

height of 1375mm, length of 1100mm and width of 137.5mm. Both specimens had longitudinal 

reinforcement ratios of approximately 1.0% and were subject to axial load ratios of approximately 30%. 

The concrete strength was approximately 32.45 MPa and the yield strengths of the reinforcement were 
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approximately 450 MPa. The elongated column specimens had transverse reinforcement which 

included cross ties to support each longitudinal reinforcing bar and prevent buckling. The 1:8 wall 

specimen did not have any crossties but instead hoops were formed by two G-shaped ties. 

  

a) 1:4 Column b) 1:8 Wall 

Figure 3.9: 1: 4 Column and 1:8 Wall specimen geometry and reinforcement detailing – 

Chin (2012) 

During testing of the 1:4 column, concrete cover started to spall at a displacement of approximately 

11mm and chunks of concrete fell at approximately 18mm. Repeated cycles at smaller displacements 

caused the edge longitudinal reinforcement bars to buckle between the first three ties. A large crack 

propagated between these ties and the test was stopped when the specimen split across its length 

(possible through-the-thickness failure). 

During the testing of the 1:8 wall specimen, tension cracks and vertical crack appeared at a 

displacement of approximately 5mm. Further cycling caused concrete cover to spall, longitudinal 

reinforcement to buckle and ties to open due to the lack of cross ties. The failure plane of the specimen 

ran across the length, splitting the specimen in two (possible through-the-thickness failure). 

  

a) 1:4 Column b) 1:8 Wall 

Figure 3.10: Failure modes and crack patterns of 1:4 column and 1:8 wall specimens – 

Chin (2012) 

The 1:4 column and 1:8 wall specimens achieved maximum drifts of 1.58% and 0.93%. Chin (2012) 

presents the reason for the larger displacement capacity as the presence of the crossties. After the 

cover spalled and the edge longitudinal reinforcing bars buckled, the crossties were able to hold the 

core of the 1:4 column specimen together to support the gravity loads. The 1:8 wall specimen which did 

not have crossties, failed quickly after the ties opened which further supports this idea.
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3.6 Alarcon, Hube, and de la Llera (2014) 

The damage observed in reinforced concrete buildings during the 2010 Chile earthquake included 

crushing of concrete, buckling of longitudinal reinforcement and opening of the transverse 

reinforcement. This damage was attributed to poor concrete confinement in the web and boundaries, 

low wall thickness, inadequate transverse reinforcement detailing and high axial loads. The aim of the 

work by Alarcon, Hube, and de la Llera (2014) was to experimentally reproduce the damage observed 

and investigate the effect axial load has on the seismic behaviour of reinforced concrete walls with 

unconfined boundaries. In order to achieve this objective, three half scale identical wall specimens were 

tested. The wall specimens were designed based on the results of a survey conducted on critical walls 

in damaged buildings. Each specimen had a length of 700mm, width of 100mm and shear span ratio of 

2.5. The longitudinal reinforcement ratios were approximately 1.3% and the transverse reinforcement 

detailing followed typical Chilean construction practice which consists of hoops with 90-degree hooks 

outside the vertical bars. The three walls were tested under equal lateral displacement cycles with axial 

load ratios of 15%, 25% and 35% applied. The concrete strength was 27.4 MPa and the yield strengths 

of the reinforcement were 445.6 MPa and 469.2 MPa for the ⌀8mm and ⌀10mm bars. All three 

specimens were included in this research.  

 

 

Figure 3.11: Specimen geometry and reinforcement detailing - Alarcon et al. (2014) 

Authorised reprint from Engineering Structures, 73, with permission from Elsevier 

 

The behaviour and failure modes of the three test specimens were controlled by flexural-compressive 

interaction which is consistent with the failure mode observed in reinforced concrete walls during the 

2010 Chile earthquake (through-the-thickness failure). The crack initiation and propagation during the 

first cycles of the tests were similar for all walls but the ultimate stage was shown to be controlled by 

the amount of axial load applied. The concrete crushing failure of the specimen with an axial load ratio 
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of 35% resulted in a diagonal failure plane through the thickness of the specimen. Failure of this 

specimen was very brittle and sudden, occurring at a drift of 1.5% immediately after concrete cover 

spalling. The specimen with an axial load ratio of 25% exhibited the same failure mode as the first 

specimen but failure was less brittle, occurring at a drift of 1.8%, three cycles after concrete cover 

spalling. The behaviour of the specimen with an axial load ratio of 15% was much more ductile than the 

other specimens, with failure occurring at a drift of 2.7%. The displacement capacity of the wall with an 

axial load ratio of 35% was almost half the displacement capacity of the wall with an axial load ratio of 

15%. From this work, Alarcon et al. (2014) concluded that the axial load ratio limit of 35% adopted in 

the Chilean code is not adequate for slender walls with non-seismic boundary detailing. 

 

   

W1 W2 W3 

Figure 3.12: Cross sections of wall specimens at failure – Alarcon et al. (2014) 

Authorised reprint from Engineering Structures, 73, with permission from Elsevier 

 

   

a) W1 b) W2 c) W3 

Figure 3.13: Failure modes of wall specimens - Alarcon et al. (2014) 

Authorised reprint from Engineering Structures, 73, with permission from Elsevier 
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3.7 Hube, Marihuén, de la Llera, and Stojadinovic (2014) 

The work by Hube, Marihuén, de la Llera, and Stojadinovic (2014) was a part of the same research 

project as the work by Alarcon et al. (2014) which aimed to understand the observed damage in slender 

reinforced concrete walls after the 2010 Chile earthquake. The additional objective of the work by Hube 

et al. (2014) was to provide recommendations to estimate the lateral displacement and the effective 

stiffness of reinforced concrete slender walls.  In order to achieve these objectives, five half scale 

slender wall specimens (W4 – W9) were subjected to cyclic lateral displacement with a constant axial 

load ratio of 15%. A sixth wall from Alarcon et al. (2014) with an axial load ratio of 15% was used as a 

reference (W1). The parameters varied in the test series were wall thickness, shear span ratio, 

longitudinal reinforcement distribution, transverse reinforcement hook angle, the addition of closed 

stirrups in the wall boundaries and the addition of transverse crossties. The height, length and width of 

all wall specimens were 1600mm, 700mm and 100mm, except for wall W4 which had a thickness of 

75mm and wall W5 which had a height of 1180mm. All wall specimens had concentrated longitudinal 

reinforcement in the wall ends except for wall W6 which had uniformly distributed reinforcement. The 

longitudinal reinforcement ratios of the wall specimens were approximately 1.3%. The concrete strength 

was 27.4 MPa and the yield strengths of the reinforcement were 445.6 MPa and 469.2 MPa for the 

⌀8mm and ⌀10mm bars, respectively. All of the wall specimens tested were included in this research 

except for wall W8. Wall W8 was excluded because the closed stirrups in the wall boundaries were 

spaced at half the spacing of the specimen’s shear reinforcement.  

 

Figure 3.14: Geometry and reinforcement detailing of reference wall W1 - Hube et al. (2014) 

Authorised reprint from Engineering Structures, 80, with permission from Elsevier
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(a) W1 and W5, (b) W4, (c) W6, (d) W7, (e) W8, (f) W9 

Figure 3.15: Specimen geometry and reinforcement detailing - Hube et al. (2014) 

Authorised reprint from Engineering Structures, 80, with permission from Elsevier 

 

The behaviour and failure of the wall specimens was controlled by flexure-compressive interaction 

(through-the-thickness failure). The first cracks observed during testing were diagonal shear cracks 

along the height of the walls, followed by horizontal flexural cracks near the wall base. The tests were 

stopped when the walls were no longer able to carry the applied axial load. This was due to a sudden 

compressive failure along the length of the wall base which was followed by out-of-plane buckling in all 

but one of the tested walls (W8) (Figure 3.16). Comparing the results of the reference wall to wall W4, 

the 25% reduction in wall thickness of wall W4 reduced the ultimate displacement, displacement ductility 

and normalised energy dissipated by 41%, 26% and 15%, respectively. When compared to the 

reference wall with a shear span ratio of 2.5, squatter wall W5 with a shear span ratio of 1.9 had a 

reduced ultimate capacity (36%) and reduced energy dissipation (11%). The uniformly distributed 

longitudinal reinforcement of wall W6 reduced the wall’s ultimate drift capacity by 22% when compared 

to the reference wall. This drift capacity reduction is attributed to early buckling of the longitudinal 

reinforcement which was due to the reduced bar diameter of the longitudinal reinforcement in the 

boundary increasing the s/db ratio from 9.0 in the reference wall to 11.25 in wall W6. The 135-degree 

hooks in wall W7 did not significantly improve the wall behaviour compared to the reference wall 

containing 90-degree hooks due to the relatively small thickness of the test specimens. The closed 

stirrups in the boundaries of wall W8 and crossties in wall W9 increased the displacement ductility of 

the walls compared to the reference wall. The ultimate drift capacity was comparable for both W8 and 

W9 to the reference wall. The closed stirrups in the wall boundaries of W8 resulted in increased strength 

due the reduced transverse reinforcement spacing reducing the likelihood of bar buckling. The closed 

stirrups also reduced out-of-plane buckling due to the confined concrete columns within the wall 

boundaries. 
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Figure 3.16: Failure modes of wall specimens - Hube et al. (2014) 

Authorised reprint from Engineering Structures, 80, with permission from Elsevier 

 

3.8 Dazio, Beyer, and Bachmann (2009) 

Dazio, Beyer, and Bachmann (2009) tested six large scale reinforced concrete walls designed with 

details typical for Central European countries of low seismicity. The aim of the tests was to investigate 

the effect these typical details have on the deformation behaviour of slender reinforced concrete walls. 

The parameters investigated in the test series were the longitudinal reinforcement layout and content, 

the ductility properties of the longitudinal reinforcement, confinement reinforcement in the wall ends and 

axial load ratio. The six wall specimens, labelled WSH1-WSH6, had a length of 2000mm and width of 

150mm. The effective height of the specimens were 4.56m for WSH1 to WSH5 and 4.52m for WSH6, 

which corresponded to shear span ratios of 2.28 and 2.26, respectively. All of the wall specimens had 

longitudinal reinforcement concentrated in the wall ends with total longitudinal reinforcement ratios 

ranging from 0.39% to 0.82%. The axial load ratios of the wall specimens ranged from 5.1% to 12.8% 

and the concrete compressive strength ranged from 38.3 MPa to 45.6 MPa. The longitudinal 

reinforcement used in specimen WSH1 had low strain capacities of 2.34% and 4.64% and the 

longitudinal reinforcement used in the other specimens WSH2-WSH6 had medium to high strain 

capacities ranging from 5.45% to 7.85%. 

 

Figure 3.17: Specimen geometry and reinforcement detailing - Dazio et al. (2009) 

Authorised reprint from Engineering Structures, 31, with permission from Elsevier
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Specimen WSH4 was the only specimen included in this research as it was the only specimen to have 

all transverse reinforcement at the same spacing.  

All six of the tested specimens failed in a flexural mode with flexural deformations considerably larger 

than shear deformations. The web longitudinal reinforcement ratios of specimens WSH1, WSH2 and 

WSH5 (approximately 0.3%) were smaller than specimens WSH3, WSH4 and WSH6 (approximately 

0.5%). Consequently, cracking was much better distributed up the height of the walls for specimens 

WSH3, WSH4 and WSH6. Cracking was limited to the lower portion of the wall for specimens WSH1, 

WSH2 and WSH5. Dazio et al. (2009) proposed that due to the crack pattern, the poor ductility 

properties of the web reinforcement and the good bond properties, the local strains in a crack may be 

larger for the web reinforcement than for the boundary reinforcement. With lower reinforcement contents 

and hardening ratios of less than or equal to 1.1, premature fracture of web reinforcement was observed 

in specimens WSH1, WSH2 and WSH5. With larger longitudinal reinforcement contents and hardening 

ratios greater than 1.2, the web reinforcement of specimens WSH3, WSH4 and WSH6 did not fracture 

prematurely.  

The effect of reinforcement ductility was tested by comparing specimens WSH1 and WSH2. The 

reinforcement layout of WSH2 was the same as WSH1 but the reinforcement in WSH2 was more ductile 

than the reinforcement in WSH1. The reinforcing bars in the web of the walls fractured first at drifts of 

0.68% for WSH1 and 1.16% for WSH2. This was followed by fracture of the boundary bars then failure, 

with the walls achieving ultimate drift capacities of 1.04% and 1.38%, respectively. This suggests the 

ductility properties of longitudinal reinforcement have a strong influence on the seismic behaviour of 

reinforced concrete walls.  

The longitudinal reinforcement layout of WSH3 was the same as WSH4 with similar ductility properties. 

The difference between the specimens was that WSH4, unlike WHS3, had no confining or stabilising 

reinforcement. As a result, WSH4 failed due to concrete crushing achieving an ultimate drift of 1.35%, 

whereas WSH3 failed due to one of the corner bars rupturing achieving an ultimate drift of 2.03%.  

Specimen WSH5 was designed for a similar moment capacity as WSH3 with a larger axial load ratio 

(12.8%, compared to 5.8%) and reduced total longitudinal reinforcement ratio (0.39%, compared to 

0.82%). Specimen WSH6 had the same longitudinal reinforcement layout as WSH3 and was subjected 

to the same axial load level as WSH5 making its moment capacity the largest of the six walls tested. 

Both WSH5 and WSH6 had closed stirrups in the wall boundaries rather than crossties like WSH3. 

WSH5 achieved an ultimate drift of 1.36%, failing due to a boundary reinforcing bar fracturing. WSH6 

achieved an ultimate drift of 2.07%, failing suddenly due to a number of confining hoops fracturing 

causing crushing of the compression zone. 
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Figure 3.18: Crack patterns of wall specimens - Dazio et al. (2009) 

Authorised reprint from Engineering Structures, 31, with permission from Elsevier 

 

The six reinforced concrete wall tests showed reduced deformation capacity with low longitudinal 

reinforcement content. Deformation capacity further decreased if reinforcing bars with low ductility 

properties were used.  

 

3.9 Lu, Henry, Gultom, and Ma (2017) 

During the 2010/2011 Canterbury earthquake sequence, several lightly reinforced concrete walls in 

multi-storey buildings were found to have formed only a limited number of cracks at the wall base. These 

limited cracks concentrated deformation, resulting in the premature fracturing of the longitudinal 

reinforcement. To investigate this behaviour further, Lu, Henry, Gultom, and Ma (2017) conducted a 

series of tests on large scale flexurally dominant reinforced concrete walls with longitudinal 

reinforcement meeting only minimum NZS 3101:2006 requirements. Designed in accordance with the 

limited ductile requirements of NZS 3101:2006, the six wall specimens were representative of typical 
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multi-storey reinforced concrete walls found in regions of moderate seismicity in New Zealand. The aim 

of the test series was to investigate the effects shear span ratio, axial load ratio and boundary 

confinement have on the seismic performance of reinforced concrete walls with identical geometry, 

longitudinal reinforcement and material properties. The specimens all had a length of 1400mm, width 

of 150mm and uniformly distributed reinforcement corresponding to a longitudinal reinforcement ratio 

of 0.53%. The concrete compressive strength ranged from 34.5 MPa to 38.5. The longitudinal 

reinforcement consisted of deformed bars of yield strength 300 MPa and the transverse reinforcement 

consisted of plain round bars of yield strength 300.6 MPa. Wall specimens C1 to C3 had shear span 

ratios of 2, 4 and 6, and axial load ratios of 3.5%. Specimen C4 had a shear span ratio of 2 and no axial 

load applied. Specimens C5 and C6 had shear span ratios of 2 and 4, and axial load ratios of 6.6% and 

3.5%, respectively. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.19: Specimen geometry and reinforcement detailing - Lu et al. (2017) 

Authorised reprint from Journal of Structural Engineering, 143(5) with permission from ASCE 

 

Wall specimens C1 to C4 were included in this research. Specimens C5 and C6 were excluded because 

their confining reinforcement in the wall boundaries were spaced differently in the lower half of the walls 

to their shear reinforcement.  

Cracking extended further up the wall height for walls with larger shear span ratios but overall the 

behaviour of all six test walls was controlled by one to three large flexural cracks that formed at the 

base of each wall. These large flexural cracks concentrated inelastic strains which in turn caused the 

longitudinal reinforcement to buckle. Failure of the walls was controlled by this buckling and the 

subsequent fracturing of the longitudinal reinforcement. The lateral drift capacity of the wall with no
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axial load (C4) was 1.5% and the lateral drift capacities of the remaining walls (C1-C3, C5 & C6) were 

2.5%. This indicated a reasonable amount of ductility was achieved despite the lack of distributed 

flexural cracking, however as Lu et al. (2017) points out these scaled test wall results may be 

significantly higher than the drift capacity of full scale lightly reinforced concrete walls. The additional 

closed stirrups in the wall boundaries of C5 and C6 did not have a significant effect on delaying bar 

buckling or the drift capacity of the walls.  

 

    

C1 C2 C3 C4 

Figure 3.20: Crack patterns and maximum measured crack widths of wall specimens – 

Lu et al. (2017) 

Authorised reprint from Journal of Structural Engineering, 143(5) with permission from ASCE 

 

Lu et al. (2017) concluded that the current minimum longitudinal reinforcement requirements for 

reinforced concrete walls in NZS 3101:2006 (Amendment 2) are sufficient to prevent a sudden loss of 

strength after first cracking, but they are insufficient to ensure the formation of a large number of 

secondary cracks in the plastic hinge zone of a wall. It was recommended that the minimum longitudinal 

reinforcement requirements be reassessed to include a criterion ensuring the development of well 

distributed cracks in wall plastic hinge regions.   

 

3.10 Oh, Han, and Lee (2002) 

The aim of the study by Oh, Han, and Lee (2002) was to investigate the effect boundary element details 

have on the deformation capacity of structural walls. The parameters varied in the study were the cross 

sectional shape of the walls and the transverse reinforcement content in the boundaries of the walls. 

Four full scale walls were fabricated and tested - three rectangular in section and one with a barbell 

shaped cross section (rectangular wall with boundary columns). All of the specimens had a height of 

3000mm and length of 1500mm. The rectangular wall specimens had a thickness of 200mm. The 

barbell shaped wall had a web thickness of 125mm and boundary columns with a cross sections of
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240mm x 240mm. The rectangular wall specimens were designed according to common practice in 

Korea and Chile while the barbell shaped specimen was designed in compliance with ACI 318-95. The 

total longitudinal reinforcement ratios were 0.67% for the rectangular walls and 0.36% for the barbell 

shaped wall. The shear span ratio of the walls was 2.0 and the axial load ratio of the walls was 10%. 

The average concrete compressive strength of the specimens at the time of testing ranged from 32.9 

MPa to 36.2 MPa, respectively.  

 

 

Figure 3.21: Specimen geometry and reinforcement detailing - Oh et al. (2002) 

Authorised reprint from Earthquake Engineering & Structural Dynamics, 31, with permission 

from John Wiley and Sons 

 

Specimen WR-0 was the only wall to be included in the research. The other three walls were excluded 

due to their shape (barbell) or the confining boundary reinforcement being at a different spacing to the 

shear reinforcement.  

 All of the specimens failed by concrete crushing at the wall boundary elements. The walls achieved 

ultimate drift capacities between 2.2% and 2.9% in the positive direction and 1.4% and 2.8% in the 

negative direction. The test results showed that seismic performance such as drift capacity, ductility 

and energy dissipation capacity could be improved by increasing the amount of transverse 

reinforcement in wall boundary elements. Specimen WR-10, with the largest volumetric ratio of 

boundary transverse reinforcement, displayed the most ductile response. Rectangular specimen WR-

20 achieved nearly the same seismic performance as barbell shaped specimen WB which had 

approximately the same volumetric ratio of transverse reinforcement in the wall boundaries. Specimen 

WR-0, which had no special consideration for transverse reinforcement in the wall boundary elements, 

displayed relatively inferior behaviour and was considered more susceptible to failure. 
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Figure 3.22: Crack patterns of wall specimens - Oh et al. (2002) 

Authorised reprint from Earthquake Engineering & Structural Dynamics, 31, with permission 

from John Wiley and Sons 

 

3.11 Su and Wong (2007) 

Su and Wong (2007) conducted an experimental study to determine the effects of axial load ratio and 

confinement on the seismic performance of reinforced concrete walls. The three walls tested were 

designed to be representative of typical shear wall panels in tall buildings in low seismic zones such as 

Hong Kong, Singapore and the United Kingdom, where structural design is based on British standards. 

Each of the tested specimens, labelled W1-W3, had a height of 1640mm, length of 400mm, thickness 

of 80mm and longitudinal reinforcement ratio of 1.96%. A volumetric transverse reinforcement ratio of 

approximately 0.5% was adopted for specimens W1 and W2 as this percentage was widely used for 

reinforced concrete buildings of over 60 stories in Hong Kong. To examine the effect of confinement, 

the volumetric ratio of transverse reinforcement was doubled in specimen W3 to approximately 1.1% 

while the reinforcement spacing was kept constant. The axial load ratios applied to each of the 
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specimens were 25% for W1, and 50% for W2 and W3. The concrete compressive strength ranged 

from 49.6 MPa to 58.8 MPa and the yield strength of the longitudinal and transverse reinforcement were 

412 MPa and 262 MPa, respectively. All reinforcement consisted of mild steel round bars.  

 

 

Figure 3.23: Specimen geometry and reinforcement detailing - Su and Wong (2007) 

Authorised reprint from Engineering Structures, 29, with permission from Elsevier 

 

Axial load ratio was found to have a significant effect on the deformation capacity and failure mode of 

the specimens. Specimen W1 with an axial load ratio of 25% exhibited a flexural mode of failure with 

cracks forming at an early stage of loading. The specimen capacity decreased gradually until the point 

where the moment capacity dropped to half the peak moment value and the test was terminated. At this 

termination point, the concrete had spalled and several longitudinal bars had buckled. Specimens W2 

and W3 with axial load ratios of 50% displayed only a limited degree of damage with cracks only forming 

at the final stage of loading. Both specimens suffered abrupt out-of-plane failure characterised by 

inclined through cracks in the compressive concrete regions (possible through-the-thickness failure). 

The strength degradation and energy dissipation capacities of the specimens were also detrimentally 

influenced by axial load ratio.
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W1 W2 

 

W3 

Figure 3.24: Failure modes and crack patterns of wall specimens – Su and Wong (2007) 

Authorised reprint from Engineering Structures, 29, with permission from Elsevier 

 

The tests results showed the effectiveness of confinement is highly dependent on the arrangement of 

the transverse reinforcement, not only the volumetric ratio. A larger amount of transverse reinforcement 

may not provide increased confinement. The ultimate displacement achieved by specimens W1, W2 

and W3 were 30.55mm, 18.87mm and 18.05mm. These values corresponded to ultimate displacement 

ductility factors of 3.33, 2.49 and 2.35, respectively. As shown by their ductility factors, specimen W3 

with double the amount of transverse reinforcement did not achieve significantly more strength or 

ductility as was initially expected when compared to specimen W2. 
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Chapter 4  

Comparison of experimental wall capacities to NZ 

guideline and ASCE 41 standard predictions 

 

 

Comparisons between the experimental capacity of each database wall to the capacities predicted by 

the NZ guideline and ASCE 41-13 standard are presented in this chapter. Firstly a comparison of 

rotation capacities is presented followed by a comparison of force capacities.  

 

4.1 Rotation capacity comparison 

This rotation capacity section compares the experimental ultimate and plastic rotation values of the 

database walls to the values calculated according to the NZ guideline and ASCE 41-13. The NZ 

guideline evaluation procedure involves the generation of a bilinear idealisation curve using ultimate 

concrete and steel strain limits. As described in Section 2.1.1, for unconfined walls a single ultimate 

concrete strain limit is prescribed however several ultimate steel strain limit values are recommended 

within the NZ guideline. In order to unify the NZ guideline procedure for this investigation firstly the 

impact of these recommended NZ guideline ultimate steel strain values on the rotation capacity of the 

database walls is assessed.  

Following this, comparisons are made between the ultimate and plastic rotation values of the database 

walls using the NZ guideline and ASCE 41-13. As discussed in Section 2.2, the ASCE41-13 non-linear 

procedure provides tabulated values of rotation with the ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled by shear’ 

(Table 2.1) providing values for ultimate rotation and the ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled by 

flexure’ (Table 2.2) providing values for plastic rotation. In order to comprehensively assess ASCE 41-

13, both tables were applied to the database walls with the ‘table for walls controlled by shear’ applied 

to walls with lower shear span ratios and the ‘table for walls controlled by flexure’ applied to walls with 

larger shear span ratios. Firstly, the ultimate rotation values from the ‘table for walls controlled by shear’ 

were compared to the experimental ultimate rotation values and the ultimate rotation values calculated 
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according to the NZ guideline. Secondly, the plastic rotation values from the ‘table for walls controlled 

by flexure’ were compared to the experimental plastic rotation values and the plastic rotation values 

calculated according to the NZ guideline. Lastly, in order to assess the ability of the NZ guideline to 

accurately capture ultimate rotation for walls with larger shear span ratios, yield rotation values were 

added to the ASCE 41-13 tabulated plastic rotation values allowing for comparison to experimental 

ultimate rotation values.  

 

4.1.1 NZ guideline ultimate steel strain comparison 

The output of the NZ guideline evaluation procedure is the shear strength, ultimate displacement and 

failure mode of the structural wall which are evaluated from the intersection of the corresponding bilinear 

idealisation curve and shear capacity envelope (Section 2.1.3). The bilinear idealisation curve is 

generated using ultimate concrete and steel strain limits. Table C5.6 of the NZ guideline recommends 

taking the ultimate steel strain ε+0 as 6%. If the spacing of transverse reinforcement preventing buckling 

of longitudinal reinforcement exceeds 6.0, the NZ guideline recommends alternatively limiting the 

probable curvature capacity of a wall to equation C5.9 (Equation 4.1) using strain equation C5.10 

(Equation 4.2). 

φ/@C = 	
ε∗C
γL-

 …(4.1) 

        Where: ε∗C = 	
11 − 54 F

s
dI
J

100  
…(4.2) 

 

Equation 4.1 was not appropriate to use in this investigation as the majority of database walls had large 

vertical transverse reinforcement spacing to longitudinal bar diameter ratios which meant their limiting 

strain value (Equation 4.2) became negative. 

As an alternative for older construction detailing, Appendix C5H suggests that ε+0 = 3% represents a 

simplistic upper limit. 

A comparison of the NZ guideline ultimate rotation values achieved by database walls using ultimate 

steel strain limits of 3% and 6% is shown in Figure 4.1. Ultimate conditions were assumed to occur 

when either the ultimate concrete strain limit of 0.4% or the ultimate steel strain limit of either 3% or 6% 

were reached, which ever occurred first. 
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a) All walls b) Subsection of walls with ratios below 10 

  

  

c) All walls d) Subsection of walls with ratios below 10 

 

Figure 4.1: Comparison of NZ guideline ultimate rotation values determined for database walls 

using ultimate steel strain limits of 3% and 6% 

 

As shown in Figure 4.1, the use of an ultimate strain limit of 3% rather than 6% did not have a significant 

impact on the database results. Ultimate capacity for the vast majority of walls was controlled by 

concrete crushing meaning the ultimate steel strain value was not reached. The strain limit change 

affected six cases of the 38 within the database which led to different values of ultimate rotation in only 

five cases as the remaining case was controlled by shear failure. Therefore, it was decided to use an 

ultimate steel strain limit of 3% for the remainder of the investigation. 
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4.1.2 NZ guideline and ASCE 41-13 rotation comparison 

The ASCE 41-13 non-linear procedure separates walls as either shear controlled or flexure controlled 

by shear span ratio (Section 2.2). A wall with a shear span ratio of less than 1.5 is categorised as shear 

controlled and a wall with a shear span ratio greater than 3.0 is categorised as flexure controlled. This 

leaves a gap for walls with shear span ratios between 1.5 and 3.0 where the assessment procedure is 

unclear and up to the judgement of the engineer. For the purpose of comparison, the ASCE 41-13 ‘table 

for walls controlled by shear’ was applied to walls in the database with shear span ratios less than 3.0 

and the ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled by flexure’ was applied to walls in the database with 

shear span ratios greater than 1.5. In several of the figures below, the 1.5 or 3.0 shear span ratio 

threshold is marked by a dashed vertical line to highlight the walls that fall within the intended range of 

the ASCE 41-13 table used and those outside the intended range. 

The ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled by shear’ provides tabulated values for ultimate rotation and 

the ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled by flexure’ provides tabulated values for plastic rotation. In 

order to comprehensively assess ASCE 41-13, both tables were applied to the database walls. Firstly, 

the ultimate rotation values from the ‘table for walls controlled by shear’ were compared to the 

experimental ultimate rotation values and the ultimate rotation values calculated according to the NZ 

guideline. The experimental ultimate rotation values were determined from the load-displacement plots 

as the drift at which strength first drops below 80% of the peak value achieved during the test. Secondly, 

the plastic rotation values from the ‘table for walls controlled by flexure’ were compared to the 

experimental plastic rotation values and the plastic rotation values calculated according to the NZ 

guideline. The experimental plastic rotation values were calculated by subtracting yield rotation from 

experimental ultimate rotation. Lastly, in order to assess the ability of the NZ guideline to accurately 

capture ultimate rotation for walls with shear span ratios greater than 3.0, yield rotation values were 

added to the ASCE 41-13 tabulated plastic rotation values allowing for comparison to experimental 

ultimate rotation values. 

ASCE 41-13 requires shear controlled walls with axial load ratios greater than 0.15 to be treated as 

force controlled members. For the purpose of this investigation, it was assumed that these walls could 

only achieve yield. Yield was determined in accordance with method outlined in Section 2.1.1, following 

the NZ guideline and the approximation of yield curvature by Priestley and Kowalsky (2000) (Equation 

2.1).  

All of the walls collated in the database were considered to be unconfined when carrying out the NZ 

guideline and ASCE 41-13 procedures due to their detailing. The only exception was Chin (2012) 1:4 

column which exceeded NZ guideline requirements for unconfined conditions. However, due to the 

large axial load applied to Chin (2012) 1:4 column in comparison to the limited detailing present 

according to NZS 3101:2006, it was decided to also assume this specimen to be unconfined. A moment 

curvature sectional analysis was undertaken for each wall when reviewing the NZ guideline. 

The comparison results are presented as ratios of the experimental capacity to the capacity predicted 

by the NZ guideline and ASCE 41-13. Following each set of figures within this section, two tables are 
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provided, one for the NZ guideline and one for ASCE 41-13, summarising the results depicted. For the 

NZ guideline, the walls presented in the figures are separated by probable failure mode, and the 

corresponding average experimental to predicted capacity ratio for each mode is provided along with 

the standard deviation. For ASCE 41-13, the wall results are separated by shear span ratio highlighting 

the performance of the ASCE 41-13 tables for the walls they are intended to be used for and those 

outside the intended range. The corresponding average experimental to predicted capacity ratio value 

and the standard deviation are provided. 

 

Ultimate rotation comparison – NZ guideline and ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled by shear’ 

Figure 4.2 depicts the result of comparing the experimental ultimate rotations of walls within the 

database with shear span ratios less than 3.0 to the ultimate rotations calculated using the NZ guideline 

and ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled by shear’.  

  

a) All walls b) Subsection of walls with ratios below 10 

  

c) All walls d) Subsection of walls with ratios below 10 

 

Figure 4.2: Comparison of ultimate rotation values determined for database walls with shear 

span ratios below 3.0
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Figure 4.2 shows the ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled by shear’ to be generally less conservative 

than the NZ guideline when predicting the ultimate rotation of walls with shear span ratios less than 2.0. 

For these walls, the NZ guideline and the ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled by shear’ produced 

average experimental to predicted capacity ratio values of 7.82 and 1.73, respectively. Eliminating the 

seven extremely conservative outlier points (Massone (2006) & Greifenhagen (2006) M2), the NZ 

guideline average ratio value reduces to 2.45 however this is still higher than the ASCE 41-13 value of 

1.73.  

For walls with shear span ratios between 2.0 and 3.0, neither the guideline nor the standard appear to 

perform distinctly better than the other. The NZ guideline and the ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled 

by shear’ produced corresponding average experimental to predicted capacity ratio values of 2.58 and 

2.93, respectively. Both the NZ guideline and ASCE 41-13 appear to be conservative at higher axial 

loads and past a shear span ratio of 2.0 are increasingly conservative with shear span ratio.  

The ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled by shear’ produced more accurate ratio values for walls with 

shear span ratios below 1.5 which the table was intended for compared to walls with shear span ratios 

between 1.5 to 3.0 which are outside of the intend range of the table. 

 

Figure 4.3 depicts the results shown in Figure 4.2 (comparing the experimental ultimate rotation values 

of walls within the database with shear span ratios less than 3.0 to the ultimate rotation values calculated 

using the NZ guideline and ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled by shear’) separated by probable 

failure mode as determined by the NZ guideline. 
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a) Probable shear failure mode 

  

b) Probable flexure-shear failure mode 

  

c) Probable flexure failure mode 

Figure 4.3: Comparison of ultimate rotation values determined for database walls with shear 

span ratios below 3.0 separated by probable failure mode as determined by the NZ guideline 
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Table 4.1: Summary of NZ guideline ultimate rotation value comparison for walls with shear 

span ratios below 3.0 

Probable Failure Mode No. of Walls Average Ratio Value Standard Deviation 

Shear 7 19.31 5.99 

Flexure – Shear 5 3.10 1.59 

Flexure 21 2.37 0.61 

Overall (all modes) 33 6.07 7.45 

 

Table 4.2: Summary of ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled by shear’ ultimate rotation value 

comparison for walls with shear span ratios below 3.0 

Shear Span Ratio Number of Walls Average Ratio Value Standard Deviation 

Less than 1.5 17 1.77 0.91 

Between 1.5 – 3.0 16 2.5 0.97 

Overall 

(all shear spans) 

33 2.13 1.01 

 

Figure 4.3 shows the NZ guideline to be excessively conservative for the 7 walls predicted to exhibit a 

shear failure mode (Massone (2006) & Greifenhagen (2006) M2) generating a corresponding average 

experimental to predicted capacity ratio value of 19.3 with a standard deviation of 5.99. Alternatively, 

for these walls the ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled by shear’ produced an average experimental 

to predicted capacity ratio value of 1.28 with a standard deviation of 0.64.  

The NZ guideline values for walls predicted to exhibit a flexure-shear failure mode were on average 

higher and wider spread than the values from the ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled by shear’. The 

NZ guideline produced an average experimental to predicted capacity ratio value of 3.10 with a standard 

deviation of 1.59 compared to the average ratio of 2.22 and standard deviation of 0.41 produced by 

ASCE 41-13.  

Conversely, for walls predicted to exhibit a flexural failure mode the NZ guideline produced on average 

lower experimental to predicted capacity ratio values with significantly less spread compared to the 

values from the ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled by shear’. The NZ guideline produced an average 

experimental to predicted capacity ratio value of 2.37 with a standard deviation of 0.61 compared to the 

average ratio of 3.57 and standard deviation of 1.61 produced by ASCE 41-13. This result is expected 

considering a shear model is being applied to flexure walls for ASCE 41-13. 
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Plastic rotation comparison – NZ guideline and ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled 

by flexure’ 
Experimental plastic rotation values were calculated by subtracting yield rotation values from ultimate 

rotation values determined from the experimental load-displacement plots. The yield rotation values 

were calculated using the approximation of yield curvature by Priestley and Kowalsky (2000) (Section 

2.1.1 Equation 2.1) in accordance with the NZ guideline. Out of interest these yield values were also 

compared to measured yield values determined from the force-displacement plots and the procedure 

described in Sivaramakrishnan (2010). 

Figure 4.4 below depicts the comparison of yield rotation values as the approximation of yield calculated 

using Priestley and Kowalsky (2000) (method one) divided by the measured yield rotation value (method 

two) for each wall within the database.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Comparison of yield rotation values calculated for database walls using method 

one and method two  

 

As illustrated in Figure 4.4, for database walls the approximation by Priestley and Kowalsky (2000) 

(method one) produces small values of yield rotation at low shear span ratios and large values of yield 

rotation at high shear span ratios when compared to the measured values (method two). For the 

database walls this trend resulted in a wide spread of yield ratio values at low axial load ratios and an 

average method one to method two yield ratio value of 1.26 with a standard deviation of 1.22. 

 

Figure 4.5 depict the results of comparing the experimental plastic rotations of walls within the database 

with shear span ratios greater than 1.5 to the plastic rotations estimated using the NZ guideline and 

ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled by flexure’. 
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of plastic rotation values determined for database walls with shear 

span ratios above 1.5 

 

Table 4.3: Summary of NZ guideline plastic rotation value comparison for walls with shear 

span ratios above 1.5 

Probable Failure Mode Number of Walls Average Ratio Value Standard Deviation 

Shear 0 - - 

Flexure – Shear 0 - - 

Flexure 21 3.82 1.69 

Overall (all modes) 21 3.82 1.69 

 

 

Table 4.4: Summary of ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled by flexure’ plastic rotation 

comparison for walls with shear span ratios above 1.5 

Shear Span Ratio Number of Walls Average Ratio Value Standard Deviation 

Between 1.5 – 3.0 16 3.63 1.84 

Above 3.0 5 3.55 1.51 

Overall 

(all shear spans) 

21 3.61 1.77 

 

Figure 4.5 shows both the NZ guideline and ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled by flexure’ produce 

very conservative estimates of plastic rotation when compared to experimental values. There are no 

clear relationships between the plastic rotation ratio values and shear span ratio for either the NZ 

guideline or the ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled by flexure’. There is also no clear relationship 
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between the plastic rotation values and axial load ratio for the ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled by 

flexure’ whereas the NZ guideline becomes distinctly more conservative as axial load ratio increases.  

The ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled by flexure’ produced marginally more accurate experimental 

to predicted capacity ratio for walls with shear span ratios above 3.0 which the table was intended for 

compared to walls with shear span ratios below 3.0 which are outside of the intend range of the table. 

 

Ultimate rotation comparison – NZ guideline and ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled 

by flexure’ 

Figure 4.6 depicts the results of comparing the experimental ultimate rotation values of walls within the 

database with shear span ratios greater than 1.5 to the ultimate rotation values calculated using the NZ 

guideline and ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled by flexure’. The ASCE 41-13 ultimate rotation 

values were calculated by adding the yield rotation values estimated by the approximation by Priestley 

and Kowalsky (2000) (Section 2.1.1 Equation 2.1) to the plastic rotation (parameter ‘a’) values 

determine from the ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled by flexure’. 

  

Figure 4.6: Comparison of ultimate rotation value determined for database walls with shear 

span ratios above 1.5 

 

Table 4.5: Summary of NZ guideline ultimate rotation value comparison for walls with shear 

span ratios above 1.5 

Probable Failure Mode Number of Walls Average Ratio Value Standard Deviation 

Shear 0 - - 

Flexure – Shear 0 - - 

Flexure 21 2.14 0.7 

Overall (all modes) 21 2.14 0.7 
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Table 4.6: Summary of ASCE 41-13 ultimate rotation value comparison for walls with shear 

span ratios above 1.5 with ultimate rotations calculated as plastic rotation (parameter ‘a’) 

values plus yield rotation values  

Shear Span Ratio Number of Walls Average Ratio Value Standard Deviation 

Between 1.5 – 3.0 16 2.3 0.81 

Above 3.0 5 1.89 0.5 

Overall  

(all shear spans) 

21 2.20 0.77 

 

As shown in Figure 4.6, the addition of yield rotation improves the accuracy of both the NZ guideline 

and ASCE 41-13 compared to the plastic rotation ratio values depicted in Figure 4.5. The average 

experimental to predicted capacity ratio values of the NZ guideline and ASCE 41-13 however remain 

relative high at 2.14 and 2.20. 

 

4.2 Force capacity comparison 

This force capacity section compares the maximum shear force achieved during experimental testing 

of the database walls to the shear capacity predicted for each wall by the NZ guideline and ASCE 41-

13. The procedure in ASCE 41-13 specifies the use of ACI 318 to determine shear strength. For the 

purpose of comparing the ASCE 41-13 approach in a New Zealand context, NZS 3101:2006 was used 

to calculate the shear capacity of database walls when assessing ASCE 41-13 during this investigation. 

The procedure for calculating shear capacity according to the NZ guideline can be found in Section 2.1. 

4.2.1 Shear force capacity comparison – NZ guideline and ASCE 41-13 

Figure 4.7 shows a comparison between the maximum shear forces achieved during testing of the 

database walls to the shear capacities predicted for each wall by the NZ guideline and NZS 3101:2006.  
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of shear capacities calculated using the NZ guideline and NZS 

3101:2006 for all database walls 

 

Table 4.7: Results of shear capacity comparison for NZ guideline and NZS 3101:2006 

 NZ guideline NZS 3101:2006 

Average Ratio Value 1.16 1.17 

Standard Deviation Ratio 

Value 

0.25 0.20 

Maximum Ratio Value 2.01 1.87 

Minimum Ratio Value 0.78 0.74 

 

The NZ guideline and NZS 3101:2006 both appear to predict shear capacity with a reasonable amount 

of accuracy, achieving average experimental to predicted capacity ratio values of 1.16 and 1.17, 

respectively. Both the NZ guideline and NZS 3101:2006 appear more conservative at high values of 

axial load ratio which may be considered preferable. 

In Section 4.1.2, the ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled by shear’ was shown to produce superior 

predictions of ultimate rotation for walls with shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0 when 

compared to the NZ guideline. Separating the shear force prediction results of the database walls by 

shear span ratio into those below and above 2.0 produces the results depicted in Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of shear capacities calculated using the NZ guideline and NZS 

3101:2006 for database walls separated by shear span ratio (above and below 2.0) 

 

As depicted in Figure 4.8, the shear capacities of walls with shear span ratios less than 2.0 do not 

appear to be predicted with a different degree of accuracy by the NZ guideline and NZS 3101:2006 

than walls with shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0. 
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4.3 Conclusions 

As depicted in Figure 4.2, both the NZ guideline and the ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled by shear’ 

produced slightly conservative estimates of ultimate rotation capacity for walls with shear span ratios 

less than 2.0. The NZ guideline was generally more conservative, particularly when considering walls 

predicted to exhibit shear failure modes. The average experimental to predicted ultimate rotation ratios 

for the NZ guideline and ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled by shear’ were 7.82 and 1.73, 

respectively. Although the ASCE 41-13 values were slightly conservative in some cases, it is 

recommended to use the ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled by shear’ in the NZ guideline to predict 

the ultimate rotation capacity of walls with shear span ratios less than 2.0. The conservatism is justifiable 

considering the brittle nature of shear failure and the limited number of shear controlled walls present 

in the database to generate improved values. 

When considering the deformation capacity of database walls with shear span ratios greater than or 

equal to 2.0, both the NZ guideline and ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled by flexure’ were shown 

to produce reasonably conservative estimates of plastic and ultimate rotation capacity. As shown in 

Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6, neither the guideline nor the standard appear to produce distinctly better 

results than the other. The average experimental to predicted plastic and ultimate rotation ratios were 

3.8 and 2.1 for the NZ guideline and 3.6 and 2.2 for the ASCE 41-13. The 16 walls within the database 

with shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0 encompass large variations within a number of design 

parameters and all exhibited flexural failures during testing. For this reason, it is recommended that 

further investigations using these walls are carried out to improve the NZ guideline deformation capacity 

assessment procedure for walls with shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0. These investigations 

are presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. 

When evaluating the shear capacity of the database walls, for the purpose of comparing the ASCE 41-

13 approach in a New Zealand context NZS 3101:2006 was used to assess ASCE 41-13 rather than 

ACI 318. Both the NZ guideline and NZS 3101:2006 were shown to produce reasonably accurate 

predictions of unconfined wall shear capacity (Figure 4.7), achieving average experimental to predicted 

capacity ratios of 1.16 and 1.17, respectively. Based on this result, it has been concluded that an 

improved procedure for calculating shear capacity is not required.
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Chapter 5  

Parametric analysis of the current NZ guideline 

procedure for flexure walls 

 

 

To address the deficiency in the current NZ guideline procedure regarding the deformation capacity of 

walls with shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0 (discussed in Chapter 4), a more detailed 

investigation into the ability of the NZ guideline and the ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled by flexure’ 

to predict capacity was carried out and the results presented in this chapter. Backbone curves detailing 

the experimental response of each wall against the predicted response according to the NZ guideline 

and ASCE 41-13 are presented and modifications to the NZ guideline procedure are individually 

investigated to see if they improve accuracy. These modifications include aligning the determination of 

yield with the method outlined in Krolicki et al. (2011) and using alternative plastic hinge length models.  

5.1 Backbone curves – current procedure 

Figure 5.2 shows the backbone curves from the experimental tests of the database walls with shear 

span ratios greater than and equal to 2.0 along with the predicted backbone curve response of each 

wall according to the NZ guideline and ASCE 41-13. All of the walls exhibited flexural failure modes 

with the backbone curves for the NZ guideline following their corresponding bilinear idealisation curves 

(Section 2.1.1). The backbone curves for ASCE 41-13 were developed based on the three points shown 

in example backbone curve of Figure 5.1 below.  

 

Figure 5.1: Example ASCE 41-13 backbone curve
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The first point (point 1) is the moment when the strain in the outermost longitudinal bar reaches yield 

and the corresponding yield drift. Yield drift was calculated using Equation 5.1 with an effective stiffness 

of 0.5EcIg (ASCE 41-13 Table 10.5). The second point (point 2),  at the junction of the two linear lines, 

corresponds to the moment when the strain in the outermost longitudinal bar reaches 1.35 times yield 

and the drift determined by linearly extrapolating the trend of the previous line. The line through these 

first two points forms the initial sloped linear line of the backbone curve. It is worth noting that ASCE 41-

13 specifies 1.25 times yield (ASCE 41-13 Table 10-1) however 1.35 times yield was used to account 

for the different steel strength in New Zealand (NZS 3101:2006 (A3) (2017)). The final horizontal linear 

component of the ASCE 41-13 backbone curves (joining point 2 with point 3) extends the length of the 

drift corresponding to the plastic rotation (parameter ‘a’) from the ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled 

by flexure’ 

∆%=	
M%Hx

EI9ww
 …(5.1) 

            Where: M% =  Yield moment  

 H =  Effective wall height  

 EI9ww = Effective stiffness  

 

Although generally depicting the same results as shown in Chapter 4 Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6, the 

backbone curves in Figure 5.2 provide a more detailed comparison of the predicted wall responses by 

the NZ guideline and ASCE 41-13 to the experimental wall responses with shear and drift capacity 

shown on the same plot. The backbone curves also provide a more detailed and straightforward way 

to view and compare the impact of procedure modifications. 

 

 

  
a) Lu et al. (2017) C1 b) Lu et al. (2017) C4 
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c) Oh et al. (2002) WR-0 d) Dazio et al. (2009) WSH4 

  
e) Alarcon et al. (2014) W1 f) Alarcon et al. (2014) W2 

  
g) Alarcon et al. (2014) W3 h) Hube et al. (2014) W4 

  
i) Hube et al. (2014) W6 j) Hube et al. (2014) W7 
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Hube et al. (2014) W9 Lu et al. (2017) C2 

  

Su and Wong (2007) W1 Su and Wong (2007) W2 

  

Su and Wong (2007) W3 Lu et al. (2017) C3 

 

Figure 5.2: Current NZ guideline and ASCE 41-13 backbone curves for database walls with 

shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0 

 

Note: For Su and Wong (2007) W2 & W3, the outermost longitudinal bar did not reach yield prior to the 

concrete reaching its ultimate strain limit. Therefore, the ultimate moments for the ASCE 41-13 

backbone curves were taken as the peak moment response achieved. 
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As shown in Figure 5.2 (and Figure 4.5 Figure 4.6), the ultimate drift capacities of database walls with 

shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0 were often incorrectly predicted by both the NZ guideline 

and ASCE 41-13. From the backbone curves it can also be seen that the NZ guideline and ASCE 41-

13 are inconsistent with their prediction of stiffness with both displaying cases of over and under 

prediction.  

 

5.2 Backbone curves - yield modification 

From Figure 5.2 the approximation of yield curvature by Priestley and Kowalsky (2000) in the NZ 

guideline (Section 2.1.1) can be seen to produce variably inaccurate estimations of wall stiffness. 

Krolicki et al. (2011), the paper referenced by the NZ guideline in the formulation of shear capacity, 

provided an alternative limit for calculating the yield point on the bilinear idealisation curve. 

Krolicki et al. (2011) defined yield curvature as a linear extrapolation from first yield to nominal capacity, 

as shown in Equation 5.2 below. 

φ% = φ′% �
M:

M%
Ä …(5.2) 

 

The first yield moment (M%) and curvature (φ′%) are calculated as the moment and curvature 

corresponding to the first occurrence of either the strain the reinforcement reaching yield or the concrete 

reaching a strain of 0.002. The nominal moment (M:) is determined as the moment corresponding to 

the first occurrence of either the strain the reinforcement reaching 0.015 or the concrete reaching a 

strain of 0.004. Substituting the current Priestley and Kowalsky (2000) yield point in the NZ guideline 

with the yield point recommended by Krolicki et al. (2011) results in the backbone curves presented in 

Figure 5.3. The ultimate shear force depicted in the NZ guideline backbone curves remains as the point 

corresponding to the moment at which the ultimate strain limit was reached, as described in 

Section 2.1.1. 
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a) Lu et al. (2017) C1 b) Lu et al. (2017) C4 

  
c) Oh et al. (2002) WR-0 d) Dazio et al. (2009) WSH4 

  
e) Alarcon et al. (2014) W1 f) Alarcon et al. (2014) W2 
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a) Alarcon et al. (2014) W3 b) Hube et al. (2014) W4 

  
c) Hube et al. (2014) W6 d) Hube et al. (2014) W7 

  
e) Hube et al. (2014) W9 f) Lu et al. (2017) C2 
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a) Su and Wong (2007) W1 b) Su and Wong (2007) W2 

  
c) Su and Wong (2007) W3 d) Lu et al. (2017) C3 

 

Figure 5.3: Current NZ guideline, ASCE 41-13 and NZ guideline with Krolicki et al. (2011) yield 

backbone curves for database walls with shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0 

 

As depicted in Figure 5.3, substituting the current Priestley and Kowalsky (2000) yield point in the NZ 

guideline with the yield point recommended by Krolicki et al. (2011) yields varying results and 

enhancements in accuracy. A significant improvement can be seen in cases Su and Wong W2 and W3 

(Figure 5.3 n & o) where a large axial load ratio was applied (50%). However, in the majority of cases 

minor improvements and slight reductions in accuracy can be seen in near equal measure. Due to this 

minimal impact, it is not recommended to modify the NZ guideline procedure to incorporate the yield 

point presented by Krolicki et al. (2011). The current Priestley and Kowalsky (2000) yield point is simple 

to calculate and its continued use provides consistency throughout the NZ guideline. 
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5.3 Plastic hinge length modification 

The plastic hinge length assumed has a large impact on plastic capacity of an element as it is the length 

over which plastic deformation is localised. The plastic hinge length used in the NZ guideline was 

developed by and is presented in Priestley, Calvi, and Kowalsky (2007). To investigate whether an 

alternative plastic hinge length model would generate improved results for the NZ guideline, a 

comparison of available plastic hinge lengths models for reinforced concrete walls was undertaken. The 

capacities of the database walls with shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0 were recalculated 

using the NZ guideline varying the plastic hinge length used. The predicted capacities were then 

compared to the experimental values of ultimate rotation. A list of the plastic hinge lengths used and 

the results presented as experimental to predicted ultimate rotation ratios are shown in Table 5.1 and 

Figure 5.4 below. 

 

Table 5.1: Plastic hinge length models  

Model Equation 

Priestley et al. (2007):  

(used in the current NZ guideline) 

LC = kH9 + 0.1L- + 0.022dIf%   

k = 0.2 �
f0
f%
− 1Ä 	≤ 0.08 

Chan (1955): LC = 0.5L-   

ACI-ASCE (1968):     LC = 0.4L- + 0.1H- 

Paulay and Priestley (1992): Taken as the larger of 

LC = 0.2L- + 0.03H-  or  LC = 0.054H- + 0.022dIf% 

Priestley, Seible, and Calvi (1996): LC = 0.054H- + 0.022dIf% 	≥ 	0.044dIf% 

Sasani and Der Kiureghian (2001): LC = 0.427d + 0.077
fH-
d  

Panagiotakos and Fardis (2001): LC = 0.12H- + 0.014dIf% for cyclic loading 
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a) Priestley et al. (2007) b) Chan (1955) 

  
c) ACI – ASCE (1968) d) Paulay and Priestley (1992) 

  
e) Priestley et al. (1996) f) Sasani and Der Kiureghian (2001) 

 

 

g) Panagiotakos and Fardis (2001)  

 

Figure 5.4: Comparison of plastic hinge lengths using ultimate rotation values calculated for 

database walls with shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0
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Table 5.2: Summary of the plastic hinge length comparison for database walls with shear span 

ratios greater than or equal to 2.0 

Plastic Hinge Length Model Average Ratio Value Standard Deviation 

Priestley et al. (2007) 

(used in the current NZ guideline) 

2.23 0.75 

Chan (1955) 2.0 0.74 

ACI - ASCE (1968) 1.71 0.69 

Paulay and Priestley (1992) 2.58 0.94 

Priestley et al. (1996) 2.75 0.91 

Sasani and Der Kiureghian (2001) 2.22 0.82 

Panagiotakos and Fardis (2001) 2.27 0.86 

 

As illustrated in Figure 5.4 and Table 5.2, Chan (1955) and ACI-ASCE (1968) were the only plastic 

hinge length models to improve NZ guideline ultimate rotation results. Plastic hinge models Paulay and 

Priestley (1992), Priestley et al. (1996), Sasani and Der Kiureghian (2001) and the current NZ guideline 

plastic hinge length model Priestley et al. (2007) all produced pass rates of 100% with no wall ratios 

falling below a ratio of 1.0. Chan (1955), ACI-ASCE (1968) and Panagiotakos and Fardis (2001) were 

slightly less conservative with pass rates of 94%, 80% and 94%, respectively. The lowest wall 

experimental to predicted ultimate rotation ratios produced by Chan (1955), ACI-ASCE (1968) and 

Panagiotakos and Fardis (2001) were 0.91, 0.67 and 0.85, respectively.  

Figure 5.4 provides a comparison of the backbone curves produced for each database wall with a shear 

span ratio greater than or equal to 2.0 using plastic hinge length models Priestley et al. (2007), 

Chan (1955) and ACI-ASCE (1968). For each wall, the experimental backbone curve is shown along 

with the backbone curves produced using the current NZ guideline procedure for each plastic hinge 

length. The designated markers represent the termination point of the backbone curve for each plastic 

hinge length.  
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a) Lu et al. (2017) C1 b) Lu et al. (2017) C4 

  

c) Oh et al. (2002) WR-0 d) Dazio et al. (2009) WSH4 

  

e) Alarcon et al. (2014) W1 f) Alarcon et al. (2014) W2 
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a) Alarcon et al. (2014) W3 b) Hube et al. (2014) W4 

  

c) Hube et al. (2014) W6 d) Hube et al. (2014) W7 

  

e) Hube et al. (2014) W9 f) Lu et al. (2017) C2 
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a) Su and Wong (2007) W1 b) Su and Wong (2007) W2 

  

c) Su and Wong (2007) W3 d) Lu et al. (2017) C3 

 

Figure 5.5: NZ guideline backbone curves determined using alternative plastic hinge length 

models for database walls with a shear span ratio greater than or equal to 2.0 

 

As shown in Figure 5.5, plastic hinge model ACI-ASCE (1968) predicted the largest value of ultimate 

drift for all walls. ACI-ASCE (1968) overestimated capacity in three cases Lu et al. (2017) C2 – C4 by 

14%, 48% and 37%, respectively. Chan (1955) predicted the second largest values of ultimate drift for 

75% of walls, overestimating capacity in one case, Lu et al. (2017) C4, by 13%. Priestley et al. (2007) 

did not overestimate the capacity of any walls.  

Chan (1995) as the simplest plastic hinge length model produced arguably the best results, reducing 

the overall conservatism of the results while only overestimating on one case by a small margin. If an 

alternative plastic hinge length model were to be adopted into the NZ guideline, based on the results of 

this investigation, it would be recommended to adopt the model by Chan (1955). However, the standard 
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deviation of the experimental to predicted ultimate rotation ratio values produced by Chan (1955) was 

relatively high at 0.74. This means that although the average experimental to predicted ultimate rotation 

ratio was 2.0, the largest ratio produced was significantly higher at 3.4. For this reason, it was deemed 

that changing the plastic hinge length alone is not sufficient to improve the NZ guideline approach using 

strain limits and therefore it is recommended to pursue an alternative methodology in the NZ guideline 

for determining the ultimate deformation of walls with shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0. 

5.4 Conclusions 

As depicted in Figure 5.3, substituting the current Priestley and Kowalsky (2000) yield point in the NZ 

guideline with the yield point recommended by Krolicki et al. (2011) for database walls with shear span 

ratios greater than or equal to 2.0 yielded a limited enhancement in accuracy. A significant improvement 

was seen in a couple of cases where a large axial load ratios were applied. However, in the majority of 

cases minor improvements and slight reductions in accuracy were observed in near equal measure. 

Due to this limited impact, it is not recommended to modify the NZ guideline procedure to incorporate 

the yield point presented by Krolicki et al. (2011). The current Priestley and Kowalsky (2000) yield point 

is simple to calculate and its continued use provides consistency throughout the NZ guideline. 

Modifying the NZ guideline procedure to incorporate an alternative plastic hinge length had a 

considerable impact on the accuracy of ultimate deformation prediction, as illustrated in  

Figure 5.5: NZ guideline backbone curves determined using alternative plastic hinge length models for 

database walls with a shear span ratio greater than or equal to 2.0 

Plastic hinge length models by Chan (1955) and ACI-ASCE (1968) improved ultimate rotation prediction 

from an average experimental to predicted ultimate rotation ratio of 2.23 using the current plastic hinge 

length model by Priestley et al. (2007) to average ratios of 2.0 and 1.17, respectively. Based on the 

results of this investigation, if an alternative plastic hinge length were to be adopted for the NZ guideline 

procedure, it would be recommended to use the model by Chan (1955). As the simplest model, it 

produced arguable the best results. The accuracy of ultimate rotation capacity prediction was improved 

while the overestimation of capacity was limited to one case by a relatively small margin (13%). ACI-

ASCE (1968) produced a lower average experimental to predicted ultimate rotation ratio value however 

the margins of capacity overprediction were significant. The standard deviation of the experimental to 

predicted ultimate rotation ratio values for both Chan (1955) and ACI-ASCE (1968) were relatively high 

at 0.74 and 0.69, respectively. This means that although the average experimental to predicted ultimate 

rotation ratios were 2.0 and 1.17 for plastic hinge length models Chan (1955) and ACI-ASCE (1968), 

the largest ratios were significantly higher at 3.4 and 2.9. For this reason, it was concluded that changing 

the plastic hinge length alone was not sufficient to improve the NZ guideline approach using strain limits 
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It is recommended to pursue an alternative procedure methodology for the calculation of ultimate 

deformation in the NZ guideline for walls with shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0.    
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Chapter 6  

Accuracy of alternative prediction models for 

flexure walls 

 

 

The modifications to the NZ guideline procedure presented in Chapter 5 had a limited impact on 

improving deformation capacity results for database walls with shear span ratios greater than or equal 

to 2.0. As such, the capability of models by Abdullah and Wallace (2017), NZS 3101:2006, Dhakal and 

Fenwick (2008), and Shegay et al. (2017) to predict wall deformation capacity was evaluated to identify 

whether they could be used as potential alternatives to the current guideline methodology, the results 

of which are presented in this chapter. Regression analyses were carried out for the database walls to 

improve these models by identifying strong capacity predictor parameters. Using these identified 

parameters, new equations were developed that more accurately predict the capacity of the walls used 

in this analysis. Equations for the prediction of both ultimate rotation and curvature ductility for database 

walls with shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0 were investigated. 

6.1 Ultimate rotation prediction 

6.1.1 Abdullah and Wallace (2017) 

Current requirements of ACI 318-14 18.10.6.2 use a displacement based design approach (using the 

neutral axis depth rather than strain) to determine whether special boundary elements (SBEs) are 

required for structural walls with hw/lw ≥ 2.0. It is assumed that all walls with SBEs have displacement 

capacity that exceeds the displacement demand. Observations of wall damage from recent earthquakes 

as well as laboratory tests have shown that wall displacement capacity is affected by a range of 

parameters, however current provisions only include neutral axis depth as the parameter impacting 

SBE detailing. A limited dataset developed by Segura and Wallace (2017) of 27 wall tests generally 

satisfying ACI 318-14 18.10.6.4 requirements for SBEs suggests that wall drift capacity can vary by a 

factor of 3, ranging from approximately 1.2% to 4.0%.  

For these reasons, Abdullah and Wallace (2017) proposed incorporating a drift capacity versus drift 

demand check into ACI 318 for slender reinforced concrete walls designed according to 18.10.6.2.
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Abdullah and Wallace (2017) used a database of 164 tests to assess the drift capacity of structural 

walls with SBEs. Each of the wall tests included in the database satisfied the following criteria: 

• Quasi-static, reversed cyclic loading 

• Measured concrete compressive strength (f’c) ≥ 20.0 MPa 

• Width of compression zone, b ≥ 90mm 

• Rectangular compression zone (except for 6 specimens) 

• At least two curtains of web vertical and horizontal reinforcement 

• No shear failure (i.e. diagonal tension or compression, sliding at the base etc.) or splice failure 

• Ratio of ultimate to yield stress of boundary longitudinal reinforcement (fu/fy) ≥ 1.2 

• Ratio of provided to required boundary transverse reinforcement (Ash,provided / Ash, required) > 0.7 

• Ratio of vertical spacing of hoops/crossties of boundary transverse reinforcement to boundary 

longitudinal bar diameter (sv/db) ≤ 7.0 (expected for four specimens where sv/db < 8.0) 

 

Analysis of the database showed that the drift capacity of the 164 test walls were primarily a function of 

the ratio of the wall length to wall thickness, the wall neutral axis depth to wall thickness, the level of 

wall shear stress, and, to a less extent, the ratio of provided to required boundary transverse 

reinforcement. A regression analysis carried out using the identified parameters resulted in the following 

expression for mean drift capacity:  

δ/
h-

(%) = 3.85 −	
l-c
50bx −	

V0
8ff S/A/P

	≥ 1.5 (units in lb & in) …(6.1) 

 

 

A slightly simplified version of the equation was proposed for inclusion in ACI 318: 

 

δ/
h-

(%) = 4.0 −	
l-c
50bx −	

V0
8ff S/A/P

	≥ 1.5 (units in lb & in) …(6.2) 

δ/
h-

(%) = 4.0 −	
l-c
50bx −	

V0
0.66ff S/A/P

	≥ 1.5 (units in N & mm) …(6.3) 
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6.1.2 Evaluation of the Abdullah and Wallace (2017) equation 

Applying Equation 6.3 to the walls in the database for this investigation (Chapter 3 & Appendix A) with 

shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0 produces the results shown in Figure 6.1.  

 

  

 

 

Figure 6.1: Comparison of experimental ultimate rotation values to values predicted by 

Equation 6.3 for database walls with shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0 

 

The database of this investigation was collated for the purpose of evaluating seismic assessment 

procedures with the test specimens included representative of older walls. Consequently, the walls do 

not satisfy all of the criteria stipulated for the database used to develop Equation 6.3. The first seven 

requirements are met however the database walls fall short of the criteria for ratios of boundary 

transverse reinforcement and vertical bar spacing to longitudinal bar diameter (Chapter 3 & Appendix 

A). As a result, Equation 6.3 produces unconservative estimates of drift capacity for the included 

database walls with all points falling below a ratio value of 1.0. The average and standard deviation 

experimental to predicted capacity ratio values generated by Equation 6.3 are 0.65 and 0.16. No distinct 

trend can be seen between the ratio of experimental drift capacity to predicted drift capacity, and shear 

span ratio. The ratio of experimental drift capacity to predicted drift capacity is shown to become 

increasingly unconservative with axial load ratio. Ratio values decrease when axial load ratio decreases 

below 0.15 and increases above 0.15.  
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6.1.3 Equation development 

Aiming to reduce the level of conservatism of Equation 6.3, parameter coefficients were sequentially 

updated to better fit the ultimate rotation values of database walls with shear span ratios greater than 

or equal to 2.0. Firstly, solely the equation intercept value was optimised with all other parameter 

coefficients remaining unchanged. The equation produced is shown below.  

δ/
h-

(%) = 2.92 −	
l-c
50bx −	

V0
0.66ff S/A/P

 …(6.4) 

 

The results of comparing experimental drift capacities of to the drift capacities predicted by Equation 

6.4 are shown in Figure 6.2.  

  

 

 

Figure 6.2: Comparison of experimental ultimate rotation values to values predicted by 

Equation 6.4 for database walls with shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0 

 

Optimising the intercept value of Equation 6.3 shifts the average experimental to predicted capacity 

ratio value up to 1.0 with a standard deviation of 0.51. There remains no distinct trend between the 

ratios of experimental drift capacity to predicted drift capacity, and shear span ratio. The ratio of 

experimental drift capacity to predicted drift capacity remains increasingly unconservative with axial 

load ratio however the trend is shifted to very large values of axial load ratio.
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Optimising the intercept value and all Equation 6.3 coefficient values to better fit the ultimate rotation 

values of database walls with shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0 produces Equation 6.5 

shown below. 

δ/
h-

(%) = 2.5 −
3l-c
100bx −	

V0
10ff S/A/P

 …(6.5) 

 

The results of comparing experimental drift capacities to the drift capacities predicted by Equation 6.5 

are shown in Figure 6.3.  

  

 
 

Figure 6.3: Comparison of experimental ultimate rotation values to values predicted by 

Equation 6.5 for database walls with shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0 

 

Optimising the intercept and all coefficient values of Equation 6.3 (to produce Equation 6.5) creates a 

marginal improvement compared to Equation 6.4. The average experimental to predicted capacity ratio 

value remains optimised at 1.0 with the standard deviation of ratio values decreasing to 0.22. However, 

the predicted ultimate rotation values appear to average approximately 2.0% for all walls. This suggests 

the equation may not be identifying the differences in the walls. As with Equation 6.4, there remains no 

distinct trend between the ratios of experimental drift capacity to predicted drift capacity, and shear span 

ratio. The ratio of experimental drift capacity to predicted drift capacity has improved for low values of 

axial load ratio but become further unconservative for large axial load ratio values with the downward 

trend shifting to axial load ratio values above 0.3. 
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6.1.4 Linear regression and equation development 

Optimising the coefficients in Equation 6.3 to produce Equation 6.5 improved drift capacity prediction 

results. However, it does not appear to produce an entirely true match with the drift capacity of the 

selected database walls of this investigation, particularly at high axial loads. This suggests the 

parameters in Equations 6.3-6.5 do not wholly explain the behaviour of the walls in the database. For 

this reason, a regression analysis of database walls in this investigation with shear span ratios greater 

than or equal to 2.0 was undertaken using the statistical software R (Ihaka & Gentleman, 2017). The 

aim of the regression analysis was to identify significant predictor parameters in order to further develop 

an equation for the estimation of ultimate drift capacity for older reinforced concrete walls, as defined 

by the database selection criteria outlined in Chapter 3. Whether or not the parameters were significant 

predictor parameters and therefore able to capture the behaviour of the walls was decided based on 

their corresponding p-values. P-values are used in statistical hypothesis testing to weigh the strength 

of evidence against a null hypothesis. If a p-value is small (< 0.05) it provides strong evidence against 

the null hypothesis. In this case, the null hypothesis is that a parameter has no relationship with ultimate 

rotation capacity. Therefore, a small p-value indicates this null hypothesis should be rejected, the 

parameter is statistically significant when predicting wall ultimate rotation capacity i.e. there is a 

relationship between the parameter and ultimate rotation capacity. 

The results of the regression analysis show that neither parameter l-c/bx (Parameter A) nor V0/ff S/A/P 

(Parameter B) appear to explain the drift capacity behaviour of the database walls comprehensively. 

When assessing the ability of each parameter to individually predict the experimental ultimate rotation 

capacity, parameter A achieved a p-value of 0.0736 while parameter B achieved a p-value of 0.287. 

When assessing the ability of both parameters to collectively predict the experimental ultimate rotation 

capacity, parameter A achieved a p-value of 0.165 while parameter B achieved a p-value of 0.894. As 

each p-value is larger than 0.05, this indicates that when predicting ultimate rotation neither parameter 

A nor parameter B are statistically significant. The summary output from R for each of the parameter A 

and B comparisons can be seen in Figure C.1Figure C.2 in 8.3C.1.  

With parameter A and B shown to be statistically insignificant, the regression analysis was expanded 

to include alternative parameters. Several parameters were investigated by the test series in Chapter 3 

to determine and quantify the influence they have on the drift capacity of the database walls. The 

relevant parameters from each test series were included in the regression analysis, these are listed 

below. 

• Axial load ratio – Massone (2006), Greifenhagen (2006), Lu et al. (2017), Alarcon et al. 

(2014), Dazio et al. (2009), Su and Wong (2006) 

• Shear span ratio – Kuang and Ho (2008), Lu et al. (2017), Hube et al. (2014) 

• Longitudinal reinforcement ratio – Kuang and Ho (2008), Hube et al. (2014), Dazio et al. 

(2009) 

• Transverse reinforcement ratio (overall and at wall ends) - Greifenhagen (2006), Kuang and 

Ho (2008), Hube et al. (2014), Dazio et al. (2009), Oh et al. (2002), Su and Wong (2006)
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• Ratio of the vertical spacing of transverse reinforcement to the boundary longitudinal bar 

diameter - Hube et al. (2014), Oh et al. (2002) 

• Length to thickness ratio – Chin (2012), Hube et al. (2014) 

 

The longitudinal bar yield strength, the compressive concrete strength and the ratio of the neutral axis 

depth (at ultimate from the NZ guideline) to the wall length were also included in the regression analysis.  

 

Table 6.1: Regression analysis parameters and their corresponding names 

Analysis Parameter Name Parameter 

 

Parameter A 

 

Wall length & neutral axis depth to thickness ratio 
l-c
bx  

 

Parameter B 

 

Shear stress 
V0

ff S/A/P
 

 

Parameter C 

 

Axial load ratio 
N

Ahf′/
 

 

Parameter D 

 

Shear span ratio 
M
Vl-

 

 

Parameter E 

 

Longitudinal reinforcement ratio 
A+
t-l-

 

 

Parameter F 

 

Transverse reinforcement ratio 
A+
t-s

 

 

Parameter G 

 

Vertical spacing of transverse reinforcement to 

the boundary longitudinal bar diameter ratio 

sP
dI

 

 

Parameter H 

 

Wall length to thickness ratio 
l-
t-

 

 

Parameter I 

 

Longitudinal bar yield strength f% 

 

Parameter J 

 

Compressive concrete strength f′/ 

 

Parameter K 

 

Ratio of neutral axis depth to wall length 
c
l-
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The first step undertaken in the regression analysis was to produce a pairs plot. A pairs plot shows all 

possible scatterplots, outlining the strength of the relationship between each explanatory variable and 

the response variable as well as the strength of the relationships between each explanatory variable. 

The aim of a pairs plot is to identify which explanatory variables have the strongest relationship with the 

response variable (i.e. which predict behaviour the best) and which explanatory variables correlate the 

strongest to each other (i.e. they potentially explain the same response behaviour and therefore should 

not be used together). The initial pairs plot shows parameters C (axial load ratio), K (neutral axis depth 

to wall length ratio) and A (neutral axial depth and wall length to wall thickness ratio) have the strongest 

relationships with capacity, with corresponding correlation values of 0.65, 0.62 and 0.46, respectively. 

Parameters E (longitudinal reinforcement ratio) and F (transverse reinforcement ratio) followed closely 

behind with correlation values of 0.45 each. The initial pairs plot is shown in Figure C.3 in 8.3C.1. 

Isolating these five parameters produces the pairs plot shown in Figure 6.4, where it can be noted that 

all of the parameters correlate highly to each other except for parameter A (wall length & neutral axial 

depth to wall thickness ratio).  

 

Figure 6.4: Pairs plot comparing ultimate capacity to regression analysis parameters A, C, E, F 

and K 

Based on the outcome of the pairs plot, the ability of each of the included parameters (A, C, E, F and 

K) to individually capture the behaviour of the database walls with shear span ratios greater than or 

equal to 2.0 was assessed. The p-value output for each parameter of this analysis is shown in Table 

6.2 along with the output from R shown in Figure C.4 (Appendix C). The analysis results show that only 

parameters C (axial load ratio) and K (neutral axis depth to wall length ratio) are statistically significant 

(have p-values < 0.05) when individually predicting the ultimate rotation capacity of database walls. 

This outcome is supported by the observations made in Chapter 3 including a downward trend in 

database wall ultimate rotation capacity with axial load ratio and no trend in ultimate rotation capacity 
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with longitudinal reinforcement ratio, wall length to thickness ratio and transverse reinforcement ratio. 

The outcome is contrary to the Chapter 3 observation of the downward trend in ultimate rotation capacity 

with maximum shear stress and clarifies that there is no relationship between ultimate rotation capacity 

and shear span ratio. 

Table 6.2: Regression analysis results for parameters A, C, E, F and K when assessed on their 

ability to individually predict ultimate capacity 

Analysis Parameter 

Name 
Parameter p-value Rx 

 

Parameter A 

 

Wall length & neutral 

axis depth to 

thickness ratio 

ÖÜá
àx  0.0736 0.21 

 

Parameter C 

 

Axial Load Ratio 
N

Ahf′/
 0.00666 0.42 

 

Parameter E 

 

Longitudinal 

Reinforcement Ratio 

A+
t-l-

 0.0825 0.2 

 

Parameter F 

 

Transverse 

Reinforcement Ratio 

A+
t-s

 0.0841 0.2 

 

Parameter K 

 

Neutral axis depth to 

wall length ratio 

á
ÖÜ

 0.0101 0.39 

 

Parameter K (neutral axis depth to wall length ratio) was chosen as the critical parameter for ultimate 

rotation prediction as parameter K encompasses several parameters including parameter C (axial load 

ratio). Although in this analysis parameter C has a slightly lower p-value than parameter K, both are 

statistically significant. Furthermore, in cases outside this database the additional parameters 

encompassed by parameter K may have a greater influence than they do in the database tests and by 

using parameter K their influence will be captured.  

Parameter B, shear stress, is shown in Figure C.3 (Appendix C) to not have a significant influence on 

the drift capacity of walls within the database. However, shear stress had a large influence on the drift 

capacity of the walls in the database used by Abdullah and Wallace (2017) to develop Equation 6.3. As 

it may have a greater influence on the drift capacity of walls outside the database of this investigation, 

shear stress was chosen to be included in the modified capacity equation. For simplicity the same 

coefficient as the original imperial version of the equation was used.
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Using parameters K (neutral axis depth to wall length ratio) and B (shear stress) to collectively predict 

the ultimate drift capacity of database walls with shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0 produces 

Equation 6.6.  

θ0	(%) = 2.5 −
8
5
F
c
l-
J	−	

V0
8ff S/A/P

 …(6.6) 

 

The resulting comparison of experimental drift capacities to the drift capacities predicted by Equation 

6.6 are shown in Figure 6.5.  

  

 

Figure 6.5: Comparison of experimental ultimate rotation values to values predicted by 

Equation 6.6 for database walls with shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0 

 

The inclusion of parameter k (neutral axis depth to wall length ratio) appears to have corrected the 

downward trend with axial load ratio shown in Figure 6.1-Figure 6.3. No distinct trend can be seen 

between the ratios of experimental drift capacity to predicted drift capacity, and shear span ratio or axial 

load ratio. The average experimental to predicted capacity ratio value is optimised to 1.0, the standard 

deviation of ratio values is 0.2 and the multiple R squared is 0.41. 
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Simplifying Equation 6.6 produces Equation 6.7 and the results shown in Figure 6.6.  

θ0	(%) = 2.5 − 2.0 F
c
l-
J	−	

V0
8ff S/A/P

 …(6.7) 

 

  

 

 

Figure 6.6: Comparison of experimental ultimate rotation values to values predicted by 

Equation 6.7 for database walls with shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0 

 

Simplifying the equation increases the average and standard deviation experimental to predicted 

capacity ratio values to 1.1 and 0.21. However, there remains no trend between the ratios of 

experimental drift capacity to predicted drift capacity, and shear span ratio or axial load ratio.  

Using only parameter K (neutral axis depth to wall length ratio) to predict ultimate drift capacity of 

database walls with shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0 produces Equation 6.8 and the results 

in Figure 6.7.  

θ0	(%) = 2.5 − 1.7 F
c
l-
J …(6.8) 
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of experimental ultimate rotation values to values predicted by 

Equation 6.8 for database walls with shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0 

 

Using Equation 6.8 produced a negligible improvement when compared to Equation 6.6. The average 

experimental to predicted capacity ratio value using Equation 6.8 is optimised to 1.0, the standard 

deviation of ratio values is reduced to 0.19 however the multiple R squared value is 0.39 (Figure C.4e 

Appendix C). 

 

With parameter C (axial load ratio) and parameter K (neutral axis depth to wall length ratio) shown to 

reasonably predict capacity individually, an analysis of the effect of combining either parameter C or 

parameter K with the other parameters considered in the regression analysis (Table 6.1) was 

undertaken. The analysis showed that only the combinations of parameter C and K with parameter H 

(wall length to thickness ratio) produced statistically significant results.  

The combination of parameter C and parameter H produces Equation 6.9 with a multiple R squared 

value of 0.62, and p-values of 0.00055 and 0.019, respectively (Figure C.5 Appendix C).  

 

θ0	(%) = 3.9 − 3.85�
P

f S/Ah
Ä	− 0.16 F

l-
t-
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The combination of parameter K and parameter H produces Equation 6.10, a multiple R squared value 

of 0.58, and p-values of 0.0012 and 0.029, respectively (Figure C.6 Appendix C) 

θ0	(%) = 4.2 − 3.0 F
c
l-
J	− 0.16 F

l-
t-
J	 …(6.10) 

 

The results of comparing the experimental drift capacities of to the drift capacities predicted by Equation 

6.9 and 6.10 are shown in Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9. 

  

 
Figure 6.8:  Comparison of experimental ultimate rotation values to values predicted by 

Equation 6.9 for database walls with shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0 
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of experimental ultimate rotation values to values predicted by 

Equation 6.10 for database walls with shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0 

 

Overall Equations 6.9 and 6.10 produced the best results of the equations developed during the analysis 

as they have the largest multiple R squared values and lowest standard deviation of experimental to 

predicted capacity ratio values at 0.14. The equations appear to fit the data very well with the exception 

of unconservative ratio values shown at a shear span ratio of 2.0 and the unlikely condition of zero axial 

load.  

 

 Comparison with the current NZ guideline 

A comparison between the experimental ultimate rotation values and the ultimate rotation values 

produced from Equation 6.7 and 6.8, and the NZ guideline for database walls with shear span ratios 

greater than or equal to 2.0 are shown in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11.  
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Figure 6.10: Comparison of experimental ultimate rotation values to values predicted by the NZ 

guideline and Equation 6.7 

 

 

  

 
Figure 6.11: Comparison of experimental ultimate rotation values to values predicted by the NZ 

guideline and Equation 6.8 

 

Equation 6.7 and 6.8 were calibrated to the ultimate rotation values of database walls with shear span 

ratios greater than or equal to 2.0.  Consequently, the experimental to predicted ultimate rotation ratio 

values estimated by Equation 6.7 and 6.8 sit below the ratio values predicted by the NZ guideline for 

each wall. The results produced by Equation 6.7, Equation 6.8 and the NZ guideline all appear to follow 

the same trend of being slightly less conservative at high and low axial load ratio values and more 

conservative for walls with moderate axial load ratios.
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A comparison between the experimental ultimate rotation values and the ultimate rotation values 

produced from Equations 6.9 and 6.10, and the NZ guideline for database walls with shear span ratios 

greater than or equal to 2.0 are shown in Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13. 

 

 

  

 
 

Figure 6.12: Comparison of experimental ultimate rotation values to values predicted by the NZ 

guideline and Equation 6.9  
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Figure 6.13: Comparison of experimental ultimate rotations to values predicted by the NZ 

guideline and Equation 6.10 

 

Equation 6.9 and 6.10 were also calibrated to the database therefore the experimental to predicted 

ultimate rotation ratio values sit below the ratio values predicted by the NZ guideline for all walls, except 

for the wall with the greatest shear span ratio (6). For the wall with the greatest shear span ratio, 

Equation 6.9 and Equation 6.10 produce ratio values that are 7.4% and 2.4% larger than the ratio values 

produced by the NZ guideline. Both Equations 6.9 and 6.10 appear to be unconservative for walls with 

axial load ratios of 0.0. Equation 6.10 also appears to be potentially slightly unconservative at very high 

values of axial load.  

Overall, as expected Equations 6.7-6.10 produce significantly more accurate predictions of ultimate 

rotation capacity for older reinforced concrete walls compared the predictions of ultimate rotation 

capacity by the NZ guideline. If an equation were to be adopted into the NZ guideline for calculating 

flexure wall ultimate rotation, based on the results of this investigation, it would be recommended to use 

Equation 6.10. Although Equation 6.9 has a higher multiple R squared value and Equation 6.10 appears 

slightly unconservative at extreme axial load ratio values, capturing the effect of the additional 

parameters the neutral axis depth to wall length parameter encompasses may be of great benefit.  
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6.2 Curvature capacity prediction 

6.2.1 Curvature ductility limit models 

Several models and limits have been developed for the prediction of wall curvature ductility capacity. 

The three considered in this investigation include the limits by NZS 3101:2006, Dhakal and 

Fenwick (2008) and Shegay et al. (2017). 

 

NZS 3101:2006 

NZS 3101:2006 limits the deformation of flexural members through the use of a curvature ductility limit: 

Kä = 	
φ0
φ%

 …(6.11) 

 

This curvature ductility limit allows for the type of member, the form of plastic region (unidirectional, 

reversing) and is commensurate with the level of detailing in the plastic hinge region. However, given 

that the detailing of the plastic hinge is designed to the NZS 3101:2006 criteria corresponding to its 

classification (nominally ductile, limited ductile or ductile), there can be a high level of confidence that 

the required curvature ductility limit will not be exceeded. The NZS 3101:2006 curvature ductility limit 

values were derived primarily from the work done by Dhakal and Fenwick (2008), and the value of yield 

curvature, φy, substituted into curvature ductility is calculated using the approximation by Priestley and 

Kowalsky (2000), Equation 6.12. 

φ% = 	
2f%
E+l-

 …(6.12) 

             Where f% is taken as no greater than 425 MPa.  

 

 

Dhakal and Fenwick (2008) 

Dhakal and Fenwick (2008) proposed design curvature limits based on the test results of 19 beams, 16 

columns and 27 walls. Of the 19 beams, 16 columns and 27 walls included, all 19 beams were classified 

as ductile, 7 columns were limited ductile, 9 columns were ductile, 20 walls were thin and singly-

reinforced and 7 walls were ductile with two layers of reinforcement. The maximum ultimate limit state 

curvature was taken as: 

φ?@A = 	KäK%φ% …(6.13) 

 

Where φ% was given by Equation 6.12 without the limit on reinforcement strength, and K% is the factor 

allowing for reinforcement grade given by Equation 6.14.
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k% = ã

		1													for		f% 	≤ 425	MPa
	

425
f%

							for	f% 	≥ 425	MPa
 …(6.14) 

 

The experimental ultimate curvatures for each test were calculated using the force-displacement plots 

and the methodology outlined in Dhakal and Fenwick (2008). For the wall tests, the plastic hinge length 

used was taken as the lesser of either Lw/2 or 0.15M/V, where Lw is the length of the wall.  

From the experimental tests, the average, standard deviation and lower characteristic values of ultimate 

curvature were presented in terms of Ky for each element type (beams, columns, walls) and 

corresponding plastic region ductility (nominally ductile, limited ductile, ductile). From the lower 

characteristic values of ultimate curvature, curvature limit values were calculated and suitably rounded. 

Based on these curvature limit values, values of curvature ductility (Kd) were recommended for each 

type of element (beams, columns, walls) and corresponding plastic region ductility classification 

(nominally ductile, limited ductile and ductile). For nominally ductile beams and walls, permissible 

concrete and reinforcement strains were presented rather than Kd values. This was because none of 

the 98 tests reviewed for the investigation contained detailing that could be categorised as nominally 

ductile, therefore the values presented were based on engineering judgement.  At the time of publication 

a research project had commenced at the University of Canterbury to address the gap in knowledge 

around the behaviour of nominally ductile plastic hinge regions.  

 

Shegay et al. (2017)  

Shegay et al. (2017) carried out a study to investigate the effect of axial load on the seismic response 

of planar walls. The tests series included in the study were undertaken by Shegay et al. (2017), Su and 

Wong (2007), Alarcon et al. (2014) and Zhang and Wang (2000). Collectively the test series contained 

walls ranging from ductile to non-ductile according to NZS 3101:2006 and all varied axial load ratio as 

their primary parameter.  

The experimental plastic rotations and ultimate curvatures of the walls were compared to the plastic 

rotation capacity values from ASCE 41-13 Table 10-19 (Table 2.1), the average ultimate curvature value 

achieved by ductile walls in the study by Dhakal and Fenwick (2008) and the NZS 3101:2006 curvature 

ductility limit for ductile walls.  

The experimental plastic rotations and ultimate curvatures of the test series walls were computed from 

the measured values of the ultimate displacement using Equations 6.15 & 6.16, assuming a plastic 

hinge length, Lp, of 0.5Lw (where Lw is the wall length) and idealising rotation to occur at a single point 

located Lp/2 above the point of maximum moment.  
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φ0 = 	
θC
LC
+ φ% …(6.15) 

     Where: θC = 	
δ0 − δ%

H9ww −
LC
2

 …(6.16) 

 

Yield displacement was calculated by double integrating the estimate of yield curvature given in 

Equation 6.12 over the effective height of the wall, with the value of fy limited to 425MPa. The curvature 

and curvature ductility values by Dhakal and Fenwick (2008), and NZS 3101:2006 were translated to 

plastic rotation by substituting Equation 6.12 into Equation 6.15, assuming Lp = 0.5Lw to produce: 

 

θC = 	 (Kä − 1)
f%
E+

 …(6.17) 

 

The results of the study showed that all data points fell below the average plastic rotation value for 

ductile walls reported by Dhakal and Fenwick (2008) and all data points sat above the ASCE 41-13 

plastic rotation capacity values for walls without boundary elements. With the exception of two test 

specimens (A10 & C10) by Shegay et al. (2017) which were designed according to NZS 3101:2006 

(Amendment 2) and NZS 3101:2006 (Amendment 3), all other data points fell below the NZS 3101:2006 

plastic rotation limit for ductile walls.  

A linear trendline was fitted through the data between the realistic axial load ratio range of 0.1 to 0.35. 

The resulting equation is given below:  

θC = 0.004 − 0.009�
P

Ahf′/
Ä …(6.18) 

 

Assuming a plastic hinge length of 0.5Lw and yield curvature calculated using Equation 6.12, Equation 

6.18 can be expressed as a curvature ductility approximately by: 

Kä = 	
φ0
φ%

= 20 − 50�
P

Ahf′/
Ä …(6.19) 
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6.2.2 Evaluation of NZS 3101:2006, Dhakal and Fenwick (2008) and Shegay et al. (2017) 

models 

The procedure used by Shegay et al. (2017) described previously was carried out for the walls in the 

database of this investigation with shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0, except that all three 

plastic hinge length models listed in Table 6.3 were used.  

 

Table 6.3: Plastic hinge length models 

Model Equation 

Priestley et al. (2007):  

(used in the current NZ guideline) 

LC = kH9 + 0.1L- + 0.022dIf% 

k = 0.2 �
f0
f%
− 1Ä 	≤ 0.08 

Chan (1955): LC = 0.5L- 

ACI-ASCE (1968): LC = 0.4L- + 0.1H- 

 

 

The experimental plastic rotation and curvature ductility values calculated were compared to the NZS 

3101:2006 curvature ductility limits for nominally ductile and limited ductile walls, as well as the 

curvature ductility limit recommended by Dhakal and Fenwick (2008) for limited ductile walls and the 

curvature ductility and plastic rotation limits recommended by Shegay et  al. (2017). The experimental 

plastic rotation and curvature ductility values calculated using the plastic hinge length model by Priestley 

et al. (2007) are labelled θp(1) and kd(1), Chan (1955) θp(2) and kd(2) and ACI-ASCE (1968) θp(3) and kd(3). 

The results of the comparison are depicted in Figure 6.14. 
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a) Priestley et al. (2007) – current NZ guideline plastic hinge length 

  
b) Chan (1955) 

  
c) ACI-ASCE (1968) 

 

Figure 6.14: Comparison of experimental plastic rotations and Kd values to limits by Dhakal 

and Fenwick (2008) and NZS 3101:2006
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As shown in Figure 6.14, the limits by NZS 3101:2006 and Dhakal and Fenwick (2008) appear 

conservaitve at low values of axial load ratio and unconservative at high values of axial load ratio. The 

equations by Shegay et al. (2017) conversely appear unconservative at low values of axial load ratio 

and conservative at high values of axial load ratio.   

The values of plastic rotation shown in Figure 6.14 have a much larger spread when plotted against 

axial load ratio compared to the values of Kd (1,2 & 3) plotted against axial load ratio. There appears to be 

a strong trend between the experimental values of Kd (1,2 & 3) and axial load ratio, Kd (1,2 & 3) values 

decreasing as axial load ratio increases.  

The incorporation of a curvature ductility limit in the NZ guideline would align the guideline with 

NZS 3101:2006. For this reason, it was concluded that pursuing a curvature ducitlity limit rather than 

an equation for plastic rotation would be more practical.  

 

6.2.3 Regression analysis and equation development 

To further investigate which parameters have a significant influence on the curvature ductility of the 

database walls and to generate an improved prediction equation, a regression analysis was carried out.  

The regression analysis was undertaken using the statistical software R (Ihaka & Gentleman, 2017) on 

the experimental Kd (1,2&3) values and the parameters listed in Table 6.1.  

The pairs plots, shown in Appendix C, indicate that parameter K (neutral axis depth to wall length ratio), 

parameter C (axial load ratio) and parameter E (longitudinal reinforcement ratio) have the strongest 

relationship with the experimental values of Kd (1,2 & 3). The pairs plot also shows parameters K, C and E 

are all strongly correlated to eachother meaning they potentially decribe the same behaviour and 

therefore cannot be used together. When assessing the ability of each of the three parameters to 

individually predict the experimental Kd (1,2 & 3) values, each of the parameters produced statistically 

significant results, as shown in Table 6.4, with parameter K producing the best fit. This result is 

supported by the observations made in Chapter 3 where the downward trend in database wall ultimate 

capacity with axial load ratio was identified. However, the result is contrary to the observation of a 

downward trend in ultimate capacity with maximum shear stress. 

Table 6.4: Regression analysis results for parameters C, E and K 

 Plastic hinge length model: 

 1 2 3 

 p-value R
2
 p-value R

2
 p-value R

2
 

Parameter C 9.24 x 10-5 0.68 7.86 x 10-5 0.68 1.88 x 10-4 0.64 

Parameter E 8.29 x 10-5 0.68 3.11 x 10-4 0.62 9.44 x 10-4 0.55 

Parameter K 2.87 x 10-5 0.72 3.33 x 10-5 0.72 1.04 x 10-4 0.67 

 

Plastic hinge length models: 1) Priestley et al. (2007), 2) Chan (1955), 3) ACI-ASCE (1968)
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An analysis of the effect of combining parameters C, E and K with the other parameters listed in Table 

6.1 to predict Kd (1,2 & 3) values was carried out. The results of this analysis showed that introducing a 

second parameter did not improve the equation compared to using only parameter K. Either, one of the 

parameters was not statisitcally significant (had a p-value > 0.05, therefore did not explain the 

behaviour) or the multiple R squared value did not improve (the second parameter did not improve the 

fit of the equation).  

Based on the regression analysis results, Parameter K was chosen as the critical parameter. Parameter 

K emcompasses both parameters C and E, and advantageously with future research it could potentially 

be used for walls of all shapes.   

 

Figure 6.15 shows the experimental Kd (1,2 & 3) values of the database walls plotted against c/lw 

(parameter K). An equation corresponding to a proposed curvature ductility limit has been plotted on 

each graph, for each plastic hinge length model. These proposed curvature ductility limit equations are 

also listed below (Equations 6.20-6.22), where lw is the wall length.  

 

Proposed equation (1): 

for plastic hinge length model Priestley et al. (2007) 
Kä(å) = 15 − 20F

c
l-
J …(6.20) 

Proposed equation (2):  

for plastic hinge length model Chan (1955) 
Kä(x) = 11 − 12.5 F

c
l-
J …(6.21) 

Proposed equation (3):  

for plastic hinge length model ACI-ASCE (1968) 
Kä(ç) = 9 − 10F

c
l-
J …(6.22) 
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a) Priestley et al. (2007) – current NZ guideline plastic hinge model 

  

b) Chan (1955) c) ACI-ASCE (1968) 

 

Figure 6.15: Comparison of experimental curvature ductility values to the proposed curvature 

ductility limits  

As demonstrated in Table 6.4, there is a strong relationship between parameter K (c/lw) and the 

experimental Kd (1,2 & 3) values of the database walls. The experimental Kd (1,2 & 3) values fall in a relatively 

linear line when plotted against parameter K, decreasing as parameter K increases. The database wall 

shown to achieve the highest experimental Kd(1,2 & 3) value for all plastic hinge length models is 

Lu et al. (2017) C1 with a corresonding axial load ratio of 4%. Conversely, the database walls shown to 

achieve the lowest experimental Kd(1,2 & 3) value for all plastic hinge length models are Su and Wong 

(2006) W2 and W3 with corresponding axial load ratios of 50%. The proposed Kd(1,2 & 3) equations 

(Equations 6.20-6.22) all appear to fit the database walls well with datapoints sitting close to the line for 

all parameter K values. 
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Figure 6.16 shows a comparison between the experimental curvature, φcap (1,2 & 3) values of the database 

walls and the curvature values predicted using the current NZ guideline and the proposed Kd (1,2 & 3), 

equations 1-3 (Equations 6.20-6.22).  The experimental curvature, φcap (1,2 & 3) values were calculated 

using plastic hinge models (1) Priestley et al. (2007), (2) Chan (1955) and (3) ACI-ASCE (1968).  

 

   

  
a) Priestley et al. (2007) – current NZ guideline plastic hinge model 

  
b) Chan (1955) 

  
c) ACI – ASCE (1968) 

Figure 6.16: Comparison of experimental ultimate curvature values to the values predicted by 

the current NZ guideline and proposed equations 1-3 (Equations 6.20-6.22)
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When compared to the NZ guideline, proposed equations 1-3 (Equations 6.20-6.22) produce 

significantly improved results with the majority of predicted curvature values sitting below their 

corresponding NZ guideline values. As intended, the proposed equations (1-3) produced slightly 

conservative average experimental to predicted capacity ratio values of 1.47, 1.37 and 1.30, 

respectively, and standard deviation values of 0.43, 0.31 and 0.33, respectively. The curvature values 

predicted by proposed equations 2 and 3 (Equations 6.21 & 6.22) appear to trend slightly downward 

with increasing axial load ratio whereas the curvature values predicted by equation 1 (Equation 6.20) 

appear to increase with increasing axial load ratio. This conservatism in equation 1 is considered 

preferable due the susceptibility of walls with high axial load ratio to brittle failure. This trend therefore 

makes proposed equation 1 the preferred equation for limiting curvature.  

Figure 6.17 shown below is an enlarged version of Figure 6.15a with the critical and outlier points of 

proposed equation 1 (Equation 6.20) identified. 

 

1) Lu et al. (2017) C1 2) Lu et al. (2017) C3 

3) Hube et al. (2014) W4 4) Alarcon et al. (2014) W2 

5) Su and Wong (2007) W1 6) Alarcon et al. (2014) W3 

7) Su and Wong (2007) W2 8) Su and Wong (2007) W3 

 

Figure 6.17: Comparison of experimental ultimate curvature values to proposed equation 1 

(Equation 6.20) with wall specimens identified 

 

Lu et al. (2017) C1 and C3 represented in Figure 6.17 by data points 1 and 2 were both lightly reinforced 

(with longitudinal reinforcement ratios of 0.53%) and had low axial load ratios (3.5%). The difference 

between the specimens was that C1 had a shear span ratio of 2.0 while C3 had a shear span ratio of  
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6.0. Failure of C1 and C3 was controlled by the buckling and subsequent fracture of the longitudinal 

reinforcement. 

Data points 3, 4 and 6 represent wall specimens Hube at al. (2014) W4 and Alarcon et al. (2014) W2 

and W3 which were designed based on critical walls from the 2010 Chile earthquake. The longitudinal 

reinforcement ratio of these specimens was approximately 1.3% (W4 had a wall thickness 75% that of 

W2 and W3) and the axial load ratios applied were 15%, 25% and 35%, respectively. All three 

specimens exhibited through-the-thickness failure.  

Su and Wong W1, W2 and W3 represented by data points 5, 7 and 8 had the same geometry and 

longitudinal reinforcement ratio (1.96%). The transverse reinforcement ratio of W1 and W2 was 0.5% 

while the ratio was approximately 1.1% in W3. Specimens W2 and W3 with large axial load ratios of 

50% both exhibited brittle out-of-plane failure (possibly through-the thickness). Specimen W1 with an 

axial load ratio of 25% exhibited a more ductile flexural failure.  

Figure 6.17 highlights that proposed equation 1 (Equation 6.20) provides a conservative curvature 

ductility limit for the walls in the database with shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0, including 

those that exhibited brittle through-the-thickness failure. Based on the results of this investigation, it is 

recommended to use proposed equation 1 (Equation 6.20) in the NZ guideline when assessing the 

deformation capacity of walls with shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0. 

   

An approximation for determining the neutral axis depth to wall length ratio for rectangular walls was 

presented in Lu (2017), as shown below.  

c
l-
= 	

nf′/ + ρjf%
αåβåf′/ + 2ρjf%

 …(6.23) 

             Where: n = the axial load ratio of the wall 

 f% = the probable yield strength of the longitudinal reinforcement 

 ρj = the longitudinal reinforcement ratio calculated in accordance with 

NZS 3101:2006 

 αå = 0.85 for concrete strengths, z′{	up to and including 55 MPa 

For strengths, z′{,	above 55 MPa, αå should be taken as: 

 αå = 	0.85 − 0.004(f′/ − 55)	≥	0.75 

 βå = 0.85 for concrete strengths, z′{	up to and including 30 MPa  

For strengths, z′{,	above 30 MPa, βå should be taken as:  

βå = 	0.85 − 0.008(f′/ − 30)	≥	0.65 
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A comparison between the neutral axis depths approximated by Equation 6.23 and the neutral axis 

depths determined using moment curvature analysis for all database walls is shown below in Figure 

6.18. The equation by Lu (2017) can be seen to generate reasonably accurate predictions of neutral 

axis depth for database walls with shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0. The single outlier point 

in Figure 6.18a is specimen Chin (2012) 1:4 column.  

  

a) All database walls b) Database walls with shear span ratios 

greater than or equal to 2.0 

 

Figure 6.18: Comparison of neutral axis depths approximated by Equation 6.23 to neutral axis 

depths calculated using moment curvature analysis for all database walls 

 

As a simple calculation, the equation provides an appealing alternative to undertaking a moment-

curvature analysis for rectangular walls. For this reason, it is recommended to incorporate this equation 

into the NZ guideline.   
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6.2.4 Equation comparison to previous guidelines – NZSEE (2006) ‘Assessment and 

Improvement of the Structural Performance of Buildings in Earthquakes’ 

The New Zealand Society for Earthquake Engineering (NZSEE) 2006 guideline ‘Assessment and 

Improvement of the Structural Performance of Buildings in Earthquakes’ (NZSEE, 2006) proposed c/lw 

at a maximum concrete strain of 0.004 as an appropriate measure of the curvature ductility (Kd) capacity 

of a wall section. c/lw was limited depending on ductility by the formula given below: 

c
l-
≤ 0.3 −	

µ+ä
27  …(6.24) 

Where µ+ä is the displacement ductility demand on the wall system 

If Equation 6.24 were satisfied, it was assumed that the curvature ductility demand on the wall section 

could be met and no confinement of the concrete in the compressed boundary region of the wall was 

necessary. 

The Equation 6.24 check is used in the guideline for assessment but it was intended for design 

applications. Therefore, it is not viable to accurately reverse calculate the deformation capacity of the 

database walls. However, out of interest the equation was reversed to see how the resulting Kd values 

compared to the experimental values and proposed equations (1-3) (Equations 6.20-6.22). The Kd 

values were calculated using Equations 6.25-6.30 listed below. 

µ+ä =	
δ0
δ%
= 	27 F0.3 −	

c
l-
J …(6.25) 

     Where: δ% = 	φ%
H9wwx

3  …(6.26) 

 φ% = 	
2f%
E+l-

 where f% is taken as no greater than 425 MPa        …(6.27) 

 φ0 = 	
θC
LC
+ φ% …(6.28) 

 θC = 	
δ0 − δ%

H9ww −
LC
2

 …(6.29) 

 Kä = 	
φ0
φ%

 …(6.30) 

The c/lw value of a selection of database walls were either greater than 0.3 or close to 0.3 which meant 

either the displacement ductility was negative or very small. If it were very small, often the yield 

displacement exceeded the calculated ultimate displacement resulting in a negative value of curvature 

ductility (Kd (1,2 & 3)). The negative Kd (1,2 & 3) values that resulted are shown as zero in  

Figure 6.19. 
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a) Priestley et al. (2007) – current NZ guideline plastic hinge model 

  

b) Chan (1955) c) ACI-ASCE (1968) 

 

Figure 6.19: Comparison of the NZSEE (2006) limiting equation to experimental curvature 

ductility values 

As shown in Figure 6.19, where valid (positive) Kd (1,2 & 3) values are produced by Equation 6.24, the 

values underestimate curvature ductility in 83% of cases for all three plastic hinge length models. Within 

the 83% of cases, the valid Kd (1,2&3) values underestimate curvature ductility on average by 

approximately 98%, 91% and 88% for plastic hinge length models Priestley et al. (2007), Chan (1955) 

and ACI-ASCE 1968), respectively. The remaining 17% of valid cases are overestimated by 14%, 14% 

and 13.5% for plastic hinge length models Priestley et al. (2007), Chan (1955) and ACI-ASCE 1968), 

respectively. 
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6.3 Conclusions 

The ultimate drift prediction equation presented by Abdullah and Wallace (2017) for slender reinforced 

concrete walls with special boundary elements yielded unconservative results when applied to database 

walls with shear span ratios greater than 2.0, with all points falling below a ratio value of 1.0 (Figure 

6.1). Optimising the intercept and coefficients of the equation to better fit the ultimate rotation values of 

the database walls improved results however there was a distinct downward trend in experimental to 

predicted capacity ratio values with axial load ratio and the predicted ultimate rotation values appeared 

to all average out to approximately 2.0%. This suggested the differences between the walls were not 

being identified and the parameters did not wholly capture the behaviour of the walls.  

A linear regression analysis indicated ultimate rotation capacity of the database walls with shear span 

ratios greater than or equal to 2.0 to be primarily a function of axial load ratio and the ratio of neutral 

axis depth to wall length. Equations developed as a combination of axial load ratio and wall length to 

thickness ratio (Equation 6.9), and the ratios of neutral axis depth to wall length and wall length to 

thickness (Equation 6.10) produced the best ultimate rotation prediction results (Figure 6.8 and Figure 

6.9). The average experimental to predicted capacity values of these equations were optimised to 1.0 

with a standard deviation of 0.14 and had corresponding multiple R squared values of 0.62 and 0.58, 

respectively. If an ultimate rotation capacity equation were to be incorporated into the NZ guideline, 

based on the results of this investigation, it would be recommended to use Equation 6.10. Although 

Equation 6.9 incorporating axial load ratio generated a better multiple R squared value, the neutral axis 

depth to wall length parameter encompasses several parameters including axial load ratio and in cases 

outside this database the additional parameters may have a greater influence than they do in the 

database tests and by using this parameter their influence will be captured.  

Experimental values of plastic rotation and curvature ductility were calculated for database walls with 

shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0 using plastic hinge length models by 

Priestley et al. (2007), Chan (1955) and ACI-ASCE (1968). These experimental values were compared 

to the plastic rotation and curvature ductility equations proposed by Shegay et al. (2017), the NZS 

3101:2006 curvature ductility limits for nominally ductile and limited ductile walls, as well as the 

curvature ductility limit recommended by Dhakal and Fenwick (2008) for limited ductile walls. The 

comparison indicated the limits by NZS 3101:2006 and Dhakal and Fenwick (2008) to be conservaitve 

at low values of axial load ratio and unconservative at high values of axial load ratio. The equations by 

Shegay et al. (2017) conversely appeared unconservative at low values of axial load ratio and 

conservative at high values of axial load ratio.  

A regression analysis carried out on the experimental curvature ductility values of the database walls 

indicated the ratio of neutral axis depth to wall length, axial load ratio and longitudinal reinforcement 

ratio to be the most significant parameters for predicting wall performance. The ratio of neutral axis 

depth to wall length was chosen as the critical parameter as it emcompasses the alternative significant 

predictor parameters, and advantageouly with further research it could be used for walls of all shapes. 
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Three curvature ductility limit equations were proposed for plastic hinge length models Priestley et 

al. (2007), Chan (1955) and ACI-ASCE (1968) using the neutral axis depth to wall length parameter. 

These three equations yielded significantly improved curvature values when compared to the values 

predicted using the current NZ guideline (Figure 6.16). The equation developed using the plastic hinge 

model by Priestley et al. (2007) (Equation 6.20) appeared to output arguably the best results as the 

curvature values predicted became more conservative with increasing axial load ratio, contrary to the 

other equations. This conservatism is considered preferable due the susceptibility of walls with high 

axial load ratios to brittle failure. Based on the results of this investigation and in conjunction with the 

fact that the use of a curvature ductility limit would align the NZ guideline with NZS 3101:2006, it is 

recommended to use Equation 6.20 in the NZ guideline when assessing the deformation capacity of 

walls with shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0. Since the Priestley et al. (2007) plastic hinge 

length equation is already included in the NZ guideline, adoption of this equation simplifies any updates 

made and maintains the alignment of the unconfined structural wall section with the rest of the NZ 

guideline.  

The approximation of neutral axis depth to wall length (Equation 6.23) presented by Lu (2017) was 

found to generate reasonably accurate predictions of neutral axis depth for database walls with shear 

span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0. As a simple alternative to undertaking a moment-curvature 

analysis for rectangular walls, it is also recommended to incorporate this equation into the NZ guideline.   
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Chapter 7  

Parametric analysis using numerical modelling 

 

 

The regression analysis (Section 6.2.3) undertaken for database walls with shear span ratios greater 

than or equal to 2.0 to produce proposed curvature ductility limit equation 1 (Equation 6.20) indicated 

that parameters neutral axis depth to wall length ratio, axial load ratio and longitudinal reinforcement 

ratio have the strongest relationship with the experimental values of cuvature ductility (Kd). In order to 

verify the trends found in the experimental Kd values of the wall database and therefore the proposed 

curvature ductility limit equation (Equation 6.20), a parametric analysis was undertaken using two 

dimensional non-linear finite element software Vector2 (VecTor Analysis Group, 2012). A base wall was 

designed using minimum NZS 3101:2006 (Amendment 3) requirements for nominally ductile walls. 

Using the base wall, parameters axial load ratio, the ratio of vertical transverse reinforcement spacing 

to longitudinal bar diameter (s/db), transverse reinforcement ratio and longitudinal reinforcement ratio 

were varied to determine their comparative effect on wall deformation capacity. The parameters were 

firstly varied individually to isolate their effect on wall deformation capacity. Once the effect of each 

individual parameter was captured, the parameters were varied collectively.  

The majority walls analysed were considered nominally ductile by NZS 3101: 2006 (Amendment 3) with 

parameter values increasing segmentally from minimum base wall values but not meeting limited ductile 

requirements.  Limited ductile walls were not considered in this analysis as walls meeting NZS 3101: 

2006 (Amendment 3) limited ductile detailing requirements would likely be considered confined by the 

NZ guideline and therefore would be outside the scope of this investigation.  

The model used in the analysis was developed by Lu (2017) for lightly reinforced concrete walls which 

failed due to the buckling and subsequent fracture of the longitudinal reinforcement. This means that 

when the models are applied to alternative wall arrangements, the individual deformation values 

produced cannot be relied on to be accurate. However, comparisons between the tests show the effect 

of varying parameters and collectively they therefore provide reliable trends.  

The model used in the analysis was applied to walls with shear span ratios of 2.0 and 6.0 therefore 

producing results representative of the upper and lower limits of the walls under investigation in the 

database. The parameters varied in the analysis were also only varied to upper and lower values found 

in the database.
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7.1 Base wall geometry 

The base wall used in this analysis had the same basic design as the wall used to develop the models. 

The walls were identical in size and shape with the same longitudinal reinforcement arrangement except 

the base wall had larger longitudinal bars to meet nominally ductile requirements. The transverse 

reinforcement of the base wall and the wall used to develop the models were both arranged as one 

hoop of the same diameter however the spacing of the base wall transverse bars was slightly larger to 

align the base wall closer to minimum nominally ductile requirements.  

  

a) Original wall geometry used by 

Lu (2017) 

b) Modified base wall geometry 

Figure 7.1: Comparison of wall geometry - original & modified 

 

 

7.2 VecTor2 model 

The VecTor2 model developed by Lu (2017) was compared against the experimental results of six walls 

tests to determine their suitability for lightly reinforced concrete walls. Figure 7.2 shows a comparison 

between the model and the two original walls that were subsequently modified for this investigation. 

  

a) Shear span ratio of 2.0 (C1) b) Shear span ratio of 6.0 (C3) 

Figure 7.2: Comparison of moment-displacement responses for walls C1 & C3 (Lu et al. (2017) 

Authorised reprint from Journal of Structural Engineering, 143(5) with permission from ASCE
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Overall the VecTor2 model appeared to capture the measured response of the test walls reasonably 

well. The cyclic hysteresis response appears to match reasonably closely and the strength and stiffness 

of the walls were accurately calculated for most lateral drift cycles. Further information on model 

development and verification can be found in Lu (2017).  

Figure 7.3 shows elevations of the two modified walls used in this investigation from VecTor2. 

 
a) Shear span ratio of 2.0  

 

 
b) Shear span ratio of 6.0  

Figure 7.3: Illustration of VecTor2 model (modified from Lu (2017))
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7.3 Analysis methodology 

As the parameters indicated by the regression analysis (Section 6.2.3) to have the strongest relationship 

with the experimental Kd values, neutral axis depth to wall length ratio, axial load ratio and longitudinal 

reinforcement ratio were included in this analysis. The axial load ratio applied to the wall ranged from 

3.5% to 30%. The longitudinal reinforcement ratio of the wall ranged from 0.7% (D12) to 1.2% (D16) 

with the models run at axial load ratios of 10%, 20% and 30%. Parameters vertical transverse 

reinforcement spacing to longitudinal bar diameter ratio and transverse reinforcement ratio were also 

included in the analysis. The ratio of vertical transverse reinforcement spacing to longitudinal bar 

diameter was varied by changing the spacing of transverse reinforcement between 160mm and 80mm 

(corresponding to transverse reinforcement ratios of approximately 0.2% and 0.5%). The transverse 

reinforcement ratio was varied by increasing the transverse reinforcing bar diameter from D6 to D12 

(corresponding to transverse reinforcement ratios of approximately 0.2% and 0.9%). The transverse 

reinforcement ratio was varied by both the transverse reinforcement spacing and bar diameter due to 

the experimental results of specimen W3 by Su and Wong (2007). The amount of transverse 

reinforcement was doubled in specimen W3 compared to the previous test W2 but the spacing of the 

reinforcement was kept constant. Increasing the transverse reinforcement this way was shown to have 

no effect on the wall capacity. Therefore in order to fully capture the effect of changing the amount of 

transverse reinforcement in this analysis, the two variables spacing and bar diameter were changed 

individually. The parameters vertical transverse reinforcement spacing to longitudinal bar diameter and 

transverse reinforcement ratio were also varied at axial load ratios of 10%, 20% and 30%. With the 

effect of all individual parameters on curvature capacity captured, the effect of increasing axial load 

ratio, longitudinal reinforcement ratio and transverse reinforcement ratio (by increasing transverse bar 

diameter) simultaneously was assessed and reported as changing the neutral axis depth to wall length 

ratio (c/lw). When applied collectively, the axial load ratio ranged from 3.5% to 30%, the longitudinal 

reinforcement ratio ranged between 0.7% (D12) to 1.9% (D20) and the transverse reinforcement ratio 

ranged between 0.2% (D6) and 0.9% (D12). The maximum shear stress corresponding to each test 

was also collected.    

Ultimate conditions were assumed to occur during the tests when the concrete reached a strain of 0.004 

or the longitudinal reinforcement reached a strain of 0.03, whichever occurred first. When the wall 

analysed reached ultimate conditions, the curvature capacity was calculated by firstly approximating 

the plastic hinge length as the height of the mesh coordinate closest to the plastic hinge length as 

determine by Equations 7.1 and 7.2 (the Priestley et al. (2007) plastic hinge length model used in the 

current NZ guideline): 

LC = kH9 + 0.1L- + 0.022dIf% …(7.1) 

             Where: k = 0.2 �
f0
f%
− 1Ä 	≤ 0.08 …(7.2) 
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The value of rotation at this point was calculated by dividing the difference in vertical displacement at 

the wall ends by the length of the wall. The curvature capacity of the walls was calculated as this rotation 

value divided by the approximated plastic hinge length. Curvature ductility was calculated as the 

curvature capacity of the wall divided by the yield curvature of the wall as determined by Equation 6.11 

in accordance with the NZS 3101:2006. 

The only tests that did not meet NZS 3101: 2006 (Amendment 3) nominally ductile requirements were 

those carried out at an axial load ratio of 30% and those carried out on the wall with a shear span ratio 

of 6.0 at an axial load ratio above 20% as the criteria limiting the wall height to thickness ratio to prevent 

buckling of walls was exceeded.  

 

7.4 Analysis results 

The effect of varying parameters axial load ratio, the ratio of vertical transverse reinforcement spacing 

to longitudinal bar diameter, transverse reinforcement ratio and longitudinal reinforcement ratio on the 

ultimate curvature capacity of the analysis wall with shear span ratios of 2.0 and 6.0 are summarised 

below. 

 

7.4.1 Axial load ratio 

Table 7.1: Results of solely varying axial load ratio on the analysis wall with shear span ratios 

of 2.0 and 6.0 

 Wall Shear Span Ratio 

 2.0 6.0 

Axial Load Ratio Φcap Kd c Φcap Kd c 

3.5% 9.7 4.5 149.3 13.9 6.5 165.4 

5% 8.9 4.1 167.5 12.5 5.9 197.0 

10% 6.5 3.0 247.8 8.2 3.8 254.5 

15% 5.1 2.4 350.4 7.1 3.3 337.5 

20% 4.5 2.1 448.5 5.5 2.6 438.8 

25% 4.3 2.0 553.7 4.9 2.3 545.1 

30% 3.6 1.7 658.7 4.2 2.0 651.8 
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a) Shear span ratio of 2.0 b) Shear span ratio of 6.0 

Figure 7.4: Results of solely varying axial load on the curvature ductility (Kd) of the analysis 

wall with shear span ratios of 2.0 and 6.0 

 

Axial load ratio appears to have a significant effect on the curvature ductility of the analysis wall for both 

shear span ratios of 2.0 and 6.0. As depicted in Figure 7.4, values of curvature ductility trend downward 

with increasing axial load ratio. The relationship between curvature ductility and axial load ratio appears 

to be non-linear for both shear span ratios, with the gradient of both curves larger at low values of axial 

load ratio and gradually decreasing as axial load ratio increases. For all axial load ratio values, the 

corresponding values of curvature ductility were larger for the analysis wall with a shear span ratio of 

6.0 compared to the analysis wall with a shear span ratio of 2.0. However, the curvature ductility values 

for the two walls converge as axial load ratio increases resulting in similar values at high axial load 

ratios. 
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7.4.2 Transverse reinforcement ratio varied via spacing and bar diameter 

Table 7.2: Results of solely varying the vertical transverse reinforcement spacing on the 

analysis wall with shear span ratios of 2.0 and 6.0 

  Wall Shear Span Ratio 

  2.0 6.0 

Axial Load 

Ratio 

Vertical 

spacing 

(mm) 

Φcap Kd c Φcap Kd c 

10% 

160 6.5 
 

3.0 247.8 8.2 3.8 254.5 

120 6.3 2.9 248.5 8.2 3.8 256.5 

100 6.6 3.1 248.7 7.6 3.6 246.1 

80 6.7 3.1 248.8 7.9 3.7 249.9 

        

20% 

160 4.5 2.1 448.5 5.5 2.6 438.8 

120 4.5 2.1 448.5 5.7 2.6 439.6 

100 4.8 2.2 448.5 5.6 2.6 440.2 

80 4.6 2.1 448.4 5.4 2.5 441.2 

        

30% 

160 3.6 1.7 658.7 4.2 2.0 651.8 

120 3.6 1.7 657.7 3.9 1.8 650.6 

100 3.8 1.8 657.7 3.9 1.8 649.6 

80 3.6 1.7 657.1 4.7 2.2 648.6 

 

 

  

a) Shear span ratio of 2.0 b) Shear span ratio of 6.0 

Figure 7.5: Results of solely varying the vertical transverse reinforcement spacing on the 

curvature ductility (Kd) of the analysis wall with shear span ratios of 2.0 and 6.0
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The ratio of vertical transverse reinforcement spacing to longitudinal bar diameter appears to have 

minimal effect on the curvature ductility of the analysis wall for both shear span ratios of 2.0 and 6.0. 

As depicted in Figure 7.5, for all axial load values, the values of curvature ductility trend approximately 

horizontally. The curvature ductility values achieved by the analysis wall with a shear span ratio of 6.0 

were on average 23%, 21% and 13% larger than the corresponding curvature ductility values achieved 

by the analysis wall with a shear span ratio of 2.0 for axial load ratios of 10%, 20% and 30%, 

respectively. The curvature ductility values achieved by the analysis wall with a shear span ratio of 2.0 

were on average 42% higher at an axial load ratio of 10% compared to an axial load ratio of 20%, and 

23% higher at an axial load ratio of 20% compared to an axial load ratio of 30%. The curvature ductility 

values achieved by the analysis wall with a shear span ratio of 6.0 were on average 45% higher at an 

axial load ratio of 10% compared to an axial load ratio of 20%, and 32% higher at an axial load ratio of 

20% compared to an axial load ratio of 30%. 

 

Table 7.3: Results of solely varying the transverse reinforcing bar diameter on the analysis 

wall with shear span ratios of 2.0 and 6.0 

  Wall Shear Span Ratio 

  2.0 6.0 

Axial Load 

Ratio 

Bar 

Diameter 

(mm) 

Φcap Kd c Φcap Kd c 

10% 

6 6.5 3.0 247.8 8.2 3.8 254.5 

8 6.6 3.1 248.7 7.8 3.6 244.9 

10 6.7 3.1 249.2 7.8 3.6 252.8 

12 6.8 3.2 251.9 8.2 3.8 249.0 

        

20% 

6 4.5 2.1 448.5 5.5 2.6 438.8 

8 4.6 2.2 448.4 5.6 2.6 440.6 

10 4.9 2.3 448.0 5.4 2.5 442.6 

12 4.9 2.3 447.6 5.4 2.5 442.7 

        

30% 

6 3.6 1.7 658.7 4.2 2.0 651.8 

8 3.6 1.7 657.4 3.9 1.8 650.9 

10 3.7 1.7 656.6 4.0 1.9 652.7 

12 3.4 1.6 654.9 3.9 1.8 652.2 
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a) Shear span ratio of 2.0 b) Shear span ratio of 6.0 

Figure 7.6: Results of solely varying the transverse reinforcing bar diameter on the curvature 

ductility (Kd) of the analysis wall with shear span ratios of 2.0 and 6.0 

 

Transverse reinforcement ratio appears to have a minimal effect on the curvature ductility of the analysis 

wall for both shear span ratios of 2.0 and 6.0. As depicted in Figure 7.6, for all axial load values, the 

values of curvature ductility trend approximately horizontally with minor upward trends present for the 

analysis wall with a shear span ratio of 2.0 at axial load ratios of 10% and 20%. The curvature ductility 

values achieved by the analysis wall with a shear span ratio of 6.0 were on average 19%, 15% and 

12% larger than the corresponding curvature ductility values achieved by the analysis wall with a shear 

span ratio of 2.0 for axial load ratios of 10%, 20% and 30%, respectively. The curvature ductility values 

achieved by the analysis wall with a shear span ratio of 2.0 were on average 39% higher at an axial 

load ratio of 10% compared to an axial load ratio of 20%, and 33% higher at an axial load ratio of 20% 

compared to an axial load ratio of 30%. The curvature ductility values achieved by the analysis wall with 

a shear span ratio of 6.0 were on average 45% higher at an axial load ratio of 10% compared to an 

axial load ratio of 20%, and 36% higher at an axial load ratio of 20% compared to an axial load ratio of 

30%. 

The minimal effect of the transverse reinforcement ratio on curvature ductility may be due to the 

dominating effect of axial load ratio described previously (Section 7.4.1) combined with the reduced 

amount of transverse reinforcement present and the lack of confinement.  
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7.4.3 Longitudinal reinforcement ratio 

Table 7.4: Results of solely varying the longitudinal reinforcement ratio on the analysis wall 

with shear span ratios of 2.0 and 6.0 

  Wall Shear Span Ratio 

  2.0 6.0 

Axial Load 

Ratio 

Bar 

Diameter 

(mm) 

Φcap Kd c Φcap Kd c 

10% 

12 6.5 3.0 247.8 8.2 3.8 254.5 

13 6.1 2.8 259.1 8.1 3.8 267.9 

14 6.0 2.8 272.7 7.5 3.5 286.5 

16 5.2 2.4 298.6 7.3 3.4 310.6 

        

20% 

12 4.5 2.1 448.5 5.5 2.6 438.8 

13 4.6 2.1 454.1 5.6 2.6 446.2 

14 4.5 2.1 460.3 5.3 2.5 451.8 

16 4.1 1.9 474.6 5.1 2.4 461.9 

        

30% 

12 3.6 1.7 658.7 4.2 2.0 651.8 

13 3.6 1.7 663.1 4.0 1.9 649.1 

14 3.3 1.5 668.6 4.0 1.9 648.8 

16 3.2 1.5 670.8 3.9 1.8 716.6 

 

 

  

a) Shear span ratio of 2.0 b) Shear span ratio of 6.0 

Figure 7.7: Results of solely varying the longitudinal reinforcement ratio on the curvature 

ductility (Kd) of the analysis wall with shear span ratios of 2.0 and 6.0
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Longitudinal reinforcement ratio appears to have a minor effect on the curvature ductility of the analysis 

walls at axial load ratios of 20% and 30% but a considerable effect on the curvature ductility of the 

analysis walls at an axial load ratio of 10%. As depicted in Figure 7.7, for axial load ratio values of 20% 

and 30% the curvature ductility values trend slightly downward with increasing bar diameter. For an 

axial load ratio of 10%, curvature ductility values trend markedly downward as longitudinal bar diameter 

increases, with the analysis wall with a shear span ratio of 2.0 displaying a larger gradient than the 

analysis wall with a shear span ratio of 6.0. Based on the result of solely varying axial load ratio 

(Section 7.4.1), the difference between the trends may be due to axial load ratio having such a dominant 

effect. 

The curvature ductility values achieved by the analysis wall with a shear span ratio of 6.0 were on 

average 32%, 23% and 19% larger than the corresponding curvature ductility values achieved by the 

analysis wall with a shear span ratio of 2.0 for axial load ratios of 10%, 20% and 30%, respectively. The 

curvature ductility values achieved by the analysis wall with a shear span ratio of 2.0 were on average 

32% higher at an axial load ratio of 10% compared to an axial load ratio of 20%, and 28% higher at an 

axial load ratio of 20% compared to an axial load ratio of 30%. The curvature ductility values achieved 

by the analysis wall with a shear span ratio of 6.0 were on average 44% higher at an axial load ratio of 

10% compared to an axial load ratio of 20%, and 33% higher at an axial load ratio of 20% compared to 

an axial load ratio of 30%.  

 

7.4.4 Axial load ratio, longitudinal reinforcement ratio and transverse reinforcement 

ratio via bar diameter 

 

Table 7.5: Results of varying axial load ratio, longitudinal reinforcement ratio and transverse 

reinforcement ratio simultaneously on the analysis wall with shear span ratios of 2.0 

Shear span ratio: 2.0 

Axial Load 

Ratio 

Long. Bar 

Diameter 

(mm) 

Trans. Bar 

Diameter 

(mm) 

Φcap Kd c c/lw 
Shear 

Stress 

3.5% 12 6 9.7 4.5 149.3 0.11 0.20 

5% 13 6 8.3 3.9 185.9 0.13 0.24 

10% 14 7 6.1 2.9 273.3 0.20 0.32 

15% 16 8 4.7 2.2 395.7 0.28 0.42 

20% 17 9 4.1 1.9 481.8 0.34 0.48 

25% 18 10 3.6 1.7 581.7 0.42 0.53 

30% 20 12 3.2 1.5 672.4 0.48 0.59 
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Table 7.6: Results of varying axial load ratio, longitudinal reinforcement ratio and transverse 

reinforcement ratio simultaneously on the analysis wall with shear span ratios of 6.0 

Shear span ratio: 6.0 

Axial Load 

Ratio 

Long. Bar 

Diameter 

(mm) 

Trans. Bar 

Diameter 

(mm) 

Φcap Kd c c/lw 
Shear 

Stress 

3.5% 12 6 13.9 6.5 165.4 0.12 0.07 

5% 13 6 12.0 5.6 203.5 0.15 0.09 

10% 14 7 7.4 3.5 274.6 0.20 0.12 

15% 16 8 5.8 2.7 381.8 0.27 0.15 

20% 17 9 4.9 2.3 466.1 0.33 0.17 

25% 18 10 4.25 2.0 574.5 0.41 0.19 

30% 20 12 3.7 1.7 665.1 0.48 0.21 

 

 
 

c/lw   
 

Shear Stress  

  
a) Shear span ratio of 2.0 

  
b) Shear span ratio of 6.0 

Figure 7.8: Results of varying axial load ratio, longitudinal reinforcement ratio and transverse 

reinforcement ratio simultaneously on the analysis wall with shear span ratios of 2.0 and 6.0
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Axial load ratio, longitudinal reinforcement ratio and transverse reinforcement ratio collectively appear 

to have a significant effect on the curvature ductility and shear stress of the analysis walls for both shear 

span ratios of 2.0 and 6.0. As depicted in Figure 7.8, values of curvature ductility trend non-linearly 

downward with increasing shear stress, and shear stress appears significantly lower at a shear span 

ratio of 6.0 compared to a shear span ratio of 2.0.  Curvature ductility values trend downward as the 

ratio of neutral axis depth to wall length increases. The relationship between curvature ductility and the 

ratio of neutral axis depth to wall length appears to be non-linear for both shear span ratios, with the 

gradient of both curves larger at low ratio values and gradually decreasing as ratio values increase. For 

all neutral axis to wall length ratio values, the corresponding values of curvature ductility were larger for 

the analysis wall with a shear span ratio of 6.0 compared to the analysis wall with a shear span ratio of 

2.0. However, the curvature ductility values for the two walls converge as neutral axis depth to wall 

length ratio values increase resulting in similar values at high ratio values. 

 

7.5 Analysis summary 

Parameters axial load ratio and the ratio of neutral axis depth to wall length appear to have the greatest 

effect on the curvature ductility of the analysis wall for both shear span ratios of 2.0 and 6.0. Varying 

both axial load ratio and the ratio of neutral axis depth to wall length produced non-linear curves with 

gradients larger at low ratio values and gradually decreasing as ratio values increase. Transverse 

reinforcement ratio, varied both by vertical spacing and bar diameter, appears to have a minimal effect 

on the curvature ductility of the analysis wall for both shear span ratios of 2.0 and 6.0. Longitudinal 

reinforcement ratio had a considerable effect on the curvature ductility of the analysis wall for both shear 

span ratios at an axial load ratio of 10%. However, at larger axial load ratios, longitudinal reinforcement 

ratio appears to have a limited impact on the curvature capacity. Based on the results of solely varying 

axial load ratio (Section 7.4.1), the lack of influence by transverse and longitudinal reinforcement ratios 

may be due to the dominating effect of axial load ratio combined with the reduced amount of transverse 

reinforcement present and the lack of confinement.  

 

7.6 Comparison of analysis results with the regression analysis outcome 

The results of this analysis show reasonable agreement with the results of the regression analysis 

undertaken on the experimental curvature ductility values of database walls with shear span ratios 

greater than or equal to 2.0 (Section 6.2.3). The analysis verifies the conclusion from the regression 

analysis that axial load ratio and the neutral axis depth to wall length ratio have a strong relationship 

with curvature ductility and are therefore significant predictor parameters. This verification justifies the 

use of neutral axis depth to wall length as the critical parameter in the proposed curvature ductility 

equation (Equation 6.20). Longitudinal reinforcement ratio appeared in the analysis to only have a 
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recognisable effect on curvature ductility at low axial load ratios (10%). This conclusion is supported by 

but differs slightly to the outcome of the regression analysis which reported longitudinal reinforcement 

ratio to be a significant predictor parameter. This discrepancy was considered to be negated by electing 

the neutral axis depth to wall length ratio as the critical parameter for the proposed curvature ductility 

limit equation (Equation 6.20) as it encompasses the effect of the longitudinal reinforcement ratio. 

This analysis also supports the regression analysis conclusion that transverse reinforcement ratio (at 

the low levels present) does not have a strong relationship with curvature ductility. This conclusion 

differs from general literature which suggests increasing the transverse reinforcement ratio increases 

capacity. The reason for the difference may be that the capacity values have been influenced by axial 

load ratio as it has been shown to have a significant impact and in the case of the database walls often 

when the amount of transverse reinforcement present increased so did the axial load ratio.  

The analysis indicates that shear span ratio has an influence on curvature ductility. This conclusion is 

contrary to the regression analysis outcome and assessments made by general literature e.g. Lu et al. 

(2017), Kuang and Ho (2008), which both suggest aside from aiding in predicting failure mechanism, 

shear span ratio does not have a significant relationship with capacity.  

Further investigation with a larger and broader dataset may be required to fully capture the influence of 

transverse reinforcement ratio and shear span ratio on curvature ductility.  
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Chapter 8  

Conclusions, recommendations for the NZ 

guideline and future work 

 

 

The objective of this investigation was to evaluate the efficacy of the New Zealand guideline and the 

ASCE 41-13 standard in capturing the capacity of older reinforced concrete walls, and to provide 

recommendations for the improvement of NZ guideline if required. A summary of the investigation and 

the main conclusions drawn are presented in this chapter, along with recommendations for the NZ 

guideline and areas requiring further research. 

8.1 Conclusions 

8.1.1 Chapter 4 - Comparison of experimental wall capacities to NZ guideline and 

ASCE 41 standard predictions  

To evaluate the accuracy of the NZ guideline and ASCE 41-13 standard in capturing the capacity of 

older reinforced concrete walls, the capacity of 38 experimental tests on unconfined walls were 

compared to the corresponding capacities predicted by the guideline and standard, respectively.  

From the comparison it was concluded that the deformation capacity of shear controlled walls (walls 

with shear span ratios less than 2.0) is adequately captured by the ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls 

controlled by shear’. Both the NZ guideline and the ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled by shear’ 

produced slightly conservative estimates of deformation capacity for walls with shear span ratios less 

than 2.0. However, the NZ guideline was overall more conservative, particularly when considering walls 

predicted to exhibit shear failure modes. The slight conservatism of the ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls 

controlled by shear’ values were concluded to be justifiable considering the brittle nature of shear failure 

and the limited number of shear controlled walls present in the database to generate improved values.  

When considering the deformation capacity of flexure controlled walls (walls with shear span ratios 

greater than or equal to 2.0), it was concluded that neither the NZ guideline nor the ASCE 41-13 

standard captured deformation capacity adequately. Both the NZ guideline and ASCE41-13 standard
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produced generally conservative results with neither the guideline nor the standard producing distinctly 

better results than the other. The 16 walls within the database with shear span ratios greater than or 

equal to 2.0 encompassed large variations within a number of design parameters and all exhibited 

flexural failures during testing. For this reason, it was concluded that further investigations using these 

walls were required to improve the NZ guideline deformation capacity assessment procedure.  

When evaluating the shear capacity of the database walls, for the purpose of comparing the ASCE 41-

13 standard approach in a New Zealand context, NZS 3101:2006 was used to assess ASCE 41-13 

rather than ACI 318. Both the NZ guideline and NZS 3101:2006 were shown to produce reasonably 

accurate predictions of unconfined wall shear capacity, therefore it was concluded that an improved 

shear capacity methodology was not required.  

 

8.1.2 Chapter 5 - Parametric analysis of the current NZ guideline procedure for flexure 

walls 

To investigate potential improvements to NZ guideline deformation capacity assessment procedure for 

flexure walls, a parametric analysis was carried out on the current NZ guideline methodology. 

Attempting to improve wall stiffness prediction, the current yield point in the NZ guideline was replaced 

with the yield point recommended by Krolicki et al. (2011). A significant improvement in yield prediction 

was seen in cases where a large axial load ratio was applied. However, in the majority of cases minor 

improvements and slight reductions in accuracy were found in near equal measure. Due to this limited 

impact, it was not recommended to incorporate the yield point by Krolicki et al. (2011) into the NZ 

guideline. 

Aiming to improve the prediction of ultimate deformation, an analysis of plastic hinge length models was 

carried out. The deformation capacity of flexural database walls were recalculated in accordance with 

the NZ guideline procedure varying the plastic hinge length. The analysis showed that Chan (1955) 

gLC = 0.5L-i	and ACI-ASCE (1968) (LC = 0.4L- + 0.1H-) were the only plastic hinge length models to 

improve ultimate rotation prediction results when compared to the current NZ guideline procedure which 

uses the plastic hinge length model by Priestley et al. (2007) (LC = kH9 + 0.1L- + 0.022dIf%). The 

average experimental to predicted rotation capacity ratio improved from 2.23 using the current plastic 

hinge length model to average ratios of 2.0 and 1.17 using Chan (1955) and ACI-ASCE (1968), 

respectively. Based on the results of this investigation, it was concluded that the plastic hinge length 

model by Chan (1955) produced arguably the best results. As the simplest model, it improved ultimate 

rotation prediction while limiting overestimation to one case by a small margin (13%). However, as the 

experimental to predicted rotation capacity ratios for the three plastic hinge length models all had 

relatively large standard deviation values, it was concluded that changing the plastic hinge length alone 

was not sufficient to improve the NZ guideline approach using strain limits.
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8.1.3 Chapter 6 - Accuracy of alternative prediction models for flexure walls 

As potential alternatives to the current NZ guideline procedure, the ability of models by Abdullah and 

Wallace (2017), NZS 3101:2006, Dhakal and Fenwick (2008), and Shegay et al. (2017) to predict the 

deformation capacity of flexural database walls was evaluated. The equation by Abdullah and 

Wallace (2017) was developed as an ultimate drift capacity check for slender reinforced concrete walls 

designed with special boundary elements according to ACI 318 18.10.6.2. The older reinforced concrete 

walls considered in this investigation do not meet the requirements of the walls used to develop the 

equation by Abdullah and Wallace (2017) as they do not have boundary elements. Consequently, the 

equation produced unconservative results when applied to the flexural database walls. Optimising the 

coefficients of the equation improved results but still did not provide a good fit with the experimental 

data, indicating the parameters did not wholly explain the behaviour of the walls.  

A regression analysis carried out for the flexural database walls indicated ultimate drift capacity to be 

strongly correlated to axial load ratio and neutral axis depth to wall length ratio. Ultimate drift capacity 

equations were developed using these parameters along with maximum shear stress and wall length 

to thickness ratio. As the equations were calibrated to the database walls, they produced significantly 

improved results compared to the current NZ guideline procedure for calculating the deformation 

capacity of flexural walls. The equation including the ratios of neutral axis depth to wall length and wall 

length to thickness was identified as the preferred equation for ultimate rotation prediction.  

Experimental plastic rotation and curvature ductility values were calculated for the database flexural 

walls using the plastic hinge length models by Priestley et al. (2007), Chan (1955) and ACI-ASCE 

(1968). These experimental values were compared to the plastic rotation and curvature ductility 

equations proposed by Shegay et al. (2017), the NZS 3101:2006 curvature ductility limits for nominally 

ductile and limited ductile walls, as well as the curvature ductility limit recommended by Dhakal and 

Fenwick (2008) for limited ductile walls. The comparison indicated the limits by NZS 3101:2006 and 

Dhakal and Fenwick (2008) to be conservaitve at low values of axial load ratio and unconservative at 

high values of axial load ratio. The equations by Shegay et al. (2017) conversely appeared 

unconservative at low values of axial load ratio and conservative at high values of axial load ratio.   

A regression analysis carried out on the curvature ductility values of the flexural database walls 

determined the experimental curvature ductility values to be strongly correlated to axial load ratio, 

longitudinal reinforcement ratio and neutral axis depth to wall length ratio. Neutral axis depth to wall 

length ratio was chosen as the critical parameter as it emcompasses both parameters axial load ratio 

and longitudinal reinforcement ratio, and advantageously with further research it could potentially be 

adapted for walls of all section shapes (e.g. T-shaped walls). Curvature ductility limit equations were 

proposed using the neutral axis depth to wall length ratio parameter for the three plastic hinge length 

models by Priestley et al. (2007), Chan (1955) and ACI-ASCE (1968). Although developed to be 

conservative, the equations produce significantly improved results when compared to the curvature 

values predicted by the current NZ guideline. The equation developed using the plastic hinge model by 

Priestley et al. (2007) appeared slightly conservative with increasing axial load ratio, contrary to the 

other equations. This conservatism is considered preferable due the susceptibility of walls with high 
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axial load ratio to brittle failure. For this reason, the equation was concluded to be the preferred equation 

for limiting the curvature ductility of walls. Since the Priestley et al. (2007) plastic hinge length equation 

is already included in the NZ guideline, adoption of this equation simplifies any updates made and 

maintains the alignment of the unconfined structural wall section with the rest of the NZ guideline. 

Overall this preferred curvature ductility limit was recommended for the NZ guideline for walls with shear 

span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0 rather than the ultimate rotation equation as the use of a 

curvature ductility limit aligns the NZ guideline with NZS 3101:2006 and is more generally applicable to 

walls of different section shapes. 

The approximation of neutral axis depth to wall length (Equation 6.23) presented in Lu (2017) was found 

to generate reasonably accurate predictions of neutral axis depth for database walls with shear span 

ratios greater than or equal to 2.0. As a simple alternative to undertaking a moment-curvature analysis 

for rectangular walls, it was also recommended to incorporate this equation into the NZ guideline. 

 

8.1.4 Chapter 7 - Parametric analysis using numerical modelling 

The regression analysis undertaken for flexural database walls in chapter 7 indicated that parameters 

axial load ratio, longitudinal reinforcement ratio and neutral axis depth to wall length ratio have the 

strongest relationship with the experimental values of cuvature ductility. In order to verify the trends 

found in the experimental curvature ductility values of the wall database and therefore the proposed 

curvature ductility limit equation, a parametric analysis was undertaken using two dimensional non-

linear finite element software Vector2. Design parameters of a base wall were increased segmentally 

from minimum NZS 3101:2006 (Amendment 3) nominally ductile requirements up to but generally not 

meeting limited ductile requirements. The parameters were firstly varied individually in order to isolate 

their effect on wall deformation capacity. Once the effect of each individual parameter was captured, 

the parameters were varied collectively.  

The results of the analysis supported the regression analysis conclusion that axial load ratio and the 

neutral axis depth to wall length ratio have a strong relationship with curvature ductility and are therefore 

significant predictor parameters. This verification justified the use of neutral axis depth as the critical 

parameter in the proposed curvature ductility equation. Longitudinal reinforcement ratio appeared in the 

analysis to only have a recognisable effect on curvature ductility at low axial load ratios (10%). This 

conclusion is supported by but differs slightly to the outcome of the regression analysis which reported 

longitudinal reinforcement ratio to have a significant effect. It was concluded that the difference was due 

to the dominating effect of axial load ratio. This was also concluded to be the case for wall transverse 

reinforcement which was shown to have a negligible impact on curvature ductility. The limited influence 

of wall transverse reinforcement was further amplified by the trend that for database walls often when 

the amount of transverse reinforcement present increased so did the axial load ratio. The analysis 

indicated that shear span ratio has an influence on curvature ductility. This conclusion is contrary to the 

regression analysis outcome and assessments made by general literature which both suggest that, 

aside from aiding in predicting failure mechanism, shear span ratio does not have a significant 

relationship with deformation capacity.
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8.2 Recommendations for the NZ guideline 

Based on the outcome of the investigation, the following recommendation are made for the NZ guideline 

as discussed previously. 

 

The deformation capacity of unconfined structural walls with shear span ratios less than 2.0: 

It is recommended to use the ASCE 41-13 ‘table for walls controlled by shear’: 

θ0 = 1.0% For 
(A+ −	A′+)f% + N

t-l-f′/
≤ 0.05 …(8.1) 

θ0 = 0.75% For 
(A+ −	A′+)f% + N

t-l-f′/
> 0.05 …(8.2) 

 Where: A+ = area of non-prestressed tension reinforcement 

 A′+ = area of compression reinforcement 

 f% = the probable yield strength of the longitudinal reinforcement 

 N = axial load 

Note: walls with axial load ratios greater than or equal to 0.15 should be treated as severe structural 

weaknesses, as failure of these elements may be brittle and sudden.  

 

The deformation capacity of unconfined structural walls with shear span ratios greater than or 

equal to 2.0: 

It is recommended to implement the following curvature ductility limit equation in conjunction with the 

plastic hinge length model by Priestley et al. (2007). 

Kä(å) = 15 − 20F
c
l-
J …(8.3) 

Where: LC = kH9 + 0.1L- + 0.022dIf%  …(8.4) 

 k = 0.2 �
f0
f%
− 1Ä 	≤ 0.08  …(8.5) 

Note: c is the neutral axis depth at ultimate conditions in accordance with the current NZ guideline and 

lw is the wall length.
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In accordance with methodology used to formulate the limiting equation, it is recommended to adjust 

the equations in Section C5.5.2.2 of the NZ guideline to idealise rotation to occur at a single point 

located at a length half the plastic hinge length above the point of maximum moment.   

 

The shear capacity of unconfined structural walls: 

It is recommended to remain using the current NZ guideline methodology for calculating the shear 

capacity of unconfined reinforced concrete walls. For rectangular walls, a simplified equation by 

Lu (2017) (Equation 8.6) can be used to approximate neutral axis depth. For all other wall section 

shapes, a moment curvature sectional analysis should be undertaken. 

 

c
l-
= 	

nf′/ + ρjf%
αåβåf′/ + 2ρjf%

 …(8.6) 

             Where: n = the axial load ratio of the wall  

 f% = the probable yield strength of the longitudinal reinforcement  

 ρj = the longitudinal reinforcement ratio calculated in accordance with 

NZS 3101:2006 
 

 αå = 0.85 for concrete strengths, f′/	up to and including 55 MPa 

For strengths, f′/,	above 55 MPa, αå should be taken as: 

 αå = 	0.85 − 0.004(f′/ − 55)	≥	0.75 

 

 βå = 0.85 for concrete strengths, f′/	up to and including 30 MPa  

For strengths, f′/,	above 30 MPa, βå should be taken as:  

βå = 	0.85 − 0.008(f′/ − 30)	≥	0.65 
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8.3 Future work 

The scope of this investigation encompassed older, non-ductile and nominally ductile reinforced 

concrete walls. The walls included in collated database were all rectangular in shape with a wall length 

to thickness ratio of at least 4 and no boundary elements. Walls excluded from the database included 

those non-rectangular in shape and those with lap-splices in the plastic hinge length. It would be 

beneficial to include these excluded walls in any future investigations. The proposed curvature ductility 

limit equation may require adjustment for walls of different shaped walls (T-shaped, C-shape, L-shaped 

etc.) depending on their response to the identified significant predictor parameters. Further limitation 

may also need to be implemented for walls with lap splices in the plastic hinge zone. Tests have shown 

walls with lap splices to exhibit very sudden and brittle failures (Layssi, Cook, & Mitchell, 2012; Paterson 

& Mitchell, 2003). The walls in New Zealand with these lap splices may be a source of vulnerability in 

future earthquakes. This vulnerability may also be further exacerbated when plain round bars are 

encountered.  

Deformed reinforcing bars were introduced to New Zealand in the mid-1960s however they were not 

widely adopted until 1971 (MBIE, 2017). Consequently, the plain round bars used prior to this remain 

in the existing building stock of New Zealand. During cyclic loading, plain round bars have been shown 

to exhibit increased bond degradation compared to deformed bars (Liu & Park, 2001; Pampanin, Calvi, 

& Moratti, 2002). It would be valuable to investigate a rocking model to capture the performance of walls 

with plain round bars. 

It would be beneficial to evaluate and provide specific guidance regarding wall instability, coupled and 

pierced walls and walls loaded out of plane. To extend the applicability of the proposed equations, the 

influence of transverse reinforcement on wall capacity requires further investigation. Conflicting results 

were found regarding the effect of shear span ratio, therefore a more detailed and conclusive analysis 

is also required to quantify its impact.   

It would be valuable to investigate the residual axial load carrying capacity of the walls in the database 

for the various failure modes. The walls exhibiting through-the-thickness failure rapidly lose axial load 

carrying capacity upon failure. Therefore the prediction of failure for these walls provides only a small 

margin against collapse. It may be beneficial in future research to consider this margin against collapse 

and balance the probability of failure across all failure modes when developing suitable deformation 

capacity models.  

The database used in this investigation consisted of a limited number of walls. 16 specimens having 

shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0 were used to assess predictor parameters and develop 

the proposed equations. A larger and broader dataset is required to validate the parameter relationships 

found and ensure their true correlation to capacity is captured. 

An updated version of the ASCE/SEI 41 standard, ASCE 41-17, was released subsequent to the work 

carried out using ASCE 41-13 as part of this investigation. The ASCE 41-17 ‘table for walls controlled 
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by shear’ specifies the same modelling parameter and numerical acceptance criteria values as the 

ASCE 41-13 predecessor table, however it is specified to use expected material properties rather than 

specified material properties when calculating wall conditions. Arguably this does not alter the results 

of this investigation as the tested values of concrete and reinforcement strength were used. The 

ASCE 41-17 ‘table for walls controlled by flexure’ prescribes more liberal values of plastic rotation in 

comparison to the ASCE 41-13 predecessor table. Future investigations should incorporate these 

updated modelling parameter and acceptance criteria values. 
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A.1 Massone (2006) 

 Wall Geometry and Longitudinal Reinforcement 

Specimen Length (mm) Thickness (mm) Shear span ratio 

Longitudinal 

reinforcement 

ratio (%) 

wp111 - 9 1372 152 0.44 0.43 

wp111 - 10 1372 152 0.44 0.43 

wp1105 - 8 1372 152 0.44 0.43 

wp1105 - 7 1372 152 0.44 0.43 

wp110 - 5 1372 152 0.44 0.43 

wp110 - 6 1372 152 0.44 0.43 

 

 Material Properties 

Specimen 
Concrete compressive 

strength (MPa) 

Longitudinal 

reinforcement yield 

strength (MPa) 

Transverse 

reinforcement yield 

strength (MPa) 

wp111 - 9 28.3 424 424 

wp111 - 10 31.4 424 424 

wp1105 - 8 31.9 424 424 

wp1105 - 7 32.0 424 424 

wp110 - 5 29.9 424 424 

wp110 - 6 31.0 424 424 

 

 Loading, Ductility Classification and Capacity 

Specimen Axial load ratio (%) 
NZS 3101:2006 

(Amendment 3) 
Drift capacity* (%) 

wp111 - 9 10 Non-ductile 0.70 

wp111 - 10 10 Non-ductile 0.95 

wp1105 - 8 5 Non-ductile 0.84 

wp1105 - 7 5 Non-ductile 0.67 

wp110 - 5 0 Non-ductile 0.81 

wp110 - 6 0 Non-ductile 1.38 

• *defined as the drift at which strength first drops below 80% of the peak value achieved during 

the test
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Figure A.1: Pier specimen geometry and reinforcement detailing - Massone (2006) 

 

 

  

a) wp111 - 9 b) wp111 - 10 

  

c) wp1105 - 8 d) wp1105 - 7 
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e) wp110 - 5 f) wp110 - 6 

Figure A.2: Load-displacement response of wall specimens - Massone (2006) 
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A.2 Greifenhagen (2006) 

 Wall Geometry and Longitudinal Reinforcement 

Specimen Length (mm) Thickness (mm) Shear span ratio 

Longitudinal 

reinforcement 

ratio (%) 

M1 1000 100 0.69 0.34 

M2 1000 100 0.69 0.34 

M3 900 80 0.69 0.39 

M4 900 80 0.69 0.39 

 

 Material Properties 

Specimen 
Concrete compressive 

strength (MPa) 

Longitudinal reinforcement 

yield strength (MPa) 

Transverse reinforcement 

yield strength (MPa) 

M1 50.7 504 504 

M2 51.0 504 - 

M3 20.1 504 745 

M4 24.4 504 745 

 

 Loading, Ductility Classification and Capacity 

Specimen Axial load ratio (%) 
NZS 3101:2006 

(Amendment 3) 
Drift capacity* (%) 

M1 3 Non-ductile 2.94 

M2 3 Non-ductile 2.74 

M3 9 Non-ductile 1.34 

M4 4 Non-ductile 1.86 

 

• *defined as the drift at which strength first drops below 80% of the peak value achieved during 

the test 
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Figure A.3: Specimen geometry and reinforcement detailing - (Greifenhagen & Lestuzzi, 2005) 

Authorised reprint from Engineering Structures, 27, with permission from Elsevier 

 

  

  

Figure A.4: Load-displacement response of wall specimens - (Greifenhagen & Lestuzzi, 2005) 

Authorised reprint from Engineering Structures, 27, with permission from Elsevier 
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A.3 Kuang and Ho (2008) 

 Wall Geometry and Longitudinal Reinforcement 

Specimen Length (mm) Thickness (mm) Shear span ratio 

Longitudinal 

reinforcement 

ratio (%) 

U1.0 1200 100 1.13 0.92 

U1.5 1200 100 1.63 0.92 

C1.0 1200 100 1.13 1.05 

C1.5 1200 100 1.63 1.05 

U1.0-BC 1200 100 1.13 0.92 

U1.5-BC 1200 100 1.63 0.92 

U1.0-CT 1200 100 1.13 0.92 

 

 Material Properties 

Specimen 
Concrete compressive 

strength (MPa) 

Longitudinal reinforcement 

yield strength (MPa) 

Transverse reinforcement 

yield strength (MPa) 

U1.0 30.4 520 520 

U1.5 34.9 520 520 

C1.0 35.2 520 520 

C1.5 34.2 520 520 

U1.0-BC 31.3 520 520 

U1.5-BC 33.8 520 520 

U1.0-CT 37.7 520 520 
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 Loading, Ductility Classification and Capacity 

Specimen Axial load ratio (%) 
NZS 3101:2006 

(Amendment 3) 
Drift capacity* (%) 

U1.0 14 Nominally ductile 0.88 

U1.5 12 Nominally ductile 0.99 

C1.0 12 Nominally ductile 1.08 

C1.5 12 Nominally ductile 0.86 

U1.0-BC 13 Nominally ductile 1.27 

U1.5-BC 12 Nominally ductile 0.72 

U1.0-CT 11 Nominally ductile 1.03 

 

• *defined as the drift at which strength first drops below 80% of the peak value achieved during 

the test 

 

 

Figure A.5: Specimen geometry and reinforcement detailing - Kuang and Ho (2008) 

Authorised reprint from ACI Structural Journal, 105(2) 
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Figure A.6: Load-displacement response of specimen walls - Kuang and Ho (2008) 

Authorised reprint from ACI Structural Journal, 105(2) 
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A.4 Zygouris, Kotsovos and Kotsovos (2015) 

 Wall Geometry and Longitudinal Reinforcement 

Specimen Length (mm) Thickness (mm) Shear span ratio 

Longitudinal 

reinforcement 

ratio (%) 

CFP – 1  1060 150 1.27 1.55 

CFP - 2 1060 150 1.27 1.55 

 

 Material Properties 

Specimen 
Concrete compressive 

strength (MPa) 

Longitudinal reinforcement 

yield strength (MPa) 

Transverse reinforcement 

yield strength (MPa) 

CFP – 1  43 600 563 

CFP - 2 43 600 563 

 

 Loading, Ductility Classification and Capacity 

Specimen Axial load ratio (%) 
NZS 3101:2006 

(Amendment 3) 
Drift capacity* (%) 

CFP – 1  0 Nominally ductile 2.25 

CFP - 2 0 Nominally ductile 2.26 

 

• *defined as the drift at which strength first drops below 80% of the peak value achieved during 

the test 
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Figure A.7: Specimen geometry and reinforcement detailing - Zygouris et al. (2015) 

 

 

 

Figure A.8: Normailised load-displacement response for wall specimens – 

Zygouris et al. (2015) 
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A.5 Chin (2012) 

 Wall Geometry and Longitudinal Reinforcement 

Specimen Length (mm) Thickness (mm) Shear span ratio 

Longitudinal 

reinforcement 

ratio (%) 

1:4 Column 800 200 1.75 1.01 

1:8 Wall 1100 137.5 1.27 1.06 

 

 Material Properties 

Specimen 
Concrete compressive 

strength (MPa) 

Longitudinal reinforcement 

yield strength (MPa) 

Transverse reinforcement 

yield strength (MPa) 

1:4 Column 32.5 450 450 

1:8 Wall 32.5 450 450 

 

 Loading, Ductility Classification and Capacity 

Specimen Axial load ratio (%) 
NZS 3101:2006 

(Amendment 3) 
Drift capacity* (%) 

1:4 Column 30 Non-ductile 0.55 

1:8 Wall 32 Non-ductile 0.84 

 

• *defined as the drift at which strength first drops below 80% of the peak value achieved during 

the test 

 

 

  

a) 1:4 Column b) 1:8 Wall 

Figure A.9: 1:4 Column and 1:8 Wall specimen geometry and reinforcement detailing – 

Chin (2012) 
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a) 1:4 Column 

 

b) 1:8 Wall 

Figure A.10: Load-displacement response envelope of specimens - Chin (2012) 
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A.6 Alarcon, Hube and de la Llera (2014) 

 Wall Geometry and Longitudinal Reinforcement 

Specimen Length (mm) Thickness (mm) Shear span ratio 

Longitudinal 

reinforcement 

ratio (%) 

W1 700 100 2.5 1.33 

W2 700 100 2.5 1.33 

W3 700 100 2.5 1.33 

 

 Material Properties 

Specimen 
Concrete compressive 

strength (MPa) 

Longitudinal reinforcement 

yield strength (MPa) 

Transverse reinforcement 

yield strength (MPa) 

W1 27.4 469.2 608.9 

W2 27.4 469.2 608.9 

W3 27.4 469.2 608.9 

 

 Loading, Ductility Classification and Capacity 

Specimen Axial load ratio (%) Specimen Drift capacity* (%) 

W1 15 W1 2.46 

W2 25 W2 1.79 

W3 35 W3 1.38 

 

• *defined as the drift at which strength first drops below 80% of the peak value achieved during 

the test 
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Figure A.11: Specimen geometry and reinforcement detailing - Alarcon et al. (2014) 

Authorised reprint from Engineering Structures, 73, with permission from Elsevier 

 

 

  

a) W1 b) W2 

 

 

c) W3  

Figure A.12: Load-displacement response of wall specimens - Alarcon et al. (2014) Authorised 

reprint from Engineering Structures, 73, with permission from Elsevier 
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A.7 Hube, Marihuén, de la Llera and Stojadinovic (2014) 

 Wall Geometry and Longitudinal Reinforcement 

Specimen Length (mm) Thickness (mm) Shear span ratio 

Longitudinal 

reinforcement 

ratio (%) 

W4 700 75 2.5 1.56 

W5 700 100 1.9 1.33 

W6 700 100 2.5 1.44 

W7 700 100 2.5 1.33 

W9 700 100 2.5 1.33 

 

 Material Properties 

Specimen 
Concrete compressive 

strength (MPa) 

Longitudinal reinforcement 

yield strength (MPa) 

Transverse reinforcement 

yield strength (MPa) 

W4 27.4 469.2 523.9 

W5 27.4 469.2 608.9 

W6 27.4 445.6 608.9 

W7 27.4 469.2 608.9 

W9 27.4 469.2 608.9 

 

 Loading, Ductility Classification and Capacity 

Specimen Axial load ratio (%) Specimen Drift capacity* (%) 

W4 15 W4 1.65 

W5 15 W5 1.75 

W6 15 W6 2.13 

W7 15 W7 2.33 

W9 15 W9 2.83 

 

• *defined as the drift at which strength first drops below 80% of the peak value achieved during 

the test 
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Figure A.13: Geometry and reinforcement detailing of reference wall W1 - Hube et al. (2014) 

Authorised reprint from Engineering Structures, 80, with permission from Elsevier 

 
 

 

 

(a) W1 and W5, (b) W4, (c) W6, (d) W7, (e) W8, (f) W9 

Figure A.14: Specimen geometry and reinforcement detailing - Hube et al. (2014) 

Authorised reprint from Engineering Structures, 80, with permission from Elsevier 
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a) W4 b) W5 

  

c) W6 d) W7 

 

 

e) W9  

Figure A.15: Load-displacement response of wall specimen - Hube et al. (2014) 

Authorised reprint from Engineering Structures, 80, with permission from Elsevier 
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A.8 Dazio, Beyer and Bachmann (2009) 

 Wall Geometry and Longitudinal Reinforcement 

Specimen Length (mm) Thickness (mm) Shear span ratio 

Longitudinal 

reinforcement 

ratio (%) 

WSH4 2000 150 2.28 0.82 

 

 Material Properties 

Specimen 
Concrete compressive 

strength (MPa) 

Longitudinal reinforcement 

yield strength (MPa) 

Transverse reinforcement 

yield strength (MPa) 

WSH4 40.9 576 518.9 

 

 Loading, Ductility Classification and Capacity 

Specimen Axial load ratio (%) Specimen Drift capacity* (%) 

WSH4 6 WSH4 1.61 

 

• *defined as the drift at which strength first drops below 80% of the peak value achieved during 

the test 

 

 

Figure A.16: Specimen WSH4 geometry and reinforcement detailing - Dazio et al. (2009) 

Authorised reprint from Engineering Structures, 31, with permission from Elsevier 
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Figure A.17: Load-displacement response of wall specimen WSH4 - Dazio et al. (2009) 

Authorised reprint from Engineering Structures, 31, with permission from Elsevier 
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A.9 Lu, Henry, Gultom and Ma (2017) 

 Wall Geometry and Longitudinal Reinforcement 

Specimen Length (mm) Thickness (mm) Shear span ratio 

Longitudinal 

reinforcement 

ratio (%) 

C1 1400 150 2.0 0.53 

C2 1400 150 4.0 0.53 

C3 1400 150 6.0 0.53 

C4 1400 150 2.0 0.53 

 

 Material Properties 

Specimen 
Concrete compressive 

strength (MPa) 

Longitudinal reinforcement 

yield strength (MPa) 

Transverse reinforcement 

yield strength (MPa) 

C1 38.5 300.0 300.6 

C2 34.5 300.0 300.6 

C3 36.2 300.0 300.6 

C4 34.7 300.0 300.6 

 

 Loading, Ductility Classification and Capacity 

Specimen Axial load ratio (%) Specimen Drift capacity* (%) 

C1 4 C1 2.44 

C2 4 C2 2.50+ 

C3 4 C3 2.51+ 

C4 0 C4 1.53 

 

• * defined as the drift at which strength first drops below 80% of the peak value achieved during 

the test 

• + ultimate drift capacity values extrapolated to account for large shear span ratio 
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Figure A.18: Specimen geometry and reinforcement detailing - Lu et al. (2017) 

Authorised reprint from Journal of Structural Engineering, 143(5) with permission from ASCE 

 

  

a) C1 b) C2 

  

c) C3 d) C4 

Figure A.19: Moment-displacement response of wall specimens - Lu et al. (2017) 

Authorised reprint from Journal of Structural Engineering, 143(5) with permission from ASCE
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A.10  Oh, Han and Lee (2002) 

 Wall Geometry and Longitudinal Reinforcement 

Specimen Length (mm) Thickness (mm) Shear span ratio 

Longitudinal 

reinforcement 

ratio (%) 

WR-0 1500 200 2.0 0.67 

 

 Material Properties 

Specimen 
Concrete compressive 

strength (MPa) 

Longitudinal reinforcement 

yield strength (MPa) 

Transverse reinforcement 

yield strength (MPa) 

WR-0 32.9 449 342 

 

 Loading, Ductility Classification and Capacity 

Specimen Axial load ratio (%) Specimen Drift capacity* (%) 

WR-0 10 WR-0 2.08 

 

• * defined as the drift at which strength first drops below 80% of the peak value achieved during 

the test 

 

 

 

Figure A.20: Specimen WR-0 geometry and reinforcement detailing - Oh et al. (2002) 

Authorised reprint from Earthquake Engineering & Structural Dynamics, 31, with permission 

from John Wiley and Sons 
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Figure A.21: Specimen WR-0 geometry and reinforcement detailing - Oh et al. (2002) 

Authorised reprint from Earthquake Engineering & Structural Dynamics, 31, with permission 

from John Wiley and Sons 
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A.11  Su and Wong (2007) 

 Wall Geometry and Longitudinal Reinforcement 

Specimen Length (mm) Thickness (mm) Shear span ratio 

Longitudinal 

reinforcement 

ratio (%) 

W1 400 80 4.78 1.96 

W2 400 80 4.78 1.96 

W3 400 80 4.78 1.96 

 

 Material Properties 

Specimen 
Concrete compressive 

strength (MPa) 

Longitudinal reinforcement 

yield strength (MPa) 

Transverse reinforcement 

yield strength (MPa) 

W1 50.2 427.7 262.3 

W2 41.8 427.7 262.3 

W3 42.9 427.7 262.3 

 

 Loading, Ductility Classification and Capacity 

Specimen Axial load ratio (%) Specimen Drift capacity* (%) 

W1 25 W1 1.97 

W2 50 W2 1.18 

W3 50 W3 1.11 

 

• * defined as the drift at which strength first drops below 80% of the peak value achieved during 

the test 

• The shear span ratio of specimens W1 – W3 were approximated using effective height 1912mm 

as shown in Figure A.22. 
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Figure A.23: Specimen geometry and reinforcement detailing - Su and Wong (2007) 

Authorised reprint from Engineering Structures, 29, with permission from Elsevier 

 

 

 

Figure A.22: Testing rig - Su and Wong (2007) 

Authorised reprint from Engineering Structures, 29, with permission from Elsevier 

1912mm 
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a) W1 b) W2 

 

c) W3 

Figure A.24: Moment ductility/rotation response of wall specimens - Su and Wong (2007) 

Authorised reprint from Engineering Structures, 29, with permission from Elsevier 
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The following tables outlines the compliance of the database walls with individual NZS 3101:2006 

(Amendment 3) requirements and their overall corresponding ductility classification.  

 

Table B.1: Summary of database wall classifications 

Author Specimen NZS 3101:2006 (A3) ductility classification 

 Massone 

wp111 - 9 Non-ductile 

wp111 - 10 Non-ductile 

wp1105 - 8 Non-ductile 

wp1105 - 7 Non-ductile 

wp110 - 5 Non-ductile 

wp110 - 6 Non-ductile 

Greifenhagen 

M1 Non-ductile 

M2 Non-ductile 

M3 Non-ductile 

M4 Non-ductile 

Kuang & Ho 

U1.0 Nominally ductile 

U1.5 Nominally ductile 

C1.0 Nominally ductile 

C1.5 Nominally ductile 

U1.0-BC Nominally ductile 

U1.5-BC Nominally ductile 

U1.0-CT Nominally ductile 

Zygouris et al. 

CFP – 1 Nominally ductile 

CFP - 2 Nominally ductile 
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Author Specimen NZS 3101:2006 (A3) ductility classification 

Chin 

1:4 Column Non-ductile 

1:8 Wall Non-ductile 

Alarcon et al. 

W1 Nominally ductile 

W2 Nominally ductile 

W3 Non-ductile 

Hube et al. 

W4 Non-ductile 

W5 Nominally ductile 

W6 Nominally ductile 

W7 Nominally ductile 

W9 Nominally ductile 

Dazio et al. WSH4 Nominally ductile 

Lu et al. 

C1 Non-ductile 

C2 Non-ductile 

C3 Non-ductile 

C4 Non-ductile 

Oh et al. WR-0 Non-ductile 

Su & Wong 

W1 Non-ductile 

W2 Non-ductile 

W3 Non-ductile 
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B.1 NZS 3101:2006 (Amendment 3) nominally ductile requirements: 

 
 

Table B.2: Compliance of Massone (2006) and Greifenhagen (2006) database walls with NZS 3101:2006 (A3) nominally ductile requirement 

* Note: ALR = Axial Load Ratio

Author Massone Greifenhagen 

Specimen wp111-9 wp111-10 wp1105-8 wp1105-7 wp110-5 wp110-6 M1 M2 M3 M4 

Requirement:           

Min wall thickness 

= 100mm 
Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Fail Fail 

ALR* < 0.3f Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Long. reo > !"#$%"&
 Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Pass Pass 

Long. reo < '("&  Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Long. reo spacing 

≤ min (Lw/3, 3h, 

300mm) 

Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Vert. spacing of 
ties ≤ min(Lw/5, 

3t, 300mm) 

Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Pass Fail Pass Pass 

Shear reo  ≥ Av = 

0.7tws2/fyt 
Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Fail Pass Pass 
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Table B.3: Compliance of Kuang & Ho (2008), Zygouris et al. (2015) and Chin (2012) database walls with NZS 3101:2006 (A3) nominally ductile 
requirements 

* Note: ALR = Axial Load Ratio

Author Kuang & Ho Zygouris et al. Chin 

Specimen U1.0 C1.0 U1.0-BC U1.0-CT U1.5 C1.5 U1.5-BC CFP-1 CFP-2 1:4 Col 1:8 Wall 

Requirement:            

Min wall 

thickness = 

100mm 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

ALR* < 0.3f Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Fail Fail 

Long. reo > !"#$%"&
 Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Long. reo < '("&  Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Long. reo 

spacing ≤ min 

(Lw/3, 3h, 

300mm) 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Fail 

Vert. spacing of 

ties ≤ min(Lw/5, 

3t, 300mm) 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Shear reo  ≥ Av = 

0.7tws2/fyt 
Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 
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Table B.4: Compliance of Alarcon et al. (2014), Hube et al. (2014) and Dazio et al. (2009) database walls with NZS 3101:2006 (A3) nominally ductile 
requirements 

* Note: ALR = Axial Load Ratio

Author Alarcon et al.  Hube et al. Dazio et al. 

Specimen W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W9 WSH4 

Requirement:          

Min wall 

thickness = 

100mm 

Pass Pass Pass Fail Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

ALR* < 0.3f Pass Pass Fail Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Long. reo > !"#$%"&
 Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Long. reo < '("&  Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Long. reo 

spacing ≤ min 

(Lw/3, 3h, 
300mm) 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Vert. spacing of 

ties ≤ min(Lw/5, 

3t, 300mm) 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Shear reo  ≥ Av = 

0.7tws2/fyt 
Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 
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Table B.5: Compliance of Lu et al. (2017), Oh et al. (2002) and Su and Wong (2006) database walls with NZS 3101:2006 (A3) nominally ductile 
requirements 

* Note: ALR = Axial Load Ratio

Author Lu et al. Oh et al. Su & Wong 

Specimen C1 C2 C3 C4 WR-0 W1 W2 W3 

Requirement         

Min wall thickness 

= 100mm 
Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Fail Fail Fail 

ALR* < 0.3f Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Fail Fail 

Long. reo > !"#$%"&
 Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Pass Pass Pass 

Long. reo < '("&  Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Long. reo spacing 

≤ min (Lw/3, 3h, 
300mm) 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Vert. spacing of 

ties ≤ min(Lw/5, 3t, 

300mm) 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Shear reo  ≥ Av = 

0.7tws2/fyt 
Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 
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B.2 NZS 3101:2006 (Amendment 3 limited ductile requirements: 

 

Table B.6: Compliance of Massone (2006) and Greifenhagen (2006) database walls with NZS 3101:2006 (A3) limited ductile requirements 

Author Massone Greifenhagen 

Specimen wp111-9 wp111-10 wp1105-8 wp1105-7 wp110-5 wp110-6 M1 M2 M3 M4 

Requirement:           

Min wall thickness 

= 100mm 
Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Fail Fail 

Limit on the 

dimensions of 
compression 

zone within PHR 

Pass Pass N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Pass N/A 

Axial load ratio 

< 0.3 
Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Long. reo > !"#$%"&
 Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Pass Pass 

Long. reo > 

0.3,-.
"&,012
"&,304

 
Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Long. reo (,-.) > 
!"#$
5"&

 
Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Fail Fail Pass Pass 
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Author Massone Greifenhagen 

Specimen wp111-9 wp111-10 wp1105-8 wp1105-7 wp110-5 wp110-6 M1 M2 M3 M4 

Requirement:           

Long. reo < '("&  Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Max long. reo 

spacing = min 

(Lw/3, 3h, 300mm) 

Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Max long. reo bar 

diameter = 67 
Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Max vert. spacing 

of ties (OPHR) 

= min (Lw/5, 3t, 

300mm) 

Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Pass Fail Pass Pass 

Min shear reo = 
Av = 0.7tws2/fyt 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Fail Pass Pass 

Max vert. spacing 

of ties (PHR) 

= 10db  

Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail 
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Author Massone Greifenhagen 

Specimen wp111-9 wp111-10 wp1105-8 wp1105-7 wp110-5 wp110-6 M1 M2 M3 M4 

Requirement:           

Max vert. spacing 

of ties (PHR) = t 
Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail 

Anti-buckling reo 

Ate = 84"&9
:("&;<4

 
Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail 

Confinement reo 

required? 
Yes Yes No No No No No No Yes No 

Ash met Fail Fail       Fail  

 

*Note: PHR = potential Plastic Hinge Region, OPHR = Outside of the potential Plastic Hinge Region 
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Table B.7: Compliance of Kuang & Ho (2008), Zygouris et al. (2015) and Chin (2012) database walls with NZS 3101:2006 (A3) limited ductile 
requirements 

Author Kuang & Ho Zygouris et al. Chin 

Specimen U1.0 C1.0 U1.0-BC U1.0-CT U1.5 C1.5 U1.5-BC CFP-1 CFP-2 1:4 Col 1:8 Wall 

Requirement            

Min wall thickness 

= 100mm 
Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Limit on the 

dimensions of 

compression zone 

within PHR 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass N/A N/A Pass Pass 

Axial load ratio 
< 0.3 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Fail Fail 

Long. reo > !"#$%"&
 Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Long. reo > 

0.3,-.
"&,012
"&,304

 
Pass Fail Pass Pass Pass Fail Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Long. reo (,-.) > 
!"#$
5"&

 
Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 
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Author Kuang & Ho Zygouris et al. Chin 

Specimen U1.0 C1.0 U1.0-BC U1.0-CT U1.5 C1.5 U1.5-BC CFP-1 CFP-2 1:4 Col 1:8 Wall 

Requirement            

Long. reo < '("&  Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Max long. reo 

spacing = min 

(Lw/3, 3h, 300mm) 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Fail 

Max long. reo bar 

diameter = 67 
Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Max vert. spacing 

of ties (OPHR) 

= min (Lw/5, 3t, 

300mm) 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Min shear reo = 
Av = 0.7tws2/fyt 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Max vert. spacing 

of ties (PHR) 

= 10db 

Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Pass Pass 
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Author Kuang & Ho Zygouris et al. Chin 

Specimen U1.0 C1.0 U1.0-BC U1.0-CT U1.5 C1.5 U1.5-BC CFP-1 CFP-2 1:4 Col 1:8 Wall 

Requirement            

Max vert. spacing 

of ties (PHR) = t 
Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Anti-buckling reo 

Ate = 84"&9
:("&;<4

 
Fail Fail Fail Pass Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Pass Fail 

Confinement reo 

required? 
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Ash met Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail 

 

*Note: PHR = potential Plastic Hinge Region, OPHR = Outside of the potential Plastic Hinge Region 
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Table B.8: Compliance of Alarcon et al. (2014), Hube et al. (2014) and Dazio et al. (2009) database walls with NZS 3101:2006 (A3) limited ductile 
requirements 

Author Alarcon et al. Hube et al. Dazio et al. 

Specimen W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W9 WSH4 

Requirement:          

Min wall thickness 

= 100mm 
Pass Pass Pass Fail Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Limit on the 

dimensions of 

compression zone 

within PHR 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Axial load ratio 
< 0.3 

Pass Pass Fail Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Long. reo > !"#$%"&
 Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Long. reo > 

0.3,-.
"&,012
"&,304

 
Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Pass Fail Fail Pass 

Long. reo (,-.) > 
!"#$
5"&

 
Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 
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Author Alarcon et al. Hube et al. Dazio et al. 

Specimen W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W9 WSH4 

Requirement:          

Long. reo < '("&  Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Max long. reo 

spacing = min 

(Lw/3, 3h, 300mm) 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Max long. reo bar 

diameter = 67 
Pass Pass Pass Fail Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Max vert. spacing 

of ties (OPHR) 

= min (Lw/5, 3t, 

300mm) 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Min shear reo = 
Av = 0.7tws2/fyt 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Max vert. spacing 

of ties (PHR) 

= 10db 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Fail Pass Pass Fail 
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Author Alarcon et al. Hube et al. Dazio et al. 

Specimen W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W9 WSH4 

Requirement:          

Max vert. spacing 

of ties (PHR) = t 
Pass Pass Pass Fail Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Anti-buckling reo 

Ate = 84"&9
:("&;<4

 
Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Pass Fail 

Confinement reo 

required? 
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Ash met Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail 

 

*Note: PHR = potential Plastic Hinge Region, OPHR = Outside of the potential Plastic Hinge Region 
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Table B.9: Compliance of Lu et al. (2017), Oh et al. (2002) and Su and Wong (2006) database walls with NZS 3101:2006 (A3) limited ductile 
requirements 

Author Lu et al. Oh et al. Su & Wong 

Specimen C1 C2 C3 C4 WR-0 W1 W2 W3 

Requirement:         

Min wall thickness 

= 100mm 
Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Fail Fail Fail 

Limit on the 

dimensions of 

compression zone 

within PHR 

N/A N/A N/A N/A Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Axial load ratio 
< 0.3 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Fail Fail 

Long. reo > !"#$%"&
 Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Pass Pass Pass 

Long. reo > 

0.3,-.
"&,012
"&,304

 
Pass Pass Pass Pass Fail Pass Pass Pass 

Long. reo (,-.) > 
!"#$
5"&

 
Fail Fail Fail Fail Pass Pass Pass Pass 
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Author Lu et al. Oh et al. Su & Wong 

Specimen C1 C2 C3 C4 WR-0 W1 W2 W3 

Requirement:         

Long. reo < '("&  Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Max long. reo 

spacing = min 

(Lw/3, 3h, 300mm) 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Max long. reo bar 

diameter = 67 
Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Max vert. spacing 

of ties (OPHR) 

= min (Lw/5, 3t, 

300mm) 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Min shear reo = 
Av = 0.7tws2/fyt 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Max vert. spacing 

of ties (PHR) 

= 10db 

Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Pass Pass Pass 
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Author Lu et al. Oh et al. Su & Wong 

Specimen C1 C2 C3 C4 WR-0 W1 W2 W3 

Requirement:         

Max vert. spacing 

of ties (PHR) = t 
Pass Pass Pass Pass Fail Pass Pass Pass 

Anti-buckling reo 

Ate = 84"&9
:("&;<4

 
Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail 

Confinement reo 

required? 
No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Ash met     Fail Fail Fail Fail 

 

*Note: PHR = potential Plastic Hinge Region, OPHR = Outside of the potential Plastic Hinge Region 
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B.3 NZS 3101:2006 (Amendment 3) ductile requirements: 

 

Table B.10: Compliance of Massone (2006) and Greifenhagen (2006) database walls with NZS 3101:2006 (A3) ductile requirements 

Author Massone Greifenhagen 

Specimen wp111-9 wp111-10 wp1105-8 wp1105-7 wp110-5 wp110-6 M1 M2 M3 M4 

Requirement:           

Min wall thickness 

= 100mm 
Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Fail Fail 

Limit on the 

dimensions of 

compression 

zone within PHR 

Pass Pass N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Pass N/A 

Axial load ratio 

< 0.3 
Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Long. reo > !"#$%"&
 Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Pass Pass 

Long. reo > 

0.3,-.
"&,012
"&,304

 
Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 
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Author Massone Greifenhagen 

Specimen wp111-9 wp111-10 wp1105-8 wp1105-7 wp110-5 wp110-6 M1 M2 M3 M4 

Requirement:           

Long. reo (,-.) > 
!"#$
5"&

 
Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Fail Fail Pass Pass 

Long. reo < '("&  Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Max long. reo 

spacing = min 

(Lw/3, 3h, 300mm) 

Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Max long. reo bar 

diameter = 6'= 
Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Max vert. spacing 

of ties (OPHR) 

= min (Lw/5, 3t, 

300mm) 

Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Pass Fail Pass Pass 

Min shear reo = 
Av = 0.7tws2/fyt 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Fail Pass Pass 

Max vert. spacing 

of ties (PHR) 

= 6db  

Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail 
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Author Massone Greifenhagen 

Specimen wp111-9 wp111-10 wp1105-8 wp1105-7 wp110-5 wp110-6 M1 M2 M3 M4 

Requirement:           

Max vert. spacing 

of ties (PHR) = t/2 
Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail 

Anti-buckling reo 

Ate = 84"&9
:("&;<4

 
Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail 

Confinement reo 

required? 
Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No Yes Yes 

Ash met Fail Fail Fail Fail     Fail Fail 

 

*Note: PHR = potential Plastic Hinge Region, OPHR = Outside of the potential Plastic Hinge Region 
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Table B.11: Compliance of Kuang & Ho (2008), Zygouris et al. (2015) and Chin (2012) database walls with NZS 3101:2006 (A3) ductile requirements 

Author Kuang & Ho Zygouris et al. Chin 

Specimen U1.0 C1.0 U1.0-BC U1.0-CT U1.5 C1.5 U1.5-BC CFP-1 CFP-2 1:4 Col 1:8 Wall 

Requirement:            

Min wall thickness 

= 100mm 
Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Limit on the 

dimensions of 

compression zone 

within PHR 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass N/A N/A Pass Pass 

Axial load ratio 
< 0.3 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Fail Fail 

Long. reo > !"#$%"&
 Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Long. reo > 

0.3,-.
"&,012
"&,304

 
Pass Fail Pass Pass Pass Fail Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Long. reo (,-.) > 
!"#$
5"&

 
Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 
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Author Kuang & Ho Zygouris et al. Chin 

Specimen U1.0 C1.0 U1.0-BC U1.0-CT U1.5 C1.5 U1.5-BC CFP-1 CFP-2 1:4 Col 1:8 Wall 

Requirement:            

Long. reo < '("&  Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Max long. reo 

spacing = min 

(Lw/3, 3h, 300mm) 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Fail 

Max long. reo bar 

diameter = 6'= 
Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Fail 

Max vert. spacing 

of ties (OPHR) 

= min (Lw/5, 3t, 

300mm) 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Min shear reo = 
Av = 0.7tws2/fyt 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Max vert. spacing 

of ties (PHR) 

= 6db 

Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail 
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Author Kuang & Ho Zygouris et al. Chin 

Specimen U1.0 C1.0 U1.0-BC U1.0-CT U1.5 C1.5 U1.5-BC CFP-1 CFP-2 1:4 Col 1:8 Wall 

Requirement:            

Max vert. spacing 

of ties (PHR) = t/2 
Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail 

Anti-buckling reo 

Ate = 84"&9
:("&;<4

 
Fail Fail Fail Pass Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Pass Fail 

Confinement reo 

required? 
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Ash met Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail 

 

*Note: PHR = potential Plastic Hinge Region, OPHR = Outside of the potential Plastic Hinge Region 
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Table B.12: Compliance of Alarcon et al. (2014), Hube et al. (2014) and Dazio et al. (2009) database walls with NZS 3101:2006 (A3) ductile 
requirements 

Author Alarcon et al. Hube et al. Dazio et al. 

Specimen W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W9 WSH4 

Requirement:          

Min wall thickness 

= 100mm 
Pass Pass Pass Fail Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Limit on the 

dimensions of 

compression zone 

within PHR 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Axial load ratio 
< 0.3 

Pass Pass Fail Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Long. reo > !"#$%"&
 Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Long. reo > 

0.3,-.
"&,012
"&,304

 
Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Pass Fail Fail Pass 

Long. reo (,-.) > 
!"#$
5"&

 
Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 
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Author Alarcon et al. Hube et al. Dazio et al. 

Specimen W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W9 WSH4 

Requirement:          

Long. reo < '("&  Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Max long. reo 

spacing = min 

(Lw/3, 3h, 300mm) 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Max long. reo bar 

diameter = 6'= 
Pass Pass Pass Fail Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Max vert. spacing 

of ties (OPHR) 

= min (Lw/5, 3t, 

300mm) 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Min shear reo = 
Av = 0.7tws2/fyt 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Max vert. spacing 

of ties (PHR) 

= 6db 

Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail 
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Author Alarcon et al. Hube et al. Dazio et al. 

Specimen W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W9 WSH4 

Requirement:          

Max vert. spacing 

of ties (PHR) = t/2 
Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail 

Anti-buckling reo 

Ate = 84"&9
:("&;<4

 
Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Pass Fail 

Confinement reo 

required? 
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Ash met Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail 

 

*Note: PHR = potential Plastic Hinge Region, OPHR = Outside of the potential Plastic Hinge Region
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Table B.13: Compliance of Lu et al. (2017), Oh et al. (2002) and Su and Wong (2006) database walls with NZS 3101:2006 (A3) ductile requirements 

Author Lu et al. Oh et al. Su & Wong 

Specimen C1 C2 C3 C4 WR-0 W1 W2 W3 

Requirement:         

Min wall thickness 

= 100mm 
Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Fail Fail Fail 

Limit on the 

dimensions of 

compression zone 

within PHR 

N/A N/A N/A N/A Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Axial load ratio 
< 0.3 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Fail Fail 

Long. reo > !"#$%"&
 Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Pass Pass Pass 

Long. reo > 

0.3,-.
"&,012
"&,304

 
Pass Pass Pass Pass Fail Pass Pass Pass 

Long. reo (,-.) > 
!"#$
5"&

 
Fail Fail Fail Fail Pass Pass Pass Pass 
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Author Lu et al. Oh et al. Su & Wong 

Specimen C1 C2 C3 C4 WR-0 W1 W2 W3 

Requirement:         

Long. reo < '("&  Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Max long. reo 

spacing = min 

(Lw/3, 3h, 300mm) 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Max long. reo bar 

diameter = 6'= 
Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Max vert. spacing 

of ties (OPHR) 

= min (Lw/5, 3t, 

300mm) 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Min shear reo = 
Av = 0.7tws2/fyt 

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Max vert. spacing 

of ties (PHR) 

= 6db 

Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail 
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Author Lu et al. Oh et al. Su & Wong 

Specimen C1 C2 C3 C4 WR-0 W1 W2 W3 

Requirement:         

Max vert. spacing 

of ties (PHR) = t/2 
Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail 

Anti-buckling reo 

Ate = 84"&9
:("&;<4

 
Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail 

Confinement reo 

required? 
Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Ash met Fail Fail Fail  Fail Fail Fail Fail 

 

*Note: PHR = potential Plastic Hinge Region, OPHR = Outside of the potential Plastic Hinge Region 
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C.1 Section 6.1.4 regression analysis output: 
 

 
a) Parameter A 

 
b) Parameter B 

Figure C.1: Summary output from R when assessing the ability of Parameters A and B to 
individually predict ultimate rotation values for database walls with shear span ratios greater 

than or equal to 2.0 
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Figure C.2: Summary output from R when assessing the ability of Parameters A and B to 
collectively predict ultimate rotation values for database walls with shear span ratios greater 

than or equal to 2.0 

  

 

 
 

Figure C.3: Pairs plot for all regression analysis parameters when predicting ultimate rotation 
values for database walls with shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0 
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a) Parameter A 

 
b) Parameter C 

 
c) Parameter E 
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a) Parameter F 

 
b) Parameter K 

Figure C.4: Summary output from R when assessing the ability of Parameters A, C, E, F and K 
to individually predict ultimate rotation values for database walls with shear span ratios 

greater than or equal to 2.0 

 

 
Figure C.5: Summary output from R when assessing the ability of Parameters C and H to 

collectively predict ultimate rotation values for database walls with shear span ratios greater 
than or equal to 2.0
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Figure C.6: Summary output from R when assessing the ability of Parameters K and H to 

collectively predict ultimate rotation values for database walls with shear span ratios greater 
than or equal to 2.0 

 

 

 



C.2 Section 6.2.3 regression analysis output 
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C.2 Section 6.2.3 regression analysis output 

 

a) Priestley et al. (2007) 

 

b) Chan (1955) 
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c) ACI-ASCE (1968) 

Figure C.7: Pairs plots for all regression analysis parameters when predicting curvature 
ductility for database walls with shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0 using various 

plastic hinge models 
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a) Parameter C (axial load ratio) 

 
b) Parameter E (longitudinal reinforcement ratio) 

 
c) Parameter K (neutral axis depth to wall length ratio) 

Figure C.8: Summary output from R when assessing the ability of Parameters C, E and K to 
individually predict curvature ductility calculated using plastic hinge model Priestley et al. 

(2007) for database walls with shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0 
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a) Parameter C (axial load ratio) 

 
b) Parameter E (longitudinal reinforcement ratio) 

 
c) Parameter K (neutral axis depth to wall length ratio) 

Figure C.9: Summary output from R when assessing the ability of Parameters C, E and K to 
individually predict curvature ductility calculated using plastic hinge model Chan (1955) for 

database walls with shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0 
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a) Parameter C (axial load ratio) 

 
b) Parameter E (longitudinal reinforcement ratio) 

 
c) Parameter K (neutral axis depth to wall length ratio) 

Figure C.10: Summary output from R when assessing the ability of Parameters C, E and K to 
individually predict curvature ductility calculated using plastic hinge model ACI-ASCE (1968) 

for database walls with shear span ratios greater than or equal to 2.0 
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uses or as part of an invitation-only research collaboration work-group
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their personal use
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via non-commercial hosting platforms such as their institutional repository
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formatting, (if relevant) pagination and online enrichment.
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private sharing rights for others' research accessed under that agreement. This includes use
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Gold Open Access Articles: May be shared according to the author-selected end-user
license and should contain a CrossMark logo, the end user license, and a DOI link to the
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Please refer to Elsevier's posting policy for further information.
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the complete thesis and include permission for Proquest/UMI to supply single copies, on
demand, of the complete thesis. Should your thesis be published commercially, please
reapply for permission. Theses and dissertations which contain embedded PJAs as part of
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party re-use of these open access articles is defined by the author's choice of Creative
Commons user license. See our open access license policy for more information.
Terms & Conditions applicable to all Open Access articles published with Elsevier:
Any reuse of the article must not represent the author as endorsing the adaptation of the
article nor should the article be modified in such a way as to damage the author's honour or
reputation. If any changes have been made, such changes must be clearly indicated.
The author(s) must be appropriately credited and we ask that you include the end user
license and a DOI link to the formal publication on ScienceDirect.
If any part of the material to be used (for example, figures) has appeared in our publication
with credit or acknowledgement to another source it is the responsibility of the user to
ensure their reuse complies with the terms and conditions determined by the rights holder.
Additional Terms & Conditions applicable to each Creative Commons user license:
CC BY: The CC-BY license allows users to copy, to create extracts, abstracts and new
works from the Article, to alter and revise the Article and to make commercial use of the
Article (including reuse and/or resale of the Article by commercial entities), provided the
user gives appropriate credit (with a link to the formal publication through the relevant
DOI), provides a link to the license, indicates if changes were made and the licensor is not
represented as endorsing the use made of the work. The full details of the license are
available at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0.
CC BY NC SA: The CC BY-NC-SA license allows users to copy, to create extracts,
abstracts and new works from the Article, to alter and revise the Article, provided this is not
done for commercial purposes, and that the user gives appropriate credit (with a link to the
formal publication through the relevant DOI), provides a link to the license, indicates if
changes were made and the licensor is not represented as endorsing the use made of the
work. Further, any new works must be made available on the same conditions. The full
details of the license are available at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0.
CC BY NC ND: The CC BY-NC-ND license allows users to copy and distribute the Article,
provided this is not done for commercial purposes and further does not permit distribution of
the Article if it is changed or edited in any way, and provided the user gives appropriate
credit (with a link to the formal publication through the relevant DOI), provides a link to the
license, and that the licensor is not represented as endorsing the use made of the work. The
full details of the license are available at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0.
Any commercial reuse of Open Access articles published with a CC BY NC SA or CC BY
NC ND license requires permission from Elsevier and will be subject to a fee.
Commercial reuse includes:

Associating advertising with the full text of the Article
Charging fees for document delivery or access
Article aggregation
Systematic distribution via e-mail lists or share buttons

Posting or linking by commercial companies for use by customers of those companies.
 
20. Other Conditions:
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copyright notice will read substantially as follows: “Republished with permission of
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copyright]; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc. ” Such notice
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Confirmation and these terms and conditions. Any breach not cured within 30 days of
written notice thereof shall result in immediate termination of such license without further
notice. Any unauthorized (but licensable) use of a Work that is terminated immediately upon
notice thereof may be liquidated by payment of the Rightsholder's ordinary license price
therefor; any unauthorized (and unlicensable) use that is not terminated immediately for any
reason (including, for example, because materials containing the Work cannot reasonably be
recalled) will be subject to all remedies available at law or in equity, but in no event to a
payment of less than three times the Rightsholder's ordinary license price for the most
closely analogous licensable use plus Rightsholder's and/or CCC's costs and expenses
incurred in collecting such payment.
8. Miscellaneous.
8.1 User acknowledges that CCC may, from time to time, make changes or additions to the
Service or to these terms and conditions, and CCC reserves the right to send notice to the
User by electronic mail or otherwise for the purposes of notifying User of such changes or
additions; provided that any such changes or additions shall not apply to permissions already
secured and paid for.
8.2 Use of User-related information collected through the Service is governed by CCC’s
privacy policy, available online here:
http://www.copyright.com/content/cc3/en/tools/footer/privacypolicy.html.
8.3 The licensing transaction described in the Order Confirmation is personal to User.
Therefore, User may not assign or transfer to any other person (whether a natural person or
an organization of any kind) the license created by the Order Confirmation and these terms
and conditions or any rights granted hereunder; provided, however, that User may assign
such license in its entirety on written notice to CCC in the event of a transfer of all or
substantially all of User’s rights in the new material which includes the Work(s) licensed
under this Service.
8.4 No amendment or waiver of any terms is binding unless set forth in writing and signed
by the parties. The Rightsholder and CCC hereby object to any terms contained in any
writing prepared by the User or its principals, employees, agents or affiliates and purporting
to govern or otherwise relate to the licensing transaction described in the Order
Confirmation, which terms are in any way inconsistent with any terms set forth in the Order
Confirmation and/or in these terms and conditions or CCC's standard operating procedures,
whether such writing is prepared prior to, simultaneously with or subsequent to the Order
Confirmation, and whether such writing appears on a copy of the Order Confirmation or in a
separate instrument.
8.5 The licensing transaction described in the Order Confirmation document shall be
governed by and construed under the law of the State of New York, USA, without regard to
the principles thereof of conflicts of law. Any case, controversy, suit, action, or proceeding
arising out of, in connection with, or related to such licensing transaction shall be brought, at
CCC's sole discretion, in any federal or state court located in the County of New York, State
of New York, USA, or in any federal or state court whose geographical jurisdiction covers
the location of the Rightsholder set forth in the Order Confirmation. The parties expressly
submit to the personal jurisdiction and venue of each such federal or state court.If you have
any comments or questions about the Service or Copyright Clearance Center, please contact
us at 978-750-8400 or send an e-mail to info@copyright.com.
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Questions? customercare@copyright.com or +1-855-239-3415 (toll free in the US) or
+1-978-646-2777.

mailto:customercare@copyright.com
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Signy Crowe <scro545@aucklanduni.ac.nz>

Copyright permission to reproduce figures from your PhD dissertation 

Signy Crowe <scro545@aucklanduni.ac.nz> 17 June 2018 at 21:12
To: lmassone@ing.uchile.cl

Dear Professor Massone,
 
I am currently completing my Master of Engineering at the University of Auckland on the seismic performance of older
reinforced concrete walls. As part of this research, I created a database of reinforced concrete wall tests to compare
different capacity models. The six pier tests (wp111-9, wp111-10, wp1105-8, wp1105-7, wp110-5, wp110-6) completed
as part of your research were included in this database. To present each of your wall tests and their corresponding
results I would like to reproduce Figures 4-6, 7-15, 7-16 and 7-17 from your PhD dissertation in my Master of
Engineering thesis.  
 
If you are happy to grant permission, please sign the authority at the bottom of the letter attached to this email and
return a copy to me. You may also add specific instructions regarding the attribution statement that I will include in my
thesis, and any additional terms and conditions that you require.
 
Kind regards,
Signy Crowe
 
 

Copyright permission request -  Professor Massone.docx 
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Signy Crowe <scro545@aucklanduni.ac.nz>

Copyright permission to reproduce figures from your PhD dissertation 

Leonardo Maximiliano Massone <lmassone@uchile.cl> 21 June 2018 at 07:04
To: Signy Crowe <scro545@aucklanduni.ac.nz>

Hi Signy,
 
I'm at a conference now, so I can not sign it now. You can use them without any problems. When you reference them,
if they are in any of my journal papers, I'd rather have you referenced them (papers), since it is easier for everyone to
find them (than my thesis).
 
Regards,
 
Leonardo Massone 
[Quoted text hidden]
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JOHN WILEY AND SONS LICENSE
 TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Jun 23, 2018

 
This Agreement between University of Auckland -- Signy Crowe ("You") and John Wiley
and Sons ("John Wiley and Sons") consists of your license details and the terms and
conditions provided by John Wiley and Sons and Copyright Clearance Center.

License Number 4371171489888

License date Jun 17, 2018

Licensed Content Publisher John Wiley and Sons

Licensed Content Publication Earthquake Engineering and Structural Dynamics

Licensed Content Title Effect of boundary element details on the seismic deformation
capacity of structural walls

Licensed Content Author Young‐Hun Oh, Sang Whan Han, Li‐Hyung Lee

Licensed Content Date May 8, 2002

Licensed Content Volume 31

Licensed Content Issue 8

Licensed Content Pages 20

Type of use Dissertation/Thesis

Requestor type University/Academic

Format Print and electronic

Portion Figure/table

Number of figures/tables 3

Original Wiley figure/table
number(s)

Figure 3, 7, 8

Will you be translating? No

Title of your thesis /
dissertation

Seismic performance of older reinforced concrete walls

Expected completion date Jul 2018

Expected size (number of
pages)

231

Requestor Location University of Auckland
 314 Khyber Pass Road
 Newmarket

  
Auckland, 1023

 New Zealand
 Attn: University of Auckland

Publisher Tax ID EU826007151

Total 0.00 USD

Terms and Conditions

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
This copyrighted material is owned by or exclusively licensed to John Wiley & Sons, Inc. or
one of its group companies (each a"Wiley Company") or handled on behalf of a society with
which a Wiley Company has exclusive publishing rights in relation to a particular work
(collectively "WILEY"). By clicking "accept" in connection with completing this licensing
transaction, you agree that the following terms and conditions apply to this transaction
(along with the billing and payment terms and conditions established by the Copyright
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Clearance Center Inc., ("CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions"), at the time that
you opened your RightsLink account (these are available at any time at
http://myaccount.copyright.com).
 
Terms and Conditions

 
The materials you have requested permission to reproduce or reuse (the "Wiley
Materials") are protected by copyright. 
 
You are hereby granted a personal, non-exclusive, non-sub licensable (on a stand-
alone basis), non-transferable, worldwide, limited license to reproduce the Wiley
Materials for the purpose specified in the licensing process. This license, and any
CONTENT (PDF or image file) purchased as part of your order, is for a one-time
use only and limited to any maximum distribution number specified in the license.
The first instance of republication or reuse granted by this license must be completed
within two years of the date of the grant of this license (although copies prepared
before the end date may be distributed thereafter). The Wiley Materials shall not be
used in any other manner or for any other purpose, beyond what is granted in the
license. Permission is granted subject to an appropriate acknowledgement given to the
author, title of the material/book/journal and the publisher. You shall also duplicate the
copyright notice that appears in the Wiley publication in your use of the Wiley
Material. Permission is also granted on the understanding that nowhere in the text is a
previously published source acknowledged for all or part of this Wiley Material. Any
third party content is expressly excluded from this permission.

  
With respect to the Wiley Materials, all rights are reserved. Except as expressly
granted by the terms of the license, no part of the Wiley Materials may be copied,
modified, adapted (except for minor reformatting required by the new Publication),
translated, reproduced, transferred or distributed, in any form or by any means, and no
derivative works may be made based on the Wiley Materials without the prior
permission of the respective copyright owner.For STM Signatory Publishers
clearing permission under the terms of the STM Permissions Guidelines only, the
terms of the license are extended to include subsequent editions and for editions
in other languages, provided such editions are for the work as a whole in situ and
does not involve the separate exploitation of the permitted figures or extracts,
You may not alter, remove or suppress in any manner any copyright, trademark or
other notices displayed by the Wiley Materials. You may not license, rent, sell, loan,
lease, pledge, offer as security, transfer or assign the Wiley Materials on a stand-alone
basis, or any of the rights granted to you hereunder to any other person.

  
The Wiley Materials and all of the intellectual property rights therein shall at all times
remain the exclusive property of John Wiley & Sons Inc, the Wiley Companies, or
their respective licensors, and your interest therein is only that of having possession of
and the right to reproduce the Wiley Materials pursuant to Section 2 herein during the
continuance of this Agreement. You agree that you own no right, title or interest in or
to the Wiley Materials or any of the intellectual property rights therein. You shall have
no rights hereunder other than the license as provided for above in Section 2. No right,
license or interest to any trademark, trade name, service mark or other branding
("Marks") of WILEY or its licensors is granted hereunder, and you agree that you
shall not assert any such right, license or interest with respect thereto

  
NEITHER WILEY NOR ITS LICENSORS MAKES ANY WARRANTY OR
REPRESENTATION OF ANY KIND TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY,
EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR STATUTORY, WITH RESPECT TO THE MATERIALS
OR THE ACCURACY OF ANY INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE
MATERIALS, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED
WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, ACCURACY, SATISFACTORY
QUALITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, USABILITY,

http://myaccount.copyright.com/
http://www.stm-assoc.org/copyright-legal-affairs/permissions/permissions-guidelines/
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INTEGRATION OR NON-INFRINGEMENT AND ALL SUCH WARRANTIES
ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED BY WILEY AND ITS LICENSORS AND WAIVED
BY YOU. 

  
WILEY shall have the right to terminate this Agreement immediately upon breach of
this Agreement by you.

  
You shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless WILEY, its Licensors and their
respective directors, officers, agents and employees, from and against any actual or
threatened claims, demands, causes of action or proceedings arising from any breach
of this Agreement by you.

  
IN NO EVENT SHALL WILEY OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE TO YOU OR
ANY OTHER PARTY OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR ANY
SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, EXEMPLARY OR
PUNITIVE DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED, ARISING OUT OF OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THE DOWNLOADING, PROVISIONING, VIEWING OR
USE OF THE MATERIALS REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF ACTION,
WHETHER FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT, BREACH OF WARRANTY, TORT,
NEGLIGENCE, INFRINGEMENT OR OTHERWISE (INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, DAMAGES BASED ON LOSS OF PROFITS, DATA, FILES, USE,
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY OR CLAIMS OF THIRD PARTIES), AND WHETHER
OR NOT THE PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION SHALL APPLY NOTWITHSTANDING ANY
FAILURE OF ESSENTIAL PURPOSE OF ANY LIMITED REMEDY PROVIDED
HEREIN. 

  
Should any provision of this Agreement be held by a court of competent jurisdiction
to be illegal, invalid, or unenforceable, that provision shall be deemed amended to
achieve as nearly as possible the same economic effect as the original provision, and
the legality, validity and enforceability of the remaining provisions of this Agreement
shall not be affected or impaired thereby. 

  
The failure of either party to enforce any term or condition of this Agreement shall not
constitute a waiver of either party's right to enforce each and every term and condition
of this Agreement. No breach under this agreement shall be deemed waived or
excused by either party unless such waiver or consent is in writing signed by the party
granting such waiver or consent. The waiver by or consent of a party to a breach of
any provision of this Agreement shall not operate or be construed as a waiver of or
consent to any other or subsequent breach by such other party. 

  
This Agreement may not be assigned (including by operation of law or otherwise) by
you without WILEY's prior written consent.

  
Any fee required for this permission shall be non-refundable after thirty (30) days
from receipt by the CCC.

  
These terms and conditions together with CCC's Billing and Payment terms and
conditions (which are incorporated herein) form the entire agreement between you and
WILEY concerning this licensing transaction and (in the absence of fraud) supersedes
all prior agreements and representations of the parties, oral or written. This Agreement
may not be amended except in writing signed by both parties. This Agreement shall be
binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties' successors, legal representatives,
and authorized assigns. 

  
In the event of any conflict between your obligations established by these terms and
conditions and those established by CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions,
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these terms and conditions shall prevail.
  

WILEY expressly reserves all rights not specifically granted in the combination of (i)
the license details provided by you and accepted in the course of this licensing
transaction, (ii) these terms and conditions and (iii) CCC's Billing and Payment terms
and conditions.

  
This Agreement will be void if the Type of Use, Format, Circulation, or Requestor
Type was misrepresented during the licensing process.

  
This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of
the State of New York, USA, without regards to such state's conflict of law rules. Any
legal action, suit or proceeding arising out of or relating to these Terms and Conditions
or the breach thereof shall be instituted in a court of competent jurisdiction in New
York County in the State of New York in the United States of America and each party
hereby consents and submits to the personal jurisdiction of such court, waives any
objection to venue in such court and consents to service of process by registered or
certified mail, return receipt requested, at the last known address of such party.

  

WILEY OPEN ACCESS TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Wiley Publishes Open Access Articles in fully Open Access Journals and in Subscription
journals offering Online Open. Although most of the fully Open Access journals publish
open access articles under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) License
only, the subscription journals and a few of the Open Access Journals offer a choice of
Creative Commons Licenses. The license type is clearly identified on the article.
The Creative Commons Attribution License
The Creative Commons Attribution License (CC-BY) allows users to copy, distribute and
transmit an article, adapt the article and make commercial use of the article. The CC-BY
license permits commercial and non-
Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial License
The Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial (CC-BY-NC)License permits use,
distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited
and is not used for commercial purposes.(see below)

  
Creative Commons Attribution-Non-Commercial-NoDerivs License
The Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial-NoDerivs License (CC-BY-NC-ND)
permits use, distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is
properly cited, is not used for commercial purposes and no modifications or adaptations are
made. (see below)
Use by commercial "for-profit" organizations
Use of Wiley Open Access articles for commercial, promotional, or marketing purposes
requires further explicit permission from Wiley and will be subject to a fee.
Further details can be found on Wiley Online Library
http://olabout.wiley.com/WileyCDA/Section/id-410895.html
 
 
Other Terms and Conditions:

  
 
 
v1.10 Last updated September 2015
Questions? customercare@copyright.com or +1-855-239-3415 (toll free in the US) or
+1-978-646-2777.

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/
http://olabout.wiley.com/WileyCDA/Section/id-410895.html
mailto:customercare@copyright.com
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ELSEVIER LICENSE
 TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Jun 23, 2018

 
This Agreement between University of Auckland -- Signy Crowe ("You") and Elsevier
("Elsevier") consists of your license details and the terms and conditions provided by
Elsevier and Copyright Clearance Center.

License Number 4371180249202

License date Jun 17, 2018

Licensed Content Publisher Elsevier

Licensed Content Publication Engineering Structures

Licensed Content Title Seismic behaviour of slender reinforced concrete shear walls under
high axial load ratio

Licensed Content Author R.K.L. Su,S.M. Wong

Licensed Content Date Aug 1, 2007

Licensed Content Volume 29

Licensed Content Issue 8

Licensed Content Pages 9

Start Page 1957

End Page 1965

Type of Use reuse in a thesis/dissertation

Intended publisher of new
work

other

Portion figures/tables/illustrations

Number of
figures/tables/illustrations

4

Format both print and electronic

Are you the author of this
Elsevier article?

No

Will you be translating? No

Original figure numbers Figure 1, 2, 5, 7

Title of your
thesis/dissertation

Seismic performance of older reinforced concrete walls

Publisher of new work University of Auckland

Expected completion date Jul 2018

Estimated size (number of
pages)

231

Requestor Location University of Auckland
 314 Khyber Pass Road
 Newmarket

  
Auckland, 1023

 New Zealand
 Attn: University of Auckland

Publisher Tax ID GB 494 6272 12

Total 0.00 USD

Terms and Conditions
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INTRODUCTION
1. The publisher for this copyrighted material is Elsevier.  By clicking "accept" in connection
with completing this licensing transaction, you agree that the following terms and conditions
apply to this transaction (along with the Billing and Payment terms and conditions
established by Copyright Clearance Center, Inc. ("CCC"), at the time that you opened your
Rightslink account and that are available at any time at http://myaccount.copyright.com).

GENERAL TERMS
2. Elsevier hereby grants you permission to reproduce the aforementioned material subject to
the terms and conditions indicated.
3. Acknowledgement: If any part of the material to be used (for example, figures) has
appeared in our publication with credit or acknowledgement to another source, permission
must also be sought from that source.  If such permission is not obtained then that material
may not be included in your publication/copies. Suitable acknowledgement to the source
must be made, either as a footnote or in a reference list at the end of your publication, as
follows:
"Reprinted from Publication title, Vol /edition number, Author(s), Title of article / title of
chapter, Pages No., Copyright (Year), with permission from Elsevier [OR APPLICABLE
SOCIETY COPYRIGHT OWNER]." Also Lancet special credit - "Reprinted from The
Lancet, Vol. number, Author(s), Title of article, Pages No., Copyright (Year), with
permission from Elsevier."
4. Reproduction of this material is confined to the purpose and/or media for which
permission is hereby given.
5. Altering/Modifying Material: Not Permitted. However figures and illustrations may be
altered/adapted minimally to serve your work. Any other abbreviations, additions, deletions
and/or any other alterations shall be made only with prior written authorization of Elsevier
Ltd. (Please contact Elsevier at permissions@elsevier.com). No modifications can be made
to any Lancet figures/tables and they must be reproduced in full.
6. If the permission fee for the requested use of our material is waived in this instance,
please be advised that your future requests for Elsevier materials may attract a fee.
7. Reservation of Rights: Publisher reserves all rights not specifically granted in the
combination of (i) the license details provided by you and accepted in the course of this
licensing transaction, (ii) these terms and conditions and (iii) CCC's Billing and Payment
terms and conditions.
8. License Contingent Upon Payment: While you may exercise the rights licensed
immediately upon issuance of the license at the end of the licensing process for the
transaction, provided that you have disclosed complete and accurate details of your proposed
use, no license is finally effective unless and until full payment is received from you (either
by publisher or by CCC) as provided in CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions.  If
full payment is not received on a timely basis, then any license preliminarily granted shall be
deemed automatically revoked and shall be void as if never granted.  Further, in the event
that you breach any of these terms and conditions or any of CCC's Billing and Payment
terms and conditions, the license is automatically revoked and shall be void as if never
granted.  Use of materials as described in a revoked license, as well as any use of the
materials beyond the scope of an unrevoked license, may constitute copyright infringement
and publisher reserves the right to take any and all action to protect its copyright in the
materials.
9. Warranties: Publisher makes no representations or warranties with respect to the licensed
material.
10. Indemnity: You hereby indemnify and agree to hold harmless publisher and CCC, and
their respective officers, directors, employees and agents, from and against any and all
claims arising out of your use of the licensed material other than as specifically authorized
pursuant to this license.
11. No Transfer of License: This license is personal to you and may not be sublicensed,
assigned, or transferred by you to any other person without publisher's written permission.
12. No Amendment Except in Writing: This license may not be amended except in a writing
signed by both parties (or, in the case of publisher, by CCC on publisher's behalf).
13. Objection to Contrary Terms: Publisher hereby objects to any terms contained in any
purchase order, acknowledgment, check endorsement or other writing prepared by you,

http://myaccount.copyright.com/
mailto:permissions@elsevier.com
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which terms are inconsistent with these terms and conditions or CCC's Billing and Payment
terms and conditions.  These terms and conditions, together with CCC's Billing and Payment
terms and conditions (which are incorporated herein), comprise the entire agreement
between you and publisher (and CCC) concerning this licensing transaction.  In the event of
any conflict between your obligations established by these terms and conditions and those
established by CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions, these terms and conditions
shall control.
14. Revocation: Elsevier or Copyright Clearance Center may deny the permissions described
in this License at their sole discretion, for any reason or no reason, with a full refund payable
to you.  Notice of such denial will be made using the contact information provided by you. 
Failure to receive such notice will not alter or invalidate the denial.  In no event will Elsevier
or Copyright Clearance Center be responsible or liable for any costs, expenses or damage
incurred by you as a result of a denial of your permission request, other than a refund of the
amount(s) paid by you to Elsevier and/or Copyright Clearance Center for denied
permissions.

LIMITED LICENSE
The following terms and conditions apply only to specific license types:
15. Translation: This permission is granted for non-exclusive world English rights only
unless your license was granted for translation rights. If you licensed translation rights you
may only translate this content into the languages you requested. A professional translator
must perform all translations and reproduce the content word for word preserving the
integrity of the article.
16. Posting licensed content on any Website: The following terms and conditions apply as
follows: Licensing material from an Elsevier journal: All content posted to the web site must
maintain the copyright information line on the bottom of each image; A hyper-text must be
included to the Homepage of the journal from which you are licensing at
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/xxxxx or the Elsevier homepage for books at
http://www.elsevier.com; Central Storage: This license does not include permission for a
scanned version of the material to be stored in a central repository such as that provided by
Heron/XanEdu.
Licensing material from an Elsevier book: A hyper-text link must be included to the Elsevier
homepage at http://www.elsevier.com . All content posted to the web site must maintain the
copyright information line on the bottom of each image.
 
Posting licensed content on Electronic reserve: In addition to the above the following
clauses are applicable: The web site must be password-protected and made available only to
bona fide students registered on a relevant course. This permission is granted for 1 year only.
You may obtain a new license for future website posting.
17. For journal authors: the following clauses are applicable in addition to the above:
Preprints:
A preprint is an author's own write-up of research results and analysis, it has not been peer-
reviewed, nor has it had any other value added to it by a publisher (such as formatting,
copyright, technical enhancement etc.).
Authors can share their preprints anywhere at any time. Preprints should not be added to or
enhanced in any way in order to appear more like, or to substitute for, the final versions of
articles however authors can update their preprints on arXiv or RePEc with their Accepted
Author Manuscript (see below).
If accepted for publication, we encourage authors to link from the preprint to their formal
publication via its DOI. Millions of researchers have access to the formal publications on
ScienceDirect, and so links will help users to find, access, cite and use the best available
version. Please note that Cell Press, The Lancet and some society-owned have different
preprint policies. Information on these policies is available on the journal homepage.
Accepted Author Manuscripts: An accepted author manuscript is the manuscript of an
article that has been accepted for publication and which typically includes author-
incorporated changes suggested during submission, peer review and editor-author
communications.
Authors can share their accepted author manuscript:

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/xxxxx
http://www.elsevier.com/
http://www.elsevier.com/
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immediately
via their non-commercial person homepage or blog
by updating a preprint in arXiv or RePEc with the accepted manuscript
via their research institute or institutional repository for internal institutional
uses or as part of an invitation-only research collaboration work-group
directly by providing copies to their students or to research collaborators for
their personal use
for private scholarly sharing as part of an invitation-only work group on
commercial sites with which Elsevier has an agreement

After the embargo period
via non-commercial hosting platforms such as their institutional repository
via commercial sites with which Elsevier has an agreement

In all cases accepted manuscripts should:

link to the formal publication via its DOI
bear a CC-BY-NC-ND license - this is easy to do
if aggregated with other manuscripts, for example in a repository or other site, be
shared in alignment with our hosting policy not be added to or enhanced in any way to
appear more like, or to substitute for, the published journal article.

Published journal article (JPA): A published journal article (PJA) is the definitive final
record of published research that appears or will appear in the journal and embodies all
value-adding publishing activities including peer review co-ordination, copy-editing,
formatting, (if relevant) pagination and online enrichment.
Policies for sharing publishing journal articles differ for subscription and gold open access
articles:
Subscription Articles: If you are an author, please share a link to your article rather than the
full-text. Millions of researchers have access to the formal publications on ScienceDirect,
and so links will help your users to find, access, cite, and use the best available version.
Theses and dissertations which contain embedded PJAs as part of the formal submission can
be posted publicly by the awarding institution with DOI links back to the formal
publications on ScienceDirect.
If you are affiliated with a library that subscribes to ScienceDirect you have additional
private sharing rights for others' research accessed under that agreement. This includes use
for classroom teaching and internal training at the institution (including use in course packs
and courseware programs), and inclusion of the article for grant funding purposes.
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